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YOUR HP PALMTOP
JUST TOOK A UANTUM LEAP.

With just one Smart move, your Hewlett-Packard

or 6 MB flash memory; 14,400 send/9,600 receive

PDA can jump from a portable organizer to a

fax; 2400 bps modem; MNP 5, Y.42N.22 bis error

mobile communications center. The Fax/Modem

correction; HP LaserJet compatibility; multiple-

and Memory card from Smart Modular Technologies

destination fax capability; and auro-dial and

enables this transformation by combining industry-

answer functionality. You also get EZ Installation

standard fax/modem capabilities with powerful, on-

software- a Smart exclusive-to literally get you

board flash memory-all on the same streamlined

up and running in seconds, sleep and standby modes

PCMCIA Type II-compatible card. By coupling

for prolonged battery life and our comprehensive

fax, modem and memory functions in a single card,

five-year warranty.

you can easily send and receive the data-intensive
communications
that, before now,

All told, the Fax/Modem and Memory card from
Smart is a Calaveras County-like
leap forward for palmrop

were beyond the

computing and serious

reach of palmtop computing.

Hewlett-Packard

In keeping with our reputation for
PCMCIA innovation-and as a leading
OEM provider-this powerful card has all
the performance features you need: 2 MB, 4 MB

~ 1994 SMART Modu lar Technologies, Inc. All riglus reserved.

SMART Logo is a trademark of SMART Modular Technologies, Inc.

All mher trademarks are the property of [he ir respective compa nies.

95LX, 100LX and
200LX users like you.
For more information call
Smart at 1-800-536-1231.
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Modular Technologies
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YOUR HAND.

YOUR HAND.

With the HP 95LX or HP 100LX, you hold a lot of power in your hands. But you could be holding more.
Just add RadioMaWMon the ARDISsMwireless network and the InfoTAC™ two-way messenger. Together,
they enable you to stay in touch with your office, clients and suppliers either directly or through public
E-mail from virtually anywhere in the U.S., without plugging into a computer jack. So whether you're in an
airport, taxi or meeting, you can send and receive messages and documents. You can even exchange messages with users on
the Internet, the information highway.
With ARDIS and RadioMaW~ your entire business world is right at your fingertips. For more information, call 1-800-494- 1719.

ARDIS
Real-time information solutions for
real-life business problems:"

© 1994. All rights reserved. ARDIS is a registered service mark of ARDIS Company.
RadioMail is a registered trademark of RadioMail Corporation. InfoTAC is a trademark of Motorola. Inc.

Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper
There's lots of HP Palmtop help
available on the "information
superhighway." If you know where
to look, you'll find HP Palmtop
software, as well as ongoing
discussions, questions and answers
by users worldwide about the HP
Palmtop. In this issue we show you
where to look. Then we show you
how to use the HP Palmtop itself
to find palmtop information and
information on most any subject
imaginable in electronic cyberspace.
The nature and sociological
implications of electronic
communications, a completely new
phenomena to man, is fascinating.
Whole worldwide communities
come into existence with a
common interest as the basic bond
and selection criteria. National
Top: Hal Goldstein
origin, race, religious beliefs,
Bottom: Robert Roney and Rich Hall
profession, geographical distance
are virtually invisible and
irrelevant. Personally, I have logged on to the HP Handheld forum of
CompuServe (Go HPHAND) almost every day for the past two and a half
years. I have made friends on the forum, many of whom I have never met
or even spoken to. However, I "see" them almost every day. As you will read
in these pages you can join CompuServe, the Internet or American Online to
find Palmtop information and "meet" interesting people from various
backgrounds with whom otherwise you would not have come in contact.
The fruits of my daily CompuServe visits can be seen in each issue of The
HP Palmtop Paper. Tips, tricks, and how-to-use articles emerge from the
collective experience of HP Palmtop users. In this issue both our tip-packed
palmtop user profile (page 36) and our article on organizing the day through
a custom HP Palmtop todo list (page 42), have their origin in CompuServe
discussions.
We, also use the phone and mail to solicit and refine articles from HP
Palmtop users. Check out Michael Walsh's interesting treatise on touch
typing on the HP Palmtop (page 40). Then study Ed Keefe's HP Calc article
(page 46). Whether you are a novice or experience HP Calc user I guarantee
you'll learn something in Ed's article.
Finally, I hope you enjoy the two articles I wrote. The first describes my
visit to the Far East. In Singapore I met with the new people responsible for
the evolution and marketing of the HP Palmtop. In Japan I met about 40
users and saw some exciting new products and upgrades.
When you turn the next page you'll see our new "Palmtop Wisdom"
column. I am very interested in your feedback. In it we focus on specific
techniques and ideas to make you more effective in your personal and
business life. Then we show how to apply those ideas using your HP
Palmtop.
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The editors of The HP Palmtop Paper welcome you to our
new section, Palmtop Wisdom. Palmtop Wisdom takes the
latest thinking about leadership, human relations, time
management, finance, self-development, travel, and
entertainment and shows the concrete application of these
concepts using HP's lOOj200LX Palmtop pes.
We welcome your feedback, ideas, and contributions.

paste your mission statement from
Note in APPT to Note in PHONE
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LEADERSHIP

before "I" so that the phrase appears
at the top of Appt list. I < Shift > I-~
turns CAPS lock on and off.)

Staying on Purpose

2. I <Tab > I to Start Time and press the
IDELI key to make the phrase an

By Hal Goldstein

As advertisers know, most consumers need to hear a message many
times before it sinks in. You can use
the HP Palmtop to repetitively advertise an important message to
yourself.
For example, suppose you have
developed or adhere to a mission
statement for your business, for your
department, for your family, or for
your life. That mission statement
becomes meaningful when you use
it as a reference point for your
choice of activities.
Creating the mission statement is
~h~ first step. Then you have to keep
It m your awareness. Here is a way
to use your Palmtop to reinforce that
mission statement.
ON THE PALMTOP: First, think
which Palmtop applications you use
the most. If you are like many users
it is PHONE and APPT. Now, think
of a few key words that trigger the
content of your mission statement.
For example, let us say customer
satisfaction is foremost in your company's mission. Here's how to set up
a Palmtop reminder system.
1. Start APPT and press ~ to add
an appointment. In the description
field, type: I < Spacebar> I I OWN CUSTOMER'S PROBLEM, press f3. (Put a space

"Event".
3. Press ~ and type in your company's mission statement in the
Notes field and press f!!£).
4. Press f!!I, Repeat, move the cursor
to Daily and press f!!£).
5. Press IALTI '!!.., then IALTI M if you
don't want this message to show up
on your week- and month-at-aglance views. Then press f!!£).
Now the message will appear at the
top whenever you use your APPT
book.

Message appears at top of APPT screen

Similarly, make a PHONE entry
starting with a space in the Name
field so this mission statement entry
will be at the top of your PHONE
book. Depending on how your Index
view is set up, you may want some
of the key words from your mission
statement to appear in the "Business"
or "Fax" fields. You can copy and

Similarly you can put a message on
top of your ToDo list or on top of
any Database that you have set up.
If you use Lotus 1-2-3, you can
cr~at.e a Lotus file that contains your
mISSIOn statement. Name the file
AUT0123.WK1. When you press the
Lotus key, your mission statement
will come up. Then you can retrieve
the file you want to work on or start
a new file by typing IMENU I Worksheet Erase Yes.

HUMAN
RELATIONS
Tracking the progress
of your people
Suppose you want to keep track of a
project someone has promised to do
(subordinate, son or daughter, whoever). Use the Palmtop's date stamp
feature plus PHONE's Note and
Category fields to keep on top of the
progress.
ON THE PALMTOP: Suppose you
are .read~ to assign an employee a
proJect. FIrst use PHONE to enter his
name and other pertinent info such
as his phone extension, mail stop, EMail, home phone, etc. Then when
you are meeting with him, press ~
to go to the Note field. Now press
~-O to enter today's date.
Write out the assignment with
the goals and date for the next meeting. Read it out loud to verify with
the employee. When the emfloyee
leaves, you can add additiona notes
about the project, the employee's
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enthusiasm, suggestions made at the
meeting, whatever you might want
to reference later.
Similarly, for the next meeting,
date stamp It and write up the progress and agreed upon goals for next
meeting. Follow this procedure for
all additional meetings with the
employee about this project and
about other things the two of you
are working on together.
Finally, assign a special category
to anyone whose progress you are
tracking. This step isn't absolutely
necessary, but it allows you the
possibility of easily reviewing at
once all those to whom you assigned
work or to whom you are collaborating with. For this example, you
could name that category "delegate".
You could then create a Subset that
extracted all names with the category
"delegate".
You can use an employee's contact history to check the progress of
a project, for employee evaluation,
and for study if something didn't go
as expected. Also if there is any
problem with the employee, you
have written documentation.

FINANCE
Quick Check Book
Reconciliation
Knowing exactly what your financial
position is, is the only way that you
can make rational decisions about
your finances. Reconciling your checking account is the first necessary
and sometimes painful step in finding out where you are. Your Palmtop can help you make this process
a fittle less pamful. The HP Calc List
Stat program is quite simple and
quite useful for simple summing.
ON THE PALMTOP: Start List Stat
by pressing the IHP CALq key and
type IMENU I ~pliytions kist Stat, or
simply press CTRL -[9.
1f there IS any data on the
screen, press '~EN*" Clear
Ii;NTEfil to clear It. so press F4 1
t e orizontal line above the .00
total says 2-Var. It should say 1-Var
and the I!!l key should read 2-Var.
Now simply enter your check
amounts or bank charges and press
IENTE1' Put in the initial balance and
any eposits as negative by typ~
the number and then the letter ~,
(+/-) and then ,ENTiR" Every time
you enter a number t 1e new subtotal

'r;rl

4

of money spent minus money deposited is listed at the bottom. (You can,
of course, make each check a negative and deposits positive, but that
requires extra key strokes.) When
you are done you will have the
negative of the total in your account,
and a list of amounts to double
check your work.

SELF
DEVELOPMENT
Schedule most important
things first
Some o( us have so many responsibilities, our lives are so busy, that
we end up not finding time to do
what is really important to us. For
example, let's consider spending
time with our children. Weare tired
at night and our weekends are
crammed with activities, work, or
even our favorite ball game.
ON THE PALMTOP: One approach
is to schedule an appointment with
your kids in your Palmtop, say, for
Saturday mornings for 2 hours. That
appointment must be treated like
any other important appointment. If
it must be rescheduled it should be
rescheduled immediately and all affected parties need to be informed.
Repeating appointments are easy
on the HP PaImtop. Just enter an
appointment the usual way by pressing ~ (Add) from the appomtment
screen, and then enter tbe description and time and date. Then press
~ (Repeat) and move the cursor to
weekly. Press ~ a couple of times
and you have SCl1'eduled something
that IS really important to you.

Palmtop diary
There are many good reasons for
keeping a personal diary of our
thoushts, feelings, and day to day
actiVIties. By.pausing to write, often
you can clarity uncertainty, explore
ideas, think deeply about a concern.
If we examine our diary over the
months and years, we can discern
patterns that will provide insights
mto living a more fulfilling life. If
nothing else, it is interesting to look
back and see over time now our
concerns changed and matured.
Often it is hard to make time to
keep up a diary. However the
Palmtop is always with you. You can
make it a habit to use the waiting
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periods, those holes in the day, to
update your thinking.

5Tl

ON THE PALMTOP: Open uuour
diary file in E
Press ~-O,
Date, and ~-., lille, to date and
time stamp your note. Then begin
writing. Alternatively you can enter
your notes in NoteTaker. Start a new
NoteTaker file called Diary (lMENUI
file New Diary IENTERr. For the Title
you could Date an Time stamp.
Then create your note. Finally, catef?0rize it: say, "happt, "depressed",
'excited", "concern", 'breaktbrough".
At a later time lOU could, say, look
at all "concerns. '
To insure privacy give the file a
password. In either NoteTaker or
Memo press
file Password
and give the 1 e a password that
you're sure to remember. If you
forget the password, you will have
lost the file.

Irru1

ON THE ROAD
AGAIN
Keeping local hotel info
ever accessible
When I travel, I often need fast access to my hotel information. As
soon as I know where I will be staying, I make a special temporary
entry in my PHONE book. Also, I
find it convenient to have all my
travel information available in one
place. I store that additional information in the Note field of that temporary entry.
ON THE PALMTOP: In PHONE
book's Name field, I start with an
empty space so the entry appears at
the top of the list then it's easy to
access and easy to delete. I then put
in the Name field, the reason for
travel and the hotel. I enter the address, phone, and fax in the appropriate fields. That way, the notel
shows up on my index view along
with phone and fax information. In
the Wote field, I enter other travel information, such as flight information,
rent-a-car name and confirmation
number.
If I want to get the additional
travel information stored in the ~
cial entry's Note field, I press ~
I < LeftArrow > I to go to the top of my
phone llst where the tem~ary hotel
entry is, and then press ~, Note.

More on
Project Gutenberg
I enjoyed Jeff Zorn's article
on Giles Kohl's Vertical
Reader iii and Project
Gutenberg (Voi.3, No.5,
Pg.14). I would like to add
the following information for
any wishing to help Project
Gutenberg in any manner.
The volunteer-run and
-funded organization is
scrambling to double their
monthly ETEXT production
without a corresponding
increase in volunteers or
funding. Project Gutenberg
gratefully accepts contributions in money, time, scanning machines, OCR software, public domain ETEXTS, royalty free copyright licenses, and every
other sort of contribution
you can think of. All donations should be made to
"Project Gutenberg/IBC,"
and are tax deductible to the
extent allowable by law
("IBC" is Illinois Benedictine
College). For these and other
matters, please mail to:

Project Gutenberg
P. O. Box 2782
Champaign, IL 61825
E-mail queries should be
sent to the Director of Communications of Project
Gutenberg at Dircompg@ux1
.cso.uiuc.edu.
Those wishing to be on
the Project Gutenberg mailing list for notices of upcoming releases and projects
should access the usenet
newsgroup bit.listserv
.gutnberg, or to send an email message to listserv@
uiucvmd.bitnet with the oneline message : subscribe
gutnberg <your name>.
My kudos to all involved
in this article and the publication in general. It is obvious that much thought and
effort went into its production. It is even more pleasant
to see as Project Gutenberg
celebrates the release of their
200th ETEXT - The Encyclopedia Britannica, Volume 1,
11th edition.
Christy Phillips

Internet ID: PDCChristy@aol.com
AOL PDA Forum Consultant and
Project Gutenberg Director
of AOL Volunteers

PCMCIAfor
Your Desktop
PC •••

Handwriting
Recognition possible
on the HP Palmtop?
What is the basis for using
the screen (of an HP Palmtop) for hand writing recognition? Is there a handwriting
recognition program available for the 95/100LX or is it
beyond the current capability. (I would like the ability
to sketch diagrams, etc.)

Card Dock™
Supports TWO
TYPE I, II, or III
PCMCIA cards
.. Universal support for 110, Memory, Flash, LAN, FAX, and
hard-disk PC Cards .. Software and hardware included in
one low price .. Easy to install in a 5-1{4" half-height bay
.. DOS and Windows compatible .. Convenient front panel
jack for modem

Chandler
CompuServe ID: [76440,3006J

[The screens on the HP
Palmtops do not have the touch
sensitive circuitry to sense
writing on it and convert that
to electronic data. So there is no
way the HP palmtops could
accept handwriting input except
from something like a digitizing
tablet connected through the
serial port. In addition, the
processor in these Palmtops is
not powerful enough to do the
extensive calculations required
by any kind of handwriting
recognition algorithms . The
DOS and all of the internal
programs are designed for getting keystrokes from the keyboard - Stanley Dobrowski
71031,2162.]

Logitech mouse
works on 100LX

Greystone Peripherals Inc.
130-A Knowles Drive. Los Gatos CA 95030
Tel: (408) 866-4739 Fax: (408) 866-8320
GREYSTOHE

To order:

1-800-600-571 0

PCMCIA

Type

Adaptor
Now use Type III
Cards in Type I
or II slots
.. Low Cost .. Direct Plug-in, Ready to Use
.. Type 111+ devices can be used without blocking second
slot in a stacked 2-slot system
.. A must for Laptop/Notebook users
Greystone Peripherals Inc.
130-A Knowles Drive. Los Gatos CA 95030
Tel: (408) 866-4739 Fax: (408) 866-8320
GREYSTOHE

To order:

I

1-800-600-571 0

It is quite easy to use a

mouse with the lOOLX. All
my comments pertain to a
Logitech mouse, but I would
guess that they would relate
to other serial mice. I copied
the mouse driver (MOUSE
.COM) from the Logitech
software disk to my HP
lOOLX. I did not use
MOUSE.SYS, a Logitech TSR
mouse drive, because I
would have had to install it
from my CONFIG.5YS file at
boot up. MOUSE.COM let
me load and unload the
driver whenever I wanted to
use the mouse.
I created the directory
A:\MOUSE on a memory
card and copied MOUSE
.COM from my PC to the

I VISA'

How do you

currently load
software onto
hard drivest
Greystone has High
Performance, Low Cost
Duplication Solutions!
.. IDE DataBlaster ™ .. SCSI DataBlaster ™
.. PCMCIA DataBlaster™ '' DataBlaster™Host Controller
Our family of duplicators allows you to duplicate the way you want. in
the time you need - up to 2MB {sec., up to 224 drives at once, "mix
and match"- we have the tools! No complicated training or installation
required - you'll be more accurate, efficient and flexible almost the
minute your Greystone equipment arrives.
Greystone Peripherals Inc.
130-A Knowles Drive, Los Gatos CA 95030
Tel: (408) 866-4739 Fax: (408) 866-8320
GREYSTONE

To order:

1-800-600-571 0
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100LX using the Connectivity Pack. In Memo I created MOUSEGO.BAT, the
batch file that I run when I
want to use my drawing
program and a mouse.
MOUSEGO .BAT has the
following lines in it:
a : \ mouse\mouse
cpp cgal
a : \mouse\mouse out

The first line above loads the
mouse driver into memory.
The second line starts my
drawing program with CGA
forced on and in monochrome mode. The last line
runs after I quit the drawing
program, removing the
mouse driver from memory.
I loaded the smallest
version of the Logitech
MOUSE.COM that I had,
version 4.10. It takes up
19,784 bytes of disk storage
space and 12,160 bytes of
system RAM when running.
There are newer versions
of MOUSE.COM. However,
they are larger and use more
system RAM when running.
The most recent version of
MOUSE.COM I have needs
339,860 bytes of disk space
and uses 15,824 bytes of
System RAM memory.
Connecting the Logitech
mouse to the HP 100LX is
also simple. I use the Connectivity Pack PC cable and
the 9-pin to 9-pin adapter. I
plug the end of the mouse
cable into the adapter, the
other end of the adapter into
the PC end of Connectivity
Cable, and the Palmtop end
of the Connectivity Cable
into the HP 100LX. Voila, I
have a mouse on my 100LX.
Bill Blohm
Internet ID:
bblohm@hpbs1686.boi.hp.com

[The following is a response
from Robert Williams, [76167,
2773], to another mouse related
question on CompuServe.
Thumbelina is a little 40
mm by 45 mm by 21 mm trackball device that fits comfortably
in the hand and has a tiny ball
that is rotated with the thumb
to simulate the movement of the
mouse. There is a left and right
button and a neat little "drag "
6

button that lights a LED in the
device and stays on until
pressed again or until one of
the other buttons is pressed.
Here is the contact info I
have for the manufacturer:
Thumbelina, $99, Appoint,
1332 Vendels Circle, Paseo
Robles, CA. 93446; Phone:
800-448-1184 or 805-2398976.1

What is
"Beta Testing?"
You frequently hear about a
piece of hardware or software being "beta tested."
When a new piece of hardware or software is developed, it needs to be tested.
The first tests are run by the
person or company that is
making the product. This is
the "alpha test."
After the designer(s)'
think they have MOST of the
bugs worked out, the product is given to a small group
of users who work with it in
ways that the designer may
not have thought of. This is
known as the "beta test."
Generally beta testers
should have lots of computer
experience since they often
have to put up with loss of
data and other problems.
Also beta testers are expected to TRY to find problems
with what they are testing.

Where will it be five
years from now?

one had told me they had
done the above, I would
have thought they had been
smoking a controlled substance. I was carrying a
briefcase, but all the communications equipment I need
fits in my coat pockets without bulges.
I have a very time consuming job, working in excess of 60 hours a week, yet
hate being a workaholic. The
200LX and cellular technology has allowed me to do
business from the Scottish
Highlands, a Montana Trout
stream, the beach, and several other places I would not
have been able to go to if I
couldn't stay in touch with
the office and continue to do
business. I'm both grateful
to, and amazed by the technology.

Michael Allgood
CompuServe ID: [71763,266]

It's not a TV
I was standing in line at a
cafe in Apple Hill in Northern California foothills, reading the Star Wars ETEXTii
using Vertical Reader II on
my 200LX. A guy walked up
to me and said, "Hey, is that
the 'Niner game?"
"No," I said to him with a
straight face. "It's a computer." He said "oh" and walked
off.
After he left I had to
laugh to myself. I've never
had someone mistake the
Palmtop for a TV.
Al Harrington
CompuServe ID: [73323,1600]

Palmtop ASCII Graphic
I just thought it could be useful to be able to present the HP-LX to others
using ASCII, and therefore made the following sketch (PALMTOP.ASC Q.
This graphic is made to look like a 200LX, but only a few small alterations should be needed to make it a 100LX or even a 95LX. I haven't
included all the SHIFT/ALT/CTRUFN key-combos in the legend, but that
could obviously be done if necessary.
I

\

\

\

\

David Shier
CompuServe ID: [75030,3374]

E-mail anywhere!
Last week I was in New
York on business. I had an
appointment near the South
Street Seaport and arrived 45
minutes early. It was 75
degrees, clear, and overall
one of the nicest days I've
seen anywhere. I sat down
on a bench at the Seaport,
pulled out my 200LX, my
cellular phone, and my PPI
modem and went to work. I
downloaded my office e-mail
on CompuServe using acCIS,
answered it, uploaded my
answers, downloaded my
forum messages, and then
returned all my phone calls.
All from a bench in the sun.
It occurred to me that
even five years ago, if some-
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Keys legend:

A-Z Alphabetic keys
0-9 Numeric keys

e

U
0

t
f
C

P
m

q

Esc
Function keys F1-F1 0
On/Off
Tab
FILERISETUP apps
APPT/CLOCK apps
PHONE/DATABASE apps
MEMO/NOTETAKER apps
QUICKEN/DATACOMM apps

Lotus 1-2-31MS-DOS apps
HP CALC/wORLD CLOCK apps
r
APPMGRlMACROMGR apps
b Backspace
d Del
n Ctrl
ent Enter
S
Shift
X
Alt
y Fn (Function)
Z
MENU-key

a

Please go ahead and use it or change it as you need!
Iver Erling Aarva
CompuServe ID: [70630,553]

User to User:

Go East Young Man
• • • • • • • • Go East
Hal reports on HP moving its
Palmtop PC development and
production to its Singapore division.
His trip through the Far East yields
some amazing discoveries,
including a method to double the
100/200LX clock speed!
By Hal Goldstein

Palmtop production
moving East
Beginning November, 1994, the responsibility for the creation, development, support, marketing and manufacturing of HP Palmtops and HP
Calculators moved from HP's Corvallis Division in Oregon to HP Singapore. Remaining in Corvallis, but
reporting to Singapore, is a Palmtop
marketing team plus the crack U.S.
technical support team. The move
should not immediately or directly
effect end-users, but the change may
produce user benefits over the long
run.
I look for three trends to emerge
over time. First, prices of HP Palmtops should continue to drop. Second, expect better distribution of the
HP Palmtops throughout the world.
Finally, you should gradually see
increased exposure of HP Palmtops
in the media.
Although Thaddeus Computing is
completely independent of HP, accurate and timely articles in The HP
Palmtop Paper depend on a good
working relationship between the
two companies. I have been working
with the HP Corvallis division for
nine years. I supported HP's 110 and
Portable Plus laptops for six years
with The Portable Paper. And for the

Hal Goldstein at an HP Palmtop users gathering in Japan.
Kazuhisu Terasaki, co-inventor of clock speed modification,
is upgrading Hal's 200LX to double its speed.

last three years The HP Palmtop Paper
has supported HP Palmtop users.
Once I learned of the move to Singapore, I arranged to meet the new
people in charge of the future of the
HP Palmtop.
I love to travel and had not been
to any Asian Pacific Rim countries.
Once I decided to go to Singapore, I
soon added Hong Kong, and Japan to
my itinerary.

Singapore
During my meetings in Singapore I
had the opportunity to meet marketing and lab personal and the general
manager of the HP Singapore division. One of my concerns about the
move to Singapore was that the HP
personnel responsible for evolving
the Palmtop would remain isolated
from users and vendors. However, I
came away from my meetings with
the distinct impression that not only
were they open to user feedback,
they actively sought it out.
I believe that HP Singapore will
be successful developing and marketing Palmtops and that we will all be
beneficiaries. More palmtops sold
mean more shared knowledge, more
HP Palmtop add-on software and
hardware developed, and more HP
research and development for new
and better Palmtops.

Hong Kong
I didn't have a chance to meet users
in Hong Kong, but I did learn about
one popular way they use HP Palmtops. Horse racing is a real passion in
Hong Kong. It turns out that an HP
Palmtop coupled with the Skytel
wireless messaging services gives the
user up-to-the-minute information on
the field, handicaps, etc. Stock market
trading is also popular in Hong
Kong, and the Palmtop/Skytel combination provides the timely information required.

Japan
The best news for HP Palmtop users
comes from Japan. My few days in
Tokyo were well-planned before my
arrival. This was due primarily to the
help I received from many gracious
Japanese HP Palmtop users. Thanks
also go to CompuServe and NIFTYServe (Japan's CompuServe equivalent). E-mail communications between myself and my Japanese hosts
made planning smoother and easier.
I believe that Japan is the country
with the fastest growing population
of HP Palmtop users. Consequently,
lots of exciting and beneficial Palmtop developments are taking place in
Japan.
In the U.S. many in the first wave
of HP 95LX users were engineers and
scientists. Much Palmtop knowledge
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WARNING: Your subscription may be about

RE EW OR sUlse
rHI HP PAL rop
AND GEl ALL IHIS •••
THE HP PALMTOP PAPER
usuper. .. " - Ken Cutler
uTerrijic... " - Mark Gitlitz
"... truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and products
specifically for the HP Palmtops.
I don 't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia

A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
of PCMCIA cards becoming
available:
SRAM • FLASH' FAX/MoDEM
NETWORK' WIRELESS' MORE

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy
or just looking.

1'laEST PALMTOP TIPS"* I
Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing
The HP Palmtop Paper.

I"pc CARD REVIEW"* I

.BEST
I i·' !i'Ji te' J

TIPS

Great for users at any level!
New issue each year!

* YOU RECEIVE TWO ADDITIONAL
BONUS ISSUES
FOR EACH YEAR YOU SUBSCRIBE.

REVIEW
NEWISSUE
EACH YEAR!

THE SUBSCRIBER

POWERDISK
A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!
Loaded with the best
Programs, Games and Utilities we can find,
many subscribers have told us that the PowerDisk
alone is worth far more than the cost of a subscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

NEWS: Go East Young Man

and many discoveries came from the
sharing of ideas on CompuServe's
HP HAND forum and in The HP
Palmtop Paper. A similar phenomena
is happening in Japan with HP 100/
200LX users.
The state of HP Palmtop knowledge is being significantly advanced
in Japan. Special thanks go to the
NIFTY-Serve Sysop "Nori", his fellow
Sysops and forum members, and
their attitude of sharing ideas and
discoveries for the fun of it. Much of
that knowledge has been collected by
the more enthusiastic members of the
NIFTY-Serve FMODEM forum into a
Japanese-language book on the HP
100LX.

1995 should be the year the world
community of HP Palmtop users will
begin enjoying the fruit of enthusiastic Japanese HP Palmtop tinkerers
and programmers. An English speaking Japanese HP Palmtop enthusiast
named Kaz (Kazuya Okada, known
as "TASIS" on NIFTY-Serve) has
agreed to help translate some freeware and shareware documentation
from Japanese to English for CompuServe and 1995 issues of The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK. I'll give you
a flavor of the Japanese discoveries.

The Party
Japanese HP 100LX book

I arrived in Tokyo, checked into my
hotel, and was graciously escorted to

The uncompressed truth about memory cards.
When is a meg a meg? Only when you're
talking about uncompressed storage capacity.
Data compression is great But think
twice about memory cards that promise
big capacities using compression because the truth is that what you compress determines how much storage you get.
The right way to judge memory cards?
Compare prices based on uncompressed
capacities. The perfect way to build lasting
memories? Be sure the capacity you need
is the capacity you get - with vel)' affordable FLASH-5 Memory Cards from AMP.
Matched with your 95LX or lOOLX
Palmtop, FLASH-5 cards offer fast
write/erase and on-chip data protection to
safeguard your info. And because they
require only 5volts to write, they cut power
drain and prolong battery life. Call for a
copy of our "Low Cost of Ownership" study
to learn more about the advantages of 5volt flash memory from AMP.
Delivery? In a flash! Backed by
toll-free help, and our guarantee of
satisfaction.

also available:
256KB
512KB
2MB

$95.00
$120.00
$276.00

Prices shown expire 12/31/94
AMPis a trademark. PC CArd is a trademark of PCMCIA
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For those who can't
wait to speed up
their HP 100/200LX
We are researching possibilities for providing
both a third-party upgrade service, and a do-ityour-self kit for the clock speed enhancement
described in this article. (Ideally the upgrade
service would be similar in structure to hp"s
U.S. Express Exchange service, but done by
an independent party. The upgrade service
would include a warranty.)
At the time of publication we did not have
information on the availability of this service.
However, you can fax us at 515-472-1879,
requesting further information (send to •Attention: Clock Speed Upgrade"). We will fax back
further information on the status of the service.

me I have to wait. When I asked
about the modification, I was told
that many of the people at the party
had 100/200LX's with the faster clock
speed. I was asked:
"Would you like your 200LX
upgraded now?" asked my
host.
"Sure", I replied.
"Don't worry," he said. "We
haven't lost too many Palmtops" (everybody laughed).
We cleared off one of the serving
tables. One of the inventors of the
clock speed up modification (see

Simple upgrade doubles
my 200LX clock speed
The common language was HP Palmtop-ese rather than English or Japanese. After speeches and munching
on some of the most delicious Chinese food I have tasted, I started
asking about the "clock-speed upgrade." Rumor had it that many Japanese users had modified their 100/
200LX's and were running their
Palmtops at twice the normal clockspeed. That meant that most of the
built-in (PHONE and APPT) and
DOS applications would run twice as
fast! I had to find out if this was true.
Like many HP 100/200LX users, I
dread seeing the timer icon, telling

Hardware modification to
double 100/200LX clock speed

Discover PCMCIA
On Your Desktop

PLEASE DO NOT CALL!!!
Our operators do not know any1hing about this
service and will not be able to give you any
further information.

a reception of HP Palmtop users by a
NIFfY-Serve forum member. The
party was sponsored by the HP
Palmtop NIFTY-Serve contingent to
celebrate the new HP Palmtop forum
on NIFfY-Serve, the YHPPC forum .
I had been asked to say a few words.
Getting together with fellow HP
Palmtop users who share a common
Palmtop passion is always fun. However, the evening I spent with the
Japanese users was exceptional, because of the quality of knowledge
that was shared, and the level of the
heart displayed. I was made to feel at
home, at ease, an honored guest.

photo, page 7) conveniently brought
a soldering iron and one of the custom chips.

Introducing SCM's SwapBox™ family
of PCMCIA desktop card drives - the
industry's first PCMCIA Rev. 2.X card
drives made with the desktop computer
user in mind.
The SwapBox™ provides a full-function peripheral socket which will allow
you to plug in and use standard memory
cards and fax/ modems, LAN adapters
a nd many more PCMCIA cards. The
SwapBox™ offers the ultimate "bridge"
between your desktop PC and any PCMCIA equipped portable computer. Share
the wide variety of function cards available today and save on the cost of
peripherals - link to the new world of
PCMCIA.
With SwapBox'sTM user-friendly software and high-performance hardware,
the desktop computer user can take full
advantage of all the intrinsic fe atures
and functions that PCMCIA offers:
• Small form factor peripherals
• Share peripherals between platforms
• Secure, removable data storage
• Access hundreds of multi-function
PC Card solutions
• Rugged, reliable and portable

u.s"
SCM Microsystems, Inc.
131 Albright Way
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Phone: (408) 370-4888
Fax: (408) 370-4880

SCM offers an extensive line of both
internal and external solutions to accommodate many different desktop environments. Call your SCM sales representative today to learn more about the
advantages of PCMCIA and the many
options available to you.

The SCM SwapBox™
The Ultimate Desktop Mobility Tool.

Germany
SCM Microsystems, GmbH
Pettenkoferstr, 7
85276 Pfaffenhofen, Germany
Phone: 49 89 8441 83001
Fax: 49 89 8441 82884

M I CR 0 S YS TEMS

" 1994 SCM Micro!>ystems , Inc. SwapBox1ll is a r~gi<;tered tr.ldemark of SCM Microsyslems. Inc. All other tr.ldemarks ace the property of their respective holders.
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Forty of us gathered around the
Palmtop surgeon. He calmly proceeded to take apart my 200LX (while
successfully fielding wise-cracks from
the onlookers, many at my Palmtop's
expense).
Not all watched the 20 minute
operation in its entirety. Some returned to their seats, continuing conversations about their Palmtops, and
eating egg rolls and tempura.
Finally, the surgeon announced
that the operation was a success, but,
"so sorry," something happened causing my screen to display a little offcenter.
"OK," I said good naturedly. I
thought to myself that even with the
off-center screen, it was worth it to
speed up my PHONE and APPT
operations.
"Just kidding," replied the Palmtop surgeon, and he proceeded to
correct the off-center screen by adding the following line to my
AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

Japanese users live by EMMI00 0 , a
utility written in Japan that allows
the Japanese font system to be loaded
into expanded memory freeing up
the lower 640K for the built-in applications. We have heard that the
EMMI00 memory manager has been
successfully used with other programs. Unfortunately, EMMI00 can't
be used with System Manager applications to free up space for the builtin applications. EMMI00 Ii is now
available on CompuServe and The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK, with English
documentation. A newer version for
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Tokyo restaurant database displaying
Japanese fonts in the All Items View

A Short History of Medical Technology
A) Prehistoric Medicine.

Medical technology appeared on Earth soon
after evolution of the opposable thumb. From then until the Twentieth Century,
medicine was more magic and religion than art or science. The doctor's primary
tools were a bone saw, jars of alcohol-based elixirs, a Book of Leeching, and the
name of a good undertaker. Rounds were performed on horseback. On the up
side, it was all fee-for-service! (Or, more usually, pig-for-service... )

mode con : rate=32 delay=l

When my Palmtop was rebooted, the
screen was centered properly. In
addition to the hardware modification and the change to my AUTOEXEC.BAT file, a 400 byte device
driver was installed via my CONFIG.SYS file, to "inform" the system
about the faster clock speed.
As a quick bench mark, I went
into World Time, pressed IMENU I Yiew
§.ort and changed the first sort field
to Hours, and pressed IENTERI. A normal Palmtop takes about 15 seconds
to perform the sort. My souped-up
Palmtop performed the same operation in 7.5 seconds.

the 200LX, EMM200, is now available
on NIFTY-Serve.
The following screen from a Tokyo restaurant database file illustrates
the use of Japanese fonts on the HP
Palmtop.

B) Modern Medicine. The discovery of antibiotics and other miracle
cures ushered in medicine's modem era. The explosion of scientific knowledge
was welcome in the 1930's, manageable in the 1960's, and overwhelming in
the 1990's. Thday' s doctors are pressured to see more patients in less time,
with treatment options controlled by a confusing array of formularies and
practice guidelines. Malpractice litigation exacts a heavy price for mistakes
and oversights. A doctor's most important tools are a Day-'llmer, Dictaphone,
and a hefty stack of medical references.
C) Post-Modern Relaxed (PMR) Medicine. The Physician' s
Medical Reference (PMR) from Prolifix marks a new era of portable,
computerized tools that help today ' s doctors regain control of their schedules
and the rapidly changing body of medical knowledge. With PMR, doctors
now have instant access to a wide range of medical references, all in a
12-ounce package that fits in the palm of your hand and runs for weeks on
just two AA batteries! PMR allows you to customize each reference with
your own personal notes and observations, and makes it easy to manage
formularies and personal lists. And, since PMR is System Manager
compliant, you have instant access to the HP built-in applications.

Current PMR references include:
* Lexi-Comp Drug Information Handbook (over 4,000 drug listings)

Other goodies from Japan
Some of the most interesting software
I saw took advantage of the graphics
capability of the HP Palmtop. The
first important breakthrough is software that allows Japanese users to
use the HP Palmtop as a Kanji machine (displaying Japanese characters). The Palmtops I saw displayed
Kanji in both built-in applications
and DOS Software. I was told the

*
*
*

The 5 Minute Clinical Consult (diagnosis and treatment of 1,000 diseases)
Medical Calculator, Lab Test Normal Values, Medical Abbreviations
New references are being added every month!

If you haven't entered the Post-Modern age, you need to call Prolifix
for more information about PMR, the Physician's Medical Reference.
PMR helps take the guesswork out of medicine! CALL TODAY!

1 - 800 - 774 - 7357
(913/492·7300 or fax request to 913/492-7396)
PMR is a registered trademark of Prolifix. Inc.
8809 Long Street, Lenexa, KS 66215
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Tokyo restaurant database displays
Japanese fonts, Data Item screen

Another program called MAPPOT
.EXM makes this database more than
just a list of restaurants! The number
in the Imagemap field above (450125), represents the coordinates of the
restaurant on an internal map of
Tokyo. When the user moves the
cursor to the Imagemap field and
presses the program's IALTI-~ hotkey, the map of Tokyo is displayed
with the restaurant highlighted.

Location of restaurant highlighted with
flashing circle on map of Tokyo

The map is a PCX graphics file (the
same type of file used for the main
topcard screen). Another piece of
software, GEDIT, lets you create
maps or other drawings in the PCX
file format. GEDIT is a PCX editor
that allows you to create and edit
PCX files, automatically letting you
draw circles and lines.
Another fun application is EVA a
Palmtop movie projector. Feed EVA
one of its movie files and a short
movie is displayed on the Palmtop's
screen, sights, sounds, everything but
the popcorn. One such file given me
is of a car endlessly looping around
a race track, with music playing in
the background.
I was also introduced to an Infrared cable, two thin 2 foot fiber optic
cables with special connectors on the
ends of the cables. The connectors are
placed next to the Palmtop's IR port
(the IR port covers must be removed.
The cables let you transfer files between Palmtops at maximum speed,
from a distance of several feet.
I was then shown a DOS macro

language. When used with a built-in,
but undocumented, 200LX capability,
it is possible to launch built-in applications and DOS applications by
highlighting their data file in FILER
and pressing IENTER I. (We'll discuss
this capability soon.)
During the evening of the party,
my Palmtop was not only upgraded
but passed around to different people, who copied over other goodies.
I did miss getting some of the games
I saw, but came away with a nice
typing tutor/game to help boost
Palmtop typing speed.
I heard of other software and
hardware projects in development,
including a project to provide backlighting for the Palmtop.
Normally, I don't like to tease
readers with information about products not available. However, I promise to do my best to make as many of
these products as possible available
in the coming months, with English
documentation. Look for them on
CompuServe, AOL, and The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK. Currently, many
of the products mentioned are available in the NIFTY-Serve YHPPC
forum or the FMODEM forum .
In addition, we are looking into
the possibility of making the clock
speed upgrades available worldwide
from a point in the u.s. In the meantime one source of the chip, software,
and Japanese documentation with
photos is Palm Trading Co., in care
of Takeshi Hashimoto, Daimachi 1-12-32F, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo, 193 lAPAN.
Phone: 81-426-21-2462, fax 81-426-21-

p

t)t!d;n

Project Planning in your palm!
For HP 100/200 and DOS based PC's
Features include:
Free Demo Pc D .
• One Hour Learning Curve
lsk
• Uses 300K with Max me size from SOK to IMEG.
• Logic Networks, Timelines, Resource Histograms
• Critical Path, Milestones, Variable Zoom
• Multiple projects, Max tasks of 75 or 1000 activities
• Mouse and keyboard operated for portability

Inmax Publishing Ltd.
2673Terrace Ave. North Vancouver, BC
Canada V7R IB5

Tel. 604-980-9991
Fax: 604-985-5597
phisticated and inclusive world perspective should help HP sell more
Palmtops in what will surely be a
most competitive arena in the coming
years.

Easy File Transfer
Between Your
Palmtop and Desktop

3297.

Home again
This was my first experience in those
Asian countries. Although I had read
much about their booming economies, I came away impressed and
amazed with Singapore, Bali (where
I also visited), Hong Kong, and even
Japan (which is now still coming out
of recession). There was little unemployment or crime even in crowded
cities. Wherever I went the people
were gracious.
Above all, the experience gave me
some insight as to why HP Singapore
has been chosen to take over the HP
Palmtop. Less costs and a more so-
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Add the SCT CL68D Card-Link to
your desktop PC:
~
~
~

~

Fast-80,000 Bytes/sec
Easy to use-works just
like a floppy disk drive
Convenient-plug-in
installation to your
parallel printer port
Reads /writes SRAM and
FLASH cards

Only $189.95
Steele Creek Technologies, Inc.
14035 Appling Lane
Charloff~NC 28278

Phone or Fax: (704) 588-1780

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

Third Party Products
of Interest to HP Palmtop Users
This section lists products new since the last issue and includes hardware, software,
books, videos, training, and services of interest to HP Palmtop users. The icons
above the product name indicate which Palmtop the product is suitable for: IDI for
the 95LX, 1100/200LX I for the 100/200LX (in some cases, the product will be suitable for
the 100LX or 200LX, but not both). Prices listed are suggested retail.
We invite vendors and subscribers to send us information about HP Palmtoprelated products they discover. We rely on information we receive from the
manufacturer and cannot test every piece of hardware or software. We welcome any
user feedback on product suitability.
By Richard Hall

Hardware
Card Drives

I

1D11 100/200LX I

PreMax Socket
Controller
Fits into a 3.5" drive bay in
your desktop PC and lets you
access memory cards from
the desktop. Reads SRAM,
Flash, Hard-disk drive, Ethernet, Sound, Fax/Modem,
SCSI Adapters. Accepts up to
Type III+ cards, plus a second Type I or II card at the
same time. Comes with a 16bit ISA bus card and has selfinstalling software with DOS
/ Windows 3.0 drivers included. Requires 1MB RAM,
500KB free on the hard disk,
available bus slot and drive
bay of a 386 or better Pc.
[See Advertising, page 21.]

Availability .. . ......... . .. Now
Pricing .... ... .. ....... . . $139
CO NTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Fax/Modems

I

IDII 100/200LX I
BSE External
Fax/Modem
Connect the pocket sized,
battery powered fax/modem

to your HP Palmtop via the
Palmtop's connectivity cable
and access databases and Email from any phone.
Availability . . .. .. . . .. . .... Now
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.95
CONTACT: The aSE Company, 2114
N. 4th Street, Flagstaff, AZ 86004,
USA; Phone: 602-527-8843; Fax: 602527-1540.

Input/Output
1100/200LX

I

I

Scale-Link
Roll this plan scaler along
your print and the Scale-Link
software transfers the scaled
take-off into your Palmtop.
Can be used with the included DOS spreadsheet (on 3.5"
or 5.25" disks) or with virtually any DOS 2.0/Windows
3.0 or later software. Automatically calculate total cost
for each item and for the job.
Comes with 52 built-in and 3
user-defined scale factors,
including all common architectural, engineering, mapping and metric scale factors.
Calculates square and cubic
dimensions for regular areas
and volumes.
[See Advertising, page 21.]

Availability .............. . Now
Medium . ...... Hardware/software
Pricing . .. ....... ... . .... $179
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,

USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

IU01'!l100/200LX I

WISEwand 1
This ultra-low power bar
code wand connects to the
Palmtops' serial port via the
HP Connectivity Cable and
operates on the voltage available from the serial port.
WISEwand decodes most of
the common bar code symbologies, including Code 39,
Extended Code 39, Code 128,
UPS A&B, EAN/JAN 8 & 13,
Interleaved 2 of 5, and
CODABAR. Decoded data is
converted to ASCII characters
and fed into the current open
application.
Availability .. ... . . . .. ... . . Now
Pricing ........... . ...... $299
CONTACT: ComputerWise, 302 N.
Winchester, Olathe, KS 66062, USA;
Phone: 913-829-0600; Fax: 913-8290810.

I 100/200LX I
Express Decoder
Barcode Wand
ID Technology's universal par

code wand with software that
allows bar code reading with
the data going directly into
your application program
(spreadsheet, database, etc.)
The Pen-type wand plugs
directly into either the serial
port of your Palmtop or the
parallel port of your desktop

Pc. Operating power is
drawn from your Palmtop,
yet it draws less than 1 % of
your power. Reads 12 of 5,
code 39, full ASCII code 39,
UPC/ EAN/JAN, Code 128,
Codabar. Specify serial or
parallel version.
[See Advertising, page 21.]

Availability .... . ......... . Now
Pricing .... . . . .... . .. . ... $199
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Software
Games &
Entertainment
I 100/200LX I
Chess Teacher Plus
Paul Whitehead, the American Open Chess Champion,
teaches chess plus, the winner of the U.S. Computer
Chess Open (PC Division).
Improve your game and test
new strategies. Over 40 hours
of chess instruction, complete
with on screen explanations,
text, graphics and animation,
covering over 600 chess playing techniques.
Test what you've learned
when you play against the
computer with 9 levels of
competition. Use the system
to play with a friend. The PC
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
Card contains instructions,
game, and memory space
allowing you to save games
and look at them later.

Pub. ications,
Conferences

Availability ... .. .... . .... . Now
Medium ......... . PCMCIA card
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $199
CONTACT: Pocket-Consultant, 7420
Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn Park,
MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612-2296260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

LAP&PALMTOP '95
in New York City

Health
1100/200LX

I

I

LAP&P ALMTOP Portable
Computing and Communica-

Availability ...... . . . ...... Now
Medium . . .... .... . Floppy disks
Pricing
Remind4 . .. .... ...... $450
Yearly update . .... .... $100
Demo version ...... . .. . $58
(Price of demo can be applied
to final purchase price, but not
refunded. Add $8 shipping and
handling, $25 international.)
CONTACT: APPC Data Processing,
Inc., Attn: Charles R. Meader, M.D.,
Three Maryland Farms, Suite 350,
Brentwood, TN 37027, USA; Phone:
615-221-4450; Fax: 615-327-8365;
CompuServe 10: [74131,1771].

less & Cellular, WANs, Email services, integration,
system security, software,
and more.
Dates . . . . . . . . . .. Mar 9-10, 1995
Location . . . .... ... New York City
CONTACT: Laptop Expositions, 104
East 40th St., #802, New York, NY

FLASHCARDS
FROM

REMIND4: Differential Diagnosis
This comprehensive, simpleto-use program for differential diagnosis allows up to
five inputs. Enter test results
as High or Low, or symptoms or findings as present,
and the system evaluates the
relationships and produces a
list of possible diseases in
hierarchical format. Each disease in the program can be
called up and an outline of
the disease findings can be
printed out.
The program currently
contains 6,500 diseases, 7,500
attributes, and 75,000 relationships. Yearly updates and
continuously expanding/ edited data base are planned.
Purchases prior to Dec 31,
1994 include the first annual
update, due in Jan/Feb 95,
free of charge.

tions Exposition and Mobile
Solutions Conference is a
complete exposition with major companies exhibiting and
a full set of conferences. The
show provides the latest in
Laptops, Notebooks, PDAs,
PIMs, Pen, PCMCIA, Wire-

SEAGATE.
If you're going lTlObile, Seagate's going with you_ We've been
delivering high quality storage solutions since the inception
of the PC. Now, our FlashCards bring a storage solution to the
smallest computers and devices.
Solid-state technology makes
the FlashCards rugged, widely
compatible, and of course,
removable. Call 408-438-8111
if you'd like more information.
Or if you're ready to go.

• HP 95LX, HP 100LX and OrnniBook compatible.
• 3.5 to 80 MB*, using Stacker'" software (included).
• PCMCIA-ATA Type II compatible.

c5S9 Seagate
THE DATA TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

.:,a
~"""'~C1·k~
~"-l.l..l~
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*Capaciry may vary with application.

Seagate Technology's Flash Memory Mass Storage is designed and manufactured by Sundisk
Corporation. Seagate and the Seagatc~ logo are registered trademarks of Seagate Technology, Inc.
$unclisk and the Sundisk logo are trademarks of Sundisk Corporation. Stacker is a trademark of
Stac Electronics. <0 1994 Seagate Technology, Inc.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
10016-1801, USA; Phone: 800-444EXPOor212-682-7968; Fax: 212-8678277.

PDA Developers
This is a bimonthly technical
journal for programmers creating software for all types of
PDA devices, including the
HP Palmtops. A typical issue
includes about 50 pages of
programming tips and techniques, tutorials, sample
code, walkthroughs, news
reviews and technology previews, and related information. The magazine's purpose
is to provide useful and interesting information to help
PDA programmers succeed.
PDA Developers is available in both a printed magazine and a source code disk.
The disk version, available in
both Mac and Windows formats, contains the source
code from each issue, the text
of the articles, and a variety
of shareware, freeware, and
public domain reference
documents. Subscribers receiving just the disk version
also get a Common Ground
print image of the actual
magazine with all formatting
intact. The printed version of
the magazine is available at
selected technical news
stands. Both versions are
available directly from the
publisher, Creative Digital
Systems. Interested programmers can receive a sample
issue at no charge.
Availability ............... Now
Medium ... .. ... . . .... Print/disk
Pricing
Print (North America) ..... $60
Print (overseas) ......... $80
Disks (North America) .... $60
Disks (overseas) ........ $75
Both (North America) .... $110
Both (overseas) ..... ... $130
CONTACT: Creative Digital Systems,
293 Corbett Avenue, San Francisco,
CA 94114, USA; Phone: 415-6214252; Fax: 415-621-4922; E-mail:
cds@netcom.com or 74774.50@
compuserve.com.

News and
Updates
Microsoft buys
Intuit, maker of
Pocket Quicken
Microsoft Corporation and
Intuit have signed an agreement to merge the two com-

Detect • Plot Radiation On Your HP 100/200LX
9.Jlen a door to the fascinating world of nuclear science with the RM·60
Micro Roentgen Radiation Monitor. This palm-sized unit detects
Alpha, B~ta , Gamma & X-Rays. Displays 1000 limes the resolution of
surrev geiger counters. Track Radon gas. Find sources. Check food,
water, ceramic coffee mugs for contamination (eye opening). Plot
Muon showers. Easy to setup and run.
Learn about radioactivity. Exciting computer application. Demonstrate
alpha emission from smoke detector, beta and gamma emission from
lantern mantle, other common items. Plot background cosmic ral'S, rocks,
bricks, plane ride. Wipe tissue on T.V. screen then generate a 'beautiful
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;r============;~ decay ~Iot of the collected Radium B(Radon daughter, half life: 27 mins.)
Check TVs, CRTs for X-Ra)'s (U.S. Dept. H.E.W. 21 CFR 1029.10).
Rugged and accurate digital circuitry, needs no adjustments. Draws a
minuscule amount of power from HP's serial port. Cable extendible with
telephone wire. Should last a lifetime.
Superb user fri endlv software including TSR program (run other
progra ms simultaneouslv). Makes excellent dosimetrl' svstem, with
alarm, real time graph, data logging and TSR. Medical personnel, slip in
pocket when makino rounds. Add strobe - siren to meet OSHA's reg.
29CFR 1910.96 & £910.97. Used bv medical waste facilities, cancer
~===============; treatment centers, water & sewer plants, unil'ersities (lessons available),
Also aI'ai/able: LCD-60 Digital readollt for lise nuclear facilities, high schools, scrap handlers, hob.byists. Works with an)'
withollt comp"ter, RM-70 & RM-80 pall cake PC; Thousands sold forol'er five years. Call or write for PC Mag. & Byte
IIllits, as lVeli as othe,. types of sellsors.
renews.

VISAIMC/EURO
To order or for more
infonnation call:

Complete RM 60 System: S t 49.50

45 day S back.

(800) 729-5397

P.O. Box 4299, Wilmington DE 19807

Phone/Fax: (302) 655-3800

panies. Intuit develops and
markets software products
that enable individuals and
small businesses to automate
commonly performed financial tasks. Intuit is a leading
developer of personal finance, tax preparation, and
small business accounting
software, including Quicken
and the new 200LX built-in
financial software, Pocket
Quicken.
Intuit founder Scott Cook
will be responsible for Microsoft's future businesses in the
personal finance area as the
executive vice president of
electronic commerce. He will
report to Bill Gates. [Thanks to
Craig Payne for this summary.]

GERMANY / LUXEMBOURG -

DiscoDisks no
longer in business

Oklahoma City, OK (USA) -

It has come to our attention

that DiscoDisks, a company
that has advertised with us in
the past, is no longer in business. Some subscribers have
indicated that they have yet
to receive the products they
ordered, or a refund of purchase price for the product.
So far our attempts to
locate the company and its
representatives have been
unsuccessful. We will let you
know if we find out anything
more.

AWARE;:::::

Electronics

HP Palmtop Users Groups
Those interested in participating in an HP Patmtop U56rs group shoutd contact the lot/owing individuats. Write
us il you wish to be added as a contact lor a U56rs group in your area.

pH

Clevelanq,
(USA) - 95LX11001200LX users in the Cleveland area should contact: Craig de Fas56lle, c/o Mt:M, tnc., 4702 East 355th St.• Willoughby, OH 44094; Phone: 216-951-1333.

DetrOit, MI (USA) - 95LX11001200LX users in the Detrort area should contact: Jeff Zom, 29311 Ara·nel,
Fannington Hihs, Mt ~-2815; Phone: 313489-1855 (EST) or Louis Peeples. St. Clair Shores Mt 48080;
Phone: 313-m-9390.
GERMANY - HP PalmtoP/Omnibook uses in Germany should contact: Eckart Prinz, Obere Miihtstr. 56a,
64291 Dannstadt, GERMANY; Phone/Fax: +49 6151 376065.
Not an official U56r group but this individual is willing to help HP
Palmtop users with questions or technical problems; contacl: Glftes Kohl, Hagsletder Allee 16, D-76131
~1rlsruhe, GERMANY; CompuServe ID: {100114,3146]; Intemet ID: gilles@spam.1ido.de;Phone:+49-721-6936·55 (after 6 p.m. Central European hme).

HOLLAND/BELGIUM - HP 95LX11001200LX users in the low countries should contact: T. Groeneveld,
Paladijnenweg 104, 3813 KE Amersloort, HOLLAND; Phone: +31 33755147.
Illinois (USA) - 95LX11 OOl200LX users in the Chicago area should contact: Gordon Campbell, 29W051
Bames Ave, West Chicago IL 60185; Phone 708-231-6796.
Kansas (USA) -

913-532-9j75.

Contact: Marietha Wilson, P.O.

Box 1151, Manhattan, KS 66502-0012, USA; Phone:

Los Angeles CA (USA) - 95LX11001200LX users in the LA area should contact: Dave Shier at 805371·9391; Fax: M5·311-939(; CIS: {75030,3374] lor more inlonnation. Next meeting 9:00 a.m., June 18,
1994.
New JerseylNew York (USA) - 95LX1100I200LX users in the New Jersel'.iNew York area. Contact:
Stanley Dobrowski, 113 Caf1tonAvenue, East Rutherford, NJ, 07073-1038;CIS/O:/71031,2162]; Phone: 201807-5857 (work).
95J10012ooLX users in the Oklahoma City area. Contact: Richard B.
Meek, 1804 Huntington, Oldahoma City, OK 73116, USA; Residenhal Phone: 4/)5-842-1267.

Richmond, VA (USA) - For 95LX11 00l200LX U56rs in the Central Virginia area. Contact: John Haskell,
7102 Three Chopt ~oad, ~ichmond, VA 23226-3815. CIS ID: {70750, 1243} or Phone: 804-288-6073 (work).
San Diego, CA (USA) -

For 1001200LX users in the San Diego area. Contact: Mark Gitlitz, Internet:
gfflitz @hdSSd .hitachl.com; Work phone: 619·537-3000; Fax: 619·695·9501.

San Francisco, CA (USA) -

PAL.M. (People for the Advancement of Unle Machines). For HP
Palmtop users in the Bay Area. ~orthem Califomia. Contact: Brian Hollick, CompuServe ID: {7f023.464];
Phone: 510-210-0419 or Oennis Dodd, CompuServe /0: {73301,3214]; Phone: 415-592·3970.

SCANDINAVIA -

For HP Palmtop users in the Scandinavian countries. Contact: Martin Hagvall,
Vaennegatan 9, 41832 Goeteborg, SWEDEN; Phone: +46-31-533300; Fax: +46-31-141410.

SOUTH AFRICA - HP Palmtop/Omnibook users in South Africa should contact: James Dean. CIS 10:
{70714,613]; Internet address: james @charon.hipsys.co.za; Phone: (011) 806-1382 (O/H); Fax: (011)
806-1353.
TURKEY -

HP Palmtop users in Turkey should contact: Ahmet G. Ozisik, Soyak Binasi, Buyukdere Cad.
38, Mecidiyekoy, IstanbuIB0290, TURKEY; Phone: (212) 275 09 10 (ext. 309); Fax: (212) 211 5761.

UKRAINE - For HP Palmtop users in the Ukraine, Odessa, Kiev, Crimea regions. Contact: Linetskw V.
Oleg,llPElIllPHHTlfE 'IIPOrPECC', 1, Varvarovs.\ySpusk, Nikolaev, 327015, UKRAINE; Phone: (051)36-73-51
36-73·13; Fax: (051) 24-41-25.
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Cruising The Internet
lNith the HP Paltntop
The HP Palmtop PC and a modem are the only vehicles
you need to hop onto the Internet, one of the main
thoroughfares of the new "Information Super Highway_ "
By Bob Chernow
The Internet is not really a
single communications network, but a conglomeration
of many smaller networks
cooperating with each other
to allow message and file
transfers throughout the
world.
Because Internet is made
up of various networks, a
standard language (group of
protocols) had to be developed to to allow common
communication. This protocol
set is called TCP lIP or Transaction Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol. Although the underlying levels of these protocols
are well beyond the scope of
this article, some knowledge
of the basic "user level" protocols is required to allow
you to navigate the Internet.
(See the sidebar, "Moving files and
running remote ..." on page 18 for the
most common user commands.)

How did Internet develop?
The Internet got its start in the late
60' s as the Advanced Research Projects
Agency Network or ARPANET. Today's Internet really came into being
in 1972, with the advent of TCP lIP.
Towards the end of the 70's additional networks emerged, including
UUCP, NFSNet, CSNet, and BITNet.
Eventually these networks became
interconnected and known as the
Internet.
Internet had its ongms in the
government (the military), but quickly spread into the realms of research

and then into the general academic
community. The ability to easily
collaborate and share data guaranteed success for the Internet. Since
most university computers were
running some version of the Unix
operating system, most of the interfaces into the Internet still have a
major Unix flavor.
Lately, the Internet is becoming
accessible from more and more operating systems; business and consumers are joining the government and
academia on the Internet. Internet's
increase in popularity will bring with
it a vast increase in the number of
people using and depending on the
Internet.

Internet Addresses
An Internet address is just a way to
identify a location on the Internet.
Most Internet addresses are made up
of 4 numeric parts. Since numbers are
very hard to remember, each address
usually has an "alias," which is alphanumeric and tells you a little about
the location. Let's look at a few alias
addresses and discuss the different
parts.
cyber . gate.net

nic . umass . edu
nasa . gov
delphi . com

The ending of the alias address is
very significant in that it tells you the
type of organization the address is
for. The most common endings are:
. com
. edu
. gov
. net

Business
Education
Government
Network provider

Other parts of the alais give you
hints about who lives there. For instance, the second address above has
. umass in the address, standing for
the University of Massachusetts. The
third address above has .nasa, standing for the National Air and Space
Administration.

How do you connect
to the Internet?
About now a few questions are probably floating through your head.
How do I get around on Internet?
How much will it cost me? How do
I connect to the Internet?
There are many ways to connect
to Internet. One of the easiest ways
to get connected is through an existing on-line service. Internet access is
available from many existing on-line

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bob is an Advisory Programmer with IBM and has been working on the OS/2
operating system for the last 8 years. He has been involved in online
communications since 1982 and has had accounts on many; BBS, the Internet,
CIS, AOL, Delphi, DINS, Genie, Sierra, Prodigy, and many others at one time
or another. He uses his HP lOOLX to track his diet, blood sugar (he is a
diabetic), auto repairs, software quality models, and of course, to connect to
cyberspace. Bob's CompuServe ID is [76711,635J.
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FreeNet
If you are lucky, you live in an area that has a
FreeNet. You will be able to get fairly extensive Internet access for free. Most FreeNets
are menu driven and very easy to use. Most
offer Newsgroups, Telnet, File Transfer, and
tons of local area information. Many are run by
. local government, libraries or universities.
The FreeNet list below is by no means
complete since FreeNets are being created
more frequently, with the increasing popularity
of the Internet.
PARTIAL LIST OF FREENETS
Big Sky Telegraph
Dillon, Montana, 406-683-7680
Buffalo FREE-NET
Buffalo, New York, 716-645-6128 Modem
Cleveland FREE-NET
Cleveland, Ohio, 216-368-3888 Modem
Columbia Online Info. Network (COIN),
Columbia, Missouri, (314)-443-3161, ext. #
302 Voice
Denver FREE-NET
Denver, Colorado, 303-270-4865 Modem

and from the Internet.
Following is a list of a few of the
major services along with information
on how to get connected.

Delphi
Delphi is probably the one service
that offers close to a complete connection. Delphi allows you to transfer
files and messages across the Internet. It offers access to "Gophers"
(protocols for searching the Internet)
and even lets you log onto computers
in other Internet locations (Telnet)
and run programs on other computers.
To join Delphi, connect your 100/200LX to a modem and use Datacomm IMENU, Connect .§.ettings Phone
type in 1-800-365-4636, IENTER, and 1!:!2)
to connect. At the login prompt reply
JOINDELPHI, at the password prompt
reply INTERNETSIG . Press [~~)
I < Spacebar>' to zoom to 80 so you can
read the full screen messages. On the

Heartland FREE-NET
Peoria, Illinois, 309-674-1100 Modem
Lorain County FREE-NET
Elyria, Ohio, 216-366-9721 Modem

.
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Youngstown FREE-NET
Youngstown, Ohio, 216-742-3072 Modem

.

1. 38

You can evaluate circuits by DC, AC or transient
analysis with wavefonn options (pulse, unit-step, sine,
square, triangular, trapezoidal). You also get c1osedfonn expressions for linear circuits, plus plots for
functions and symbolic analysis.
Why waste time with a series of trials? Pick the outcome you want. Palmtop Circuit will deliver the necessary parameters using optimization. With Palmtop
Circuit, the power of circuit analysis is always in your
pocket. And if you buy Palmtop Circuit now, you get
the same fully featured IBM PC-compatible
version - Absolutely free!

0.75
0. 13

services, each with its own interface
and each with its own set of limitations. Although none (with the possible exception of Delphi, see below)
offers a complete connection. almost
all offer E-mail (electronic mail) to

America On Line
AOL is improving its connection to
Internet. Early this year AOL members eagerly awaited access to USENET news groups (similar to AOL
discussion groups). Since that time,
Newsgroups and access to Gophers
have been added. Plans are in the
works for full file transfer and remote login capabilities in the near
future.
America Online requires its own
communications software running on
the Palmtop for access (see America

Study and design linear and nonlinear analog electronic circuits on your HP 95/1001200 - get it right with
this electronic breadboard. Sketch and simulate in
minut~s - cutting design costs and reducing experimentation.

1+R*CMS +LMC* S .... Z

Victoria FREE-NET
Victoria, British Columbia, 604-595-2300
Modem

Delphi has varying rates ranging
from $lO/month for 4 hours to $20/month for 20 hours.

·Nonlineat: analog, circuit analysis oll. Yl!lfr HP 95/19W290L,X. Pa/ " !top

National Capital FREE-NET
Ottawa Canada, 613-780-3733 Modem

Tri-State Online
Cincinnati, Ohio, 513-579-1990 Modem

IENTER'.

Palmtop Circuit

Milwaukee FREE-NET
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 229-0MNI (6664)
Modem

SEFLIN
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 305-765-4332 Modem

95LX you can connect, but it will
only be displayed in 40 colums, so
you'll have to move around the
screen using the Alt-arrow keys. To
connect press ICOMM, IMENU, Connect,
type in atdt 18003654636 and press

-0.5
e .o
5.0
.: Output vo l t age

10.0
[ VJ

.. : Time

[us ]

15.0
~

1.6

20 . e

Hardware requirements: HP 95/ 1OO/200LX, and minimum 1 MB of memory card. Comes on 3.5"disk,
requires serial cable & HP Connectivity Pack for
downloading to HP 95/100/200LX .

Palmtop Circuit ................................................................................................... $149.95
DesignWare Inc.
Order Toll-Free:
17 Main Street Watertown MA 02172
Tel.: (617) 923-4275 Fax : (800) 536-7595
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INFO SUPERHIGHWAY: Internet

Online article, page 30 this issue).
The easiest way to get on AOL is
to go to the magazine rack of your
local bookstore or computer store. At
any given time you can find AOL
software along with a free 5 hours on
the cover of a few magazines. If you
cannot find this, call AOL at 800-827-6364.

GIVE YOUR PALMTOP BAR CODE CAPABILITIES FOR:
Inventory • Document Tracking • Sales • Etc.
Our systems are "turn key," complete
with all the hardware and software
necessary to print bar code labels,

CompuServe Information Service
CompuServe has had an E-mail connection to the Internet for a long
time. Just a few months ago they
added access to Usenet Newsgroups,
and rumor has it they also have
plans for full Internet connections in
the next year or so.
You can contact CompuServe at
800-848-8990 to set up an account.
Dedicated service providers
The most complete Internet access is
through a dedicated Internet service

Moving files and running remote computers from Internet
There are two common Internet Protocols you will probably need to use no matter how you access
the Internet. They are FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and Telnet. FTP is used to move files from one
computer on the Intemet to another, while Telnet allows a user to actually run programs on another
computer somewhere on the Internet and see the output on their local machine. There are many other
Internet commands, but to include all of them would take several books.

Telnet: run programs on another computer.
Syntax: Telnet [[ComputerName) PortNumber) or Telnet [[ComputerAddress) PortNumber)
In the above syntax ComputerName is the Name of the Remote Computer, like cyber.gate.net or the
actual numerical Internet address (e.g. 98.100.102). PortNumber is an optional Internet port on the
remote computer (in most cases the port number is not needed). After issuing this command you will
usually be asked to login to the remote computer by providing a UserlD and Password. See "An
Online Session," beginning on page 21, for an example of using Telnet.

FTP: move files
Syntax: FTP [[ComputerName) PortNumber)
ComputerName is the Name of the Remote Computer, like ftp.eddie.mit.edu and PortNumber is an
optional Internet port on the remote computer. In most cases the port number is not needed. After
issuing this command you will usually be asked to login to the remote computer by providing a UserlD
and Password. In many cases FTP sites allow what is called "Anonymous FTP·. Anonymous FTP
allows any user to login in and access files at the FTP site. You usually will respond to the UserlD
prompt with the ID "Anonymous" and provide your Internet Mailing address as your password.
Once you are connected to the FTP site, you will need a few commands to actually transfer any
files. You can get a complete list of FTP commands once you are connected by typing help at the
ftp> prompt. The basic commands needed are as follows:
Command
pwd
cd
dir
binary
ascii
get
put

Parameter

newdir
filespec
filespec
filespec

Action
Find out what the Current Directory is.
Change to another directory.
List files in the current directory.
Change file transfer mode to Binary. Use this for programs.
Change file transfer mode to Ascii. Use this for text files.
Retrieve a file from a remote machine.
Send a file to a remote machine.

See •An Online Session," page 21, for an example of using FTP.
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scan bar codes and transfer
data into PCs or MACs.
800 N Starker, Suite 35
Corvallis, OR 97330
'lr Phone: 503.752.4419
800.733.5017
(f) Fax: 503.752.7037

CORVALLIS
SYSTEMS
SALES

provider. A dedicated service provider has a machine, usually running
some form of UNIX, that is set up to
allow multiple users to connect to it.
It then offers each user either a
"shell" session or a direct "slip" or
"ppp" session.
The Shell Session is the simplest of
these. You dial into the provider's
machine using the Datacomm program on the HP or any other communications program capable of
emulating a vt100 terminaL You can
then use whatever UNIX programs
the provider has on their machine
and has made available to you. These
include various E-mail programs,
Usenet NewsReaders, FrP, Telnet,
and even compilers and editors. This
method gives you a direct connection
to the Internet with only a few drawbacks. For one thing, your communications are limited to text mode - no
pretty graphics allowed. Another is
that since you are actually connecting
to the Internet via this remote machine, getting files usually involves
two steps: First, you must get the file
from somewhere via FrP (this places
the file on the providers machine, not
yours). Then, using a file transfer

protocol like Zmodem or Kermit, you
must transfer it from the provider to
you.
The Direct Account is the other type
of account available from a service
provider. This is probably the most
powerful type of Internet connection,
but is also the most expensive in both
service fees and equipment needed.
The services run from about $20/month for 50 hours to about $50/month. You have to provide your
own utilities such as an E-mail reader, a Use net Reader, etc. You also
need to have TCP /IP software running on your own machine. Look at
about 6 to 12 megabytes of disk

space at a minimum. And to really
make use of the graphical capabilities
of a full connection, you should be
running a Graphical User Interface
such as OS/2 or Windows. This
means using a desktop or portable
PC instead of the HP Palmtop.
Along with the cost of a direct
account comes the power to move
files directly to your machine (via
FTP), the ability to connect to different Internet resources simultaneously,
and the ability to explore the WWW
(World Wide Web), a hypertext way
of travelling the Internet that makes
use of stunning graphics and sounds.
There are many dedicated provid-

ers available, with more showing up
every day. The easiest way to get the
current list requires you to at least
have E-mail access to the Internet.
Send E-mail to info-deliserver@netcom.com. The text of the Email should read "Send PDIAL." You
will receive the current public service
providers list by return E-mail.
The best connection method for a
Palmtop user depends on what his or
her Internet requirements are. The
FreeNet is the cheapest. A dedicated
shell account is probably the most
powerful method for a Palmtop, but
more expensive. The major online
services are trying to entice users by

The Power of
MobileMedia:..
and MobileMate
ANew Force
in Wireless
Communications.
T
:

Introducing the combined power of MobileMedia
paging and personal communications services and the
MobileMate PCMCIA Message Card- a powerful
new level of text messaging service. MobileMate™is the
first PCMCIA card that's fully compatible with the HP
100/200LX. A technological breakthrough, its antenna
and design provide superior receptivity and longer
battery life. MobileMate lets you store, sort, track and
manipulate the information you receive anytime, anywhere.
~

True Type II PC Card (no bulky external antenna)
~ Available for HP 1001200LX Palmtop
~ Receives messages inside or outside palmtop;
LED indicates message received
~ 750-hour battery life (uses lithium watch batteries)
~ 32-message storage

~

For about the same cost as an alphanumeric pager,
you get the MobileMate PCMCIA Card, user manual
and receiving software.

MobileMedia is the leader in alphanumeric text
messaging and among the largest providers of paging
services. We offer local, regional, national and
international coverage. And we've got a reputation
for reliability, innovation and responsive service.
To find out more about how MobileMate- and
MobileMedia- can give you the power to stay in
touch wherever you go, call 1-800-562-2830.

+

MobileMedia.
Paging and PersonalCom Services
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offering more and more Internet
services. They may become the best
choice in the near future.

What's out there
on the Internet?
Although there are many diverse
forms of information available on the
Internet, a vast majority fall into the
following three categories;

Usenet:
This is one of the most popular areas
of interest on the Internet. A Usenet
Newsgroup can be thought of as a
collection of messages that revolve
around a single theme. There are
currently over 4,000 different Newsgroups on the Internet, with ~opics
ranging from Computers to Kmttmg,
from Sneakers to Hats, from Pets to
TV Personalities and almost everything in between. A busy N ewsGroup can get hundreds of new
messages daily. New Newsgroups
are created daily.
Most forms of connection to the
Internet have a program called a
NewsReader, that lets you read selected Newsgroups, keep track of
which articles you've already seen,
and contribute by adding your own
articles to the topic. Since there are
many different NewsReaders, you
will have to consult with your Internet service provider to see what
NewsReader they have available.
Each Internet provider can limit
the number of Newsgroups it makes
available. Usually you select the
Newsgroups you are interested in by
first searching the provider's N ewsgroup list by keywords. Once y?u
have selected some groups, you mvoke your NewsReader and will be
provided with a list of your "subscribed to" (i.e. the Newsgroups
you've joined, and you can join as
many as you want). The list will
show you how many different top.ics
there are in each group and whIch
ones have some new articles for you.
You then select a group and read the
new articles, responding to any you
have comments about. The NewsReader marks the article as read so
you will not see it next time.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
FTP is the method used on the Internet to send files to and from Internet
Users. An "anonymous FTP" is when
a computer on Internet opens part of
it's disk area to anybody else on the
Internet. Access is usually restricted
so that you can GET certain files, or
sometimes write files to a single
directory. Anonymous FTPs let you
get HP related files and programs
from places all over the world. Most
HP utility programs and Frequently
Asked Question files can be found
and accessed via FTP. (Read through
the On Line Session, page 21, for an
example.)

Electronic Mail:
Need to stay in touch with someone
in another city? How about in another city in a country halfway across
the world? In these days, not being
able to send and receive E-mail can
be quite detrimental to business.
Since all the major online services
send E-mail to, and receive it from
the Internet, the Internet provides
you with access to most of the electronic world.
Although primarily used for textual communication, you can actually
send binary files (programs) to people via E-mail. Using two programs
usually available by any Internet
provider called UUENCODE and
UUDECODE, you can convert a binary file to text, transmit it via E-ma~l
where the recipient can convert It
back.

Internet Resources
for the HP Palmtop
As I mentioned earlier there were
three major areas of the Internet:
Usenet, FTP, and E-Mail. Let's see
what each has to offer to HP Palmtop
users.

USENET and the HP Palmtop
There are at least two Newsgroups
that will cover usage of your Palmtop. They are comp.sys.palmtops and
comp.sys.handhelds. Both of these
cover the HP Palmtop, but they also
cover other brands of Palmtop computers. Some lively discussions can
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The Last Word
Below is a rather humorous description of
Internet, posted on 1991 by Neal Stephenson.
"Nearly all academic computers are on ~he
Internet so access is open to anyone having
an acc~unt on such a machine, which is to
say, any student who bothers. The Internet is,
therefore, still very much a college town and
shares much the same ambience as Cam·
bridge, Iowa City or Berkeley: a dysfunctional
blend of liquored·up freshmen and polymorphously perverse deconstructionists. The
politically correct atmosphere may help to
explain the generally frosty stance toward
humor exhibited on USENET, where people
either use it badly - at the level of toilet st~1I
graffiti - or categorically reject it; USE~ET IS
the kind of place where people can ~~nously
(without smileys) discuss the proposition ~hat
humor is an intrinsically aggressive,
nonconsensual act."

ensue comparing the different models. The comp.sys.handhelds Newsgroup is the livelier of the two, wi~h
about 2-3 times the message traffIC.
This is also where the HP FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) list comes
from. See "An Online Session," page
21, for some current topics.

FTP and the HP Palmtop
There are quite a few FTP sites that
carry HP (and other palmtop) files
with the most popular ones being
eddie.mit.edu and ftp.cc.monash.edu.au.
See "An Online Session," page 21, for
some of the files available.
E-mail and the HP Palmtop
With Internet E-mail, you can keep in
touch with many of the HP Palmtop
Paper authors and with many of the
HP Palmtop Developers.
List of E-mail Addresses.
Hal Goldstein
75300 , 2443@compuserve . com
Andy Gryc
andyg@hp . cv . com
Mark Scardini
76711 , 732@compuserve . com
Bob Chernow
pcbob@gate . net

For Questions or Comments you can
reach me, Bob Chernow, at the above
address.
See you in Cyberspace!

An Online Session
By Bob Chernow
I currently use a service provider called CyberGate. The
following are annotated excerpts of an actual session on
the Internet. The type of account I have on CyberGate
is called a Shell Account and I can dial in using the HP
Datacomm program or any communication program that
can provide VT-100 terminal emulation. When I log into
CyberGate I wind up at a command prompt that looks
like: / ul / pcbob>.
First thing I will do is check my Newsgroups. On
CyberGate the preferred NewsReader is a program
called "TIN". To access the program I just type in tin
from the /ul/pcbob> prompt.
TIN will connect to the CyberGate News server and
tell me if any new NewsGroups have been added since
the last time I read News. I discover that there is a new
group about hamsters and red.green (see below).
Neither of them interest me so I do not add them.
My current list shows that I am subscribed to 4
Newsgroups and tells me how many new articles have
been added to each since I have last read the News. The
list of commands are also listed for me on the bottom of
my screen.

Reading news active file . , .
Subscribe to new group alt . pets . hamsters (y/n / q)
Subscribe to new group aIt . fan . red . green (y/n/q)
Reading attributes file . . .
Reading newsgroups file .. .

[0] : n

[n] : n

Group Selection (news . gate . net 37 R)
comp . lang . rexx
The REXX command language .

67

202
319
97

comp . sys . palrntops
misc . health . diabetes
comp . sys . handhelds

Super - powered calculators in the
Discussion of diabetes management
Handheld computers and prograrnmab

<n>=set current to TI , TAB=nex t unread , / =search pattern , c)atchup ,
g)oto , j=line down , k=line up , h)elp , rn)ove , q)uit . r=toggle
all/unread ,
s}ubscribe .
S)ub pattern ,
u)nsubscribe .
U)nsub
pattern , y)ank in/out

I choose to look at comp.sys.palmtops by using my
cursor keys to move down to the second group and hit
enter. I can now see the titles of the available articles
along with the number of responses that I have not read
yet.
1 + 6
2 + 2
3 +
4 + 2
5 + 2
6 + 2
7 +
8 +
9 +

10+

cornp . sys . palrntops (lllT 202A OK OH R)
When was your HP calc made?
Lawrence *The Drea
Portfolio files - HELP!
swaan@skyfox . usask
Difference between HP200LX 1MB & 2MB
Pradeep Chetal
zip . com

Tom Hoover

Buy my HP95LX - Please!
Defferences Between SRAM & Flash Ram
Question re 200LX version of 123
Difference between HP200LX 1MB & 2MB

Marc B . Grant
David Feustel
David Feustel
Mark Simms
Mark Simms
Viczian Gergely

Is there a 200LX Conectivity Pack yet?
Looking for Digital Clock for HP100LX

<n> =set
current
to
n
TAB=next
unread ,
I=- search pattern ,
AK)ill / select , a)uthor search , c)atchup , j=line down , k=line up ,
K=rnark read , l)ist thread . I=pipe, rn)ail , o=print , q)uit , r =toggle
all / unread , slave , t)ag , w=post
t

rtin 1 . 2 PL2 [UNIX] (c) Co pyright 1991 - 9 3 lain Lea .
Connect i n g to news . gate . n e t . . .

Hot New PCMCIA Cards for your Palmtop
Big Memory

Multi-Function

Wireless
Communications

SMART

Fli;W

a!a

A Ibl..erj/l/ll~I' OjTbinking

You'll be able
to store really
large programs
and lots of data,
just like a hard disk only better. This
newest concept in Flash technology
from Maxtor uses up to 9 times less
current and writes up to 8 times faster
than other Flash brands. Its type I size
enables it to fit in any PCMCIA slot.
Automatic data compression included
typically doubles each flash card's
capacity.
Stock #3242 (1MB/2MB compr) ............. $99
Stock #3236 (2/4MB) ................................ $165
Stock #3237 (4/8MB) ................................ $269
Stock #3238 (8/10MB) .............................. $399
Stock #3239 (12/24MB) ............................ $549
Stock #3240 (16/32MB) ............................ $639
Stock #3241 (20/40MB)............................ $769

You'll get stateof-the-art
communication that includes
built-in
memory!
SMART's new fax/modem and memory
card allows you to fax larger files than
before with its 4MB (optional 2MB) flash
memory. Has 9600/4800 bps fax send!
receive and 2400 bps modem.
Stock #3251 (2MB version)
Stock #3252 (4MB version)

..

$289
$379

Call EduCALC today for our tastest
catalog containing 100's of accessories
for your lIP Palmtop or calculator!

800-677-7001
714-582-26~7

HEWLETT
PACKARO

StarLink

wireless
PCMCIA
receiver card.
You'll have
instant access to:
• news and sports
• stocks and company reports
• messages from anyone with a
telephone, anytime, anywhere
• e-mail for anyone with a modem
• your updated appointment book
This PCMCIA receiver card contains StarLink software. Subscription
allows you to simply choose the coverage that matches your needs at a
nominal monthly charge.
Stock #FI028A (Card) . . . . . . $219
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I select the first article by hitting the enter key and can
read the article.
Reading ...
Fri, 07 Oct 1 9 94

Lines 36

1 7 : 27 : ~mp . sys . palmtops

Thread 1 of 111

Re : When was your HP calc made?

lawrence@combdyn . com Lawrence
Dynamics Ltd .

*The Dreamer *"

Chen at

5 Responses
Combustion

In articled 71 t16$i tn@ccu2 . auckland. ac . nz~ccu1 . auckland . ac . nz (Woodhams I
>wolfrum@radiurn . informatik . uni-bonn . de (Stefan Wolfrum) writes :
>

Enough for now, so I finish up with the quit command,
and I am back at CyberGate. Did you notice the last
two letters in the address ftp .cc.monash.edu.au. The
"au" tells me that I just transferred a file from halfway
around the world since au stands for Australia.
ftp> quit
221 GoodI:ye .

>[Decoding HPIOOLX serial numbers]

>

»SG41400722

226 Transfer cooplete .
3555 Oytes received in 13 . 43 seconds (0 . 2584 Kk:ytes/sl

(that's minel

/ul/pcbob>

>

»we found out the following : It ' s two letters for the country (SG) ,
>>one digit for the year (4=19941 , two digits for the week (here week 141
»and a five digits serial numl:er (here LUlit 722 in week 14 of 1994) .

>

>For HP calculators (e . g . my HP48SX 3127S016151 it is 31 = 31 years
>since 1960 (i . e . 19911 27 = week 27, S = manufactured in Singapore (as
[1299/2398]
<I1>=set current to n , TAB=next unread . I=search patteTI1 , "K) ill / select ,
aluthor search , Blody search , clatchup , flollowup , K=mark read ,
I=pipe, mlail, o=print , qluit, rleply mail, slave , tlag , w=post

Back at CyberGate, I use the Pine program to quickly
check my mail. Pine gives me a menu which allows me
to look at a list of my mail, compose new mail, maintain
an address book, and many other things.
/ul/pcbob>pine
PINE 3 . 90

After reading all my new articles I decide to get
some files so, back at the command prompt I start FTP
by typing ftp followed by an internet address where I
know there are some palmtop files. When the site
responds I login with an ID of "anonymous" and my
Email address as a password.

<nail/[]> (CWSEDI 0 Msgs
Get help using Pine
Carpose and send/post a message
View messages in current folder
- Select a folder OR news group to view
- Update address book
S
SETIJP
- Configure or up::late Pine
Q
WIT
- Exit the Pine program
Copyright 1989 - 1994 . PINE is a trademark of the University of Washington .
? Help
P PreVOTd
R RelNotes
o OIHER QIDS L [ListFldrs] N NextOmd
K KBLock
[Folder "INBOX" opened with 374 messages]
?

C
I
L
A

MAIN MENU
HELP
OOMPOSE MESSAGE
FOLDER INDEX
rollER LIST
ADDRESS InlK

Not finding any thing I want to read now, I quit Pine.

/ u1/pcbob>ftp ftp . cc .monash . edu . au
Corm8cted to brother . cc . rronash . edu . au.
220 brother . cc .monash . edu . au FTP server (Version wu2 . 4(41 Mon Aug 15
Name (ftp . cc .monash . edu .au :pcbobl : anonymous
331 Guest login ok, send your corrrplete e - reil address as passv..ord .
Password : -pcoob@gate . net
230-- ----- - - - ---------------230-Local tiITe is Mon Oct 17 11 : 42 : 15 1994
230- You are 31 out of 60 FTP connections in your class .
230- All atail regarding this ftp site to steve@cc .rronash . edu . au
230 ------------------230230 Guest l()(Jin ok, access restrictions awly .

PINE 3 . 90
roLDER INDEX
Folder : INBOX Message 1 of 374 NEW
Oct 10 Rosa Delano
(3 , 056) Re : Wanted :mentors on issues/controv
2
Oct 10 Bob Legnini
(2 , 0921 Re : r:eting with CM . . . Help !
3
Oct 10 Bob Legnini
(1 , 1321 New'l'jpe I list
4
Oct 11 Bob Legnini
(2 , 0961 Re : Answer to Arturo about islet cel
5
Oct 12 Bob Legnini
(1 , 4491 Dental interference
6
Oct 12 Bob Legnini
(1 , 364 I Re : Exercise
7
Oct 12 Bob Legnini
(1 , 1781 Re : Syringes & Ha1C results
8
Oct 13 Bob Legnini
(1,669 I Re : Answer t o Arturo about Humanisti
? Help
M Main Menu P PrevMsg
- PrevPage
D Delete
R Reply
o OIHER QIDS V [Viev.Msg] N NextMsg Spc NextPage U Undelete F Forward

N 1

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

/u1/pcbob>

Once I get connected I need to use the pwd command to
see what directory I am in.
ftp> pod
257 " ' " is current directory .

Now, I use the cd command to go to the pub/palmtop
directory. I found out about this location by reading
about it in an article in the comp.sys.palmtops NewsGroup.

/ul/pcbob>telnet cyber . gate . net
Trying ...
Connected to cyber . gate . net .
Escape character is , A 1' •

ftp> cd pub/palmtop
250 cwo COO11\3J1d successful .

Once I get to the right directory I issue the dir command
to get a listing of what files are available.
ftp> dir
200 ffiRT ccmT'al1d successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for /bin/ ls .
total 3083
-rw-r-- r-- 1 jwb
system
4170 Jul 21 16 : 08
-rw-r--r-- 1 jwb
16794 Jul 21 16 : 08
system
- rw-r--r-- 1 jwb
system
867 Jul 21 16 : 08
-rw-r--r-- 1 jwb
system
68409 Jul 21 16 : 08
-rw-r--r-- 1 jwb
system
3555 Jul 21 16 : 08
rw-r--r-- 1 jwb
system
115912 Jul 21 16 : 08
-rw-r--r-- 1 jwb
system
7680 Jul 21 16 : 09
226 Transfer cooplete .

telnet (inca I
IBM AIX Version 3 . 2 . 5 for RISC System/6000 34H

(C) 1991

login : pcbob
pcbob ' s Password :
100buddy . RE'AI:ME
100grf . lzh
sethp9 . 1zh
shass . zip
turbo . zip
vr100 . zip
zoom.lzh

Having heard about the TURBO.ZIP II programs in The
HP Palmtop Paper, I decide to get the file. Since it is a
program, and in fact an archive of programs, I first set
FTP to binary mode with the binary command.
ftp> binary
200 'l'jpe set to I.

welcome to CyberGate , Inc .
To read system news , 'fYpe "n€VJ"

** * * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Introo.uctory classes are held in Ceerfield Beach on Thursday evenings and
Saturday afternoons . Please call for reservations .
We have a separate account for billing inquiries . Please send all
questions concerning billing to ' billing@gate . net' Thank-you .
We now have a number local to Lakeland : 813-752 - 5387 . For a cooplete list
of our access mnnbers type "phones " .
The last "How to do Business on the Internet " seminar co-sp:msored by
CyberGate will be held on Nov . 3 at the Miami Airport Marriott (9am - 4pml
Advanced registration is a must . For J'OC)re info type seminar at the prompt .
Last unsuccessful login :Wed Sep 28 06 : 31 EDr 1994 on tsl.gate .net
Last login : Mon Oct 10 00 : 25 :49 EDr 1994 on pts/l from tsl.gate . net
You have new nail .

OK, all set, now I issue the get command and retrieve
the file.
ftp> get turbo . zip
200 FDRT carrt\aI1d successful .
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for turbo. zip (3555 Oytesl .
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Finally, I decide to use Telnet to log into another remote
system. For this example I will log back into CyberGate,
from CyberGate, just to show you the use of Telnet.
I issue the command Telnet, providing the address of
the remote site. Telnet then accesses the remote computer and "Logs In". I then have to type in my UserID and
Password and I am in.
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Enough surfing for now, time to logout and call it a day.
/ u l/pcbob>logout

CIS: CompuServe
Information Service
Many HP Palmtop Paper subscribers
happily surf" the CompuServe Information
Service. Find out more about why they're so
happy.
II

By Mark Scardina
CompuServe is an electronic information service for over 2 million people
worldwide. Not only does it provide
access to weather, stocks, news, and
many informational databases, but
there are over 600 special interest
Forums. These are special meeting
areas where members of like interest
can exchange messages and files on a
specific subject. Forums cover such
interests as pets, hobbies, politics,
and computer hardware and software
support.
Occasionally, a product comes
along that transcends simple functionality and instills in its owners a
special pride. Nowhere is this more
evident than on HPHAND, The
Palmtops' own Forum on CompuServe.

CompuServe's
HPHAND Forum
Once you have logged onto CompuServe (as described later) you can
reach the HP Handhelds Forum by
typing GO HPHAND. This takes you to
our New Member screen, if you have
never visited us before. You'll be
given a brief rundown of the mission
of the Forum, and asked to join.
Joining gives you access to all areas
in HP Hand, but does not obligate or
commit you in any way. So go ahead
and join us inside!
The HP Handhelds Forum is a
user run and supported forum. It is
not managed or operated by HP.
While there are many fine Vendor
run Forums, we feel that our unique
combination of independence and

excellent access to HP resources provides a great combination of helpful
advice, frankness, and creative solutions for our members.
Once on HPHAND you'll find
that like other forums, it is divided
into three areas: the Message Area, the
Library Area, and the Conference Area.
These areas are additionally sub-divided into Sections which help you
locate a specific topic. (See the sidebar for the HPHAND Sections.)
The Message Area allows you to
post questions, answers, comments,
etc., under different Subject headings.
Messages and their replies are organized by CompuServe in "threads,"
allowing any member to follow the
entire exchange on one topic in sequence. While up to 10K of text can
be posted in a message, the average
is less than 1K. Our Forum is considered one of the more active ones with
an average of 300 messages a day
being posted. Fortunately, the Section
arrangement coupled with the ability
to download specific threads allow
you to capture only those subjects
that interest you.
The Library Area mirrors the Message Area's Section layout. It is
where we keep Palmtop-related files
that have been made available by HP

and our members. These can be informational, such as 200LX.ANN ii,
which is the press release on the
200LX; free utilities, such as BATlOO
.ZIP ii, a battery information utility;
shareware programs such as BUD100.ZIP ii, a feature enhancement
program for your 100LX; or a demo
program of a commercial product
such as MAGDEM.ZIP ii, which
demonstrates the features of Magnify!, a pop-up software magnifying
lens.
The Conference Area is used occasionally to hold live discussions with
a specific guest that is of interest to
the Forum members. Some Forums
use this as a 'chat' area as well. It
allows members to exchange messages with others in real time. Guests
can range from actual HP engineers
to software and hardware third party
vendors.
Besides having sections devoted
to supporting the different HP calculators and Palmtops, we have two
additional sections that you may be
interested in. The FIRESIDE section,
13, is an informal area where the
only requirement is an interest in HP
handhelds. It is where members can
discuss almost any topic. Recent
threads have included a discussion of

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark Scardina is Software Product Manger for ACE Technologies. He is also
the Sysop of the HP Handhelds and Omnibook forums on CompuServe and the
author of a number of HP Palmtop utilities.
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Microsoft's purchase of Intuit, notable restaurants in cities around the
world, meeting bears in the wilderness and ETEXTS, electronic books
that you can read on your Palmtop.
For the more technically inclined
we have Section 15: Programming. This
area allows those members interested
in programming on or for the Palmtops to get advice and help, whether
they work in C, BASIC, Assembly or
even the Lotus 1-2-3 Macro language.
One very interesting project, HPCLIB,
that is currently going on is the joint
development of a C library that allows you to port or create a DOS
application that has the look and feel
of the built-in applications.

Ways to access
CompuServe
Accessing CompuServe is quite easy
thanks to the multiple modes that
they maintain. This allows virtuaUy
any PC or Palmtop the ability to use
the service.
ASCII or TEXT mode - This mode
lets you log on with a simple terminal program such as DataComm on
your HP Palmtop. HP makes this
easier by providing a configuration
file (C:\_DAT\COMPUSRV.DCF) on
the HP l00/200LX which you can
load from DataComm by pressing
IMENU I Connect .§.ettings Qpen, selecting COMPUSRV.DCF and pressing ~.
CompuServe has different access
phone numbers dedicated to the
speed of your modem (you're
charged accordingly). Make sure you
dial the number associated with your
modem speed. You can call 800-8488990 for the numbers in your area.
Key the phone number into Datacomm and dial it by pressing ~
(Connect). Datacomm will report a
successful CONNECT when CompuServe answers. At this point press
ICTRLI-I!) and you will be prompted
for your ID and Password. You receive these in the introductory kit
that you can get by calling 800-8488199 (ask for operator 231) or purchasing at your local computer store.
Once these have been accepted
you'll be given a Menu of selections.

MacLinkPlusl
HPPabntop

o

HPPalmtop

Mac

••• the Missing Link
Vse PRlmtop files on your
MRcintosb - Rnd vice verSR
Backup your palmtop on your Mac...
Backup your entire Palmtop on your Mac -witil just a click of a mouse! MacLinkPlus will move all of your
Palmtop files onto your Mac. The directory st11lcture will remain tile same on tile Mac as it was on the HP.

Don't retype all those names...
MacLinkPlus can translate your phone book files onto your HP. No need to retype all that infonnation! And you
can translate your HP Phonebook names back into your Mac phone book as well.
No excuses for missed appointments...
Appointment book alarms don't do and good if your not at your desk to hear tilem, Witil MacLinkPlus, you can
convert your Mac appointment book files (such as, Now Up to Date or DateBook Pro) into tile HP
Appoinunent Book format. Now your appointments -and your alamls -will be on tile road with you where
they belong,

Manage your notes...
Take Memos from your Palmtop and convert them into Mac word processing documents (such as, Microsoft
Word, ClairisWorks, etc.) Your formatting such as bold, underline, etc, will remain intact. You can also convelt
word processing files from your Mac into HP Memo files,

Don't leave your numbers behind...
In addition to PIM and Memo translations, MacLinkPlus can also convert your Mac spreadsheets into Lotus 123
format on your HP. Formatting and formulas all remain intact. Once you've made changes on your Palmtop,
you can convert your file back into Mac fOlmat!

Databases, too ...
Use your HP databases in FileMaker Pro, Microsoft Works database, and other Mac database programs, All of
your data and its formatting, such as, date and time will be translated,

Everything's included!
Just connect the two computers witil tile included serial cable, MacLinkPlus/HP Palmtop will do tile restl

ell" for more inlormlltion:
(800) 733-0030

Supports
HP 200LX
HP lOOLX
HP 95LX
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DATA/IZ
55 Corporate Drive' Trumbull, CT 06611
Tel: (203) 268-0030 Fax: (203) 268-4345

PRINT FROM
YOUR PALMTOP

©l994BlOS Data Service Inc

For Real Estate Professionals
andVARS

ParaJink 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from your HP 95 or 100. One end
of ParaJink 3 fits into the paralIel port of
your printer, the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.

Multiple listing and tax roll data in your
HP100LX Palmtop!

Up to 10,000 46 field listings on a
5 MByte PCMCIA card!
Search by street name, MLS number,
area, folio. Set ftlter on actives, solds,
withdrawns, expired or show all status.
RealSearch includes REASSIST©, our
best selling extraction utility that is
guaranteed to work on your local Real
Estate database.
$449.50

ParaIink 3 is battery powered, light, small,

Infrared Serial Adapter

and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)

For Your 200LX
• Supports lIP Connectivity Pack for 200LX
• "Point·and·shoot" data transfer
• Fas~ reliable and easy to use

_

Extended
Systems®

5777 North Meeker Ave. Boise, ID 83713

To Order:
Call: 011-44-438-815444
Fax: 011-44438-815222

WIDgET
SOFTWARE

121 London Road, Knebworth,
Herts SG3 6EX United Kingdom

U.S. DIS1RJ8t.nORS SOUGHT

Tel: 800·2J)·7)7b or 208·J22·7m Fax 4O~'87·n70
Moving around CompuServe is as
simple as either entering the menu
selection or using the GO and FIND
commands. To get to the HP Handhelds Forum, you enter GO HPHAND.
By entering HELP at any prompt you
get a listing of available commands
and their functions. By pressing ~
(Capture) you can enter a filename
and re-direct everything that appears
on your screen to a file to be saved
and read later. You can also type GO
PRACTICE to access CompuServe's free
practice section. You can use this
section to traverse CompuServe menus, ask for help about using CompuServe, and practice until you get up
to speed.

they are exploring or making regular
forum stops to send and receive
messages.

CIS Navigation Software
Since the Forum areas are charged at
a per hour rate, it makes sense to be
able to get in and out as quickly as
possible. While you can read and
post messages with the REA and
COM commands online, we recommend that you use one of the "navigator" programs to do this offline.
These programs automatically log
onto your desired Forums, capture
the Subjects and/or complete message threads for you to read and
reply to offline. They also automatically send any messages you've com-

posed off line.
Several popular navigators are
TAPCIS ii, ATO ii, and ozCIS:
for DOS, CSNAV and ozWIN for
Windows, Golden Compass for OS /2,
and Navigator for the Mac. These are
all available on CompuServe online
and can be found with the FIND
command.
HP Palmtop owners also have the
choice of acCIS, which will run on
your HP Palmtop as a System-Compliant, Hotkey application. This program makes keeping up with all of
the Forums and your E-mail quite
easy because you can do it virtually
anytime or anywhere (see acCIS
review, page 27 this issue).

CompuServe Access
Software
If you have a PC or Mac you can also
access CompuServe with the CIM
software. There is DOSCIM for DOS,
WINCIM for Windows, and MACCIM for Macintoshes. This CIM programs are commercial software available from CompuServe. DOSCIM
runs on the l00/200LX. The CIM
software provides "Host Micro Interface" (HIM), which is graphical and
lets you use buttons, icons and a
mouse to move around the service.
Many members use both ASCII and
HMI software, depending on whether

HP HAND Sections
The following sections are available in the HP Hand forum:
1 General - messages that don't fall into one of the other sections or about using the forum.
2 1xJ2xJ3x calcs - messages about HP business calculators, like the HP 12C and HP 19BII.
3 4xJ6xnxJ9x calcs - messages about HP scientific and engineering.
4 95LX New Users - messages about learning to use the HP 95LX Palmtop computer.
5 95LX Datacomm - messages about the 95LX Datacomm application.
6 95LX Hardware - messages about 95LX hardware.
7 95LX General - messages that don't fall into the other 95LX sections.
8 100/200LX New Users - messages about learning to use the HP 100/200LX.
9 100/200LX Datacomm - messages about the 100/200LX Datacomm application.
10 100/200LX Hardware - messages about 100/200LX hardware.
11 100l200LX General - messages that don't fall into the other 100/200LX sections.
13 HPHAND Fireside - informal area where members can discuss almost any topic.
14 HPHAND Vendors - messages/information relating to third party products for the HP Palmtops.
15 Palmtop programmers - messages for those interested in programming the HP Palmtop.
16 Palmtop developers - messages for those developing products for the HP Palmtops.
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INFO SUPERHIGHWAY: CompuSerue

Getting the files
in the Libraries
Once you have joined us in
HPHAND you have access to over
1,200 files in our libraries. (As are the
messages, our libraries are arranged
in sections. You can get a listing by
entering LIB at the Forum! prompt or
clicking on the Books Icon in the CIM
software. (A complete listing of HPHAND files is found in .TXT and
.GDB format in HPHLIBS.ZIP ii.)
To facilitate your finding a file,
Keywords, are attached to each file.
Keywords describe the type and
characteristics of a file. Examples are
HP100LX, UTILITY, GAME, DATABASE, PHONE, etc. You can find
files that have an associated keyword
by entering BRO KEY:<keyword> at any
library prompt. By adding LlB:ALL to
the end of this command you get a
listing of all files in the Forum with
that keyword. Desktop CIM users can
click on the Magnifying Glass/Books
Icon and enter the word.
Once you see a file that you want,
you can download it to your PC or
Palmtop. Desktop CIM users can
simply click on the file and select
Retrieve. If you are on your Palmtop
using the built-in Datacomm program, you will need to enter DOW and
follow the on-screen prompts. Make
sure the file transfer protocol on the
Palmtop matches the one CompuServe is using. In Datacomm on the
HP 100/200LX, press IMENUI file
~rotocol and select the desired protocol. On the 95LX press IMENUI Transfer and select the desired protocol.
Once you are prompted to begin
the download, press I MENU I file Receive on the 100LX and enter the
name of the file. (On the 95LX, the
Send and Receive options are displayed after you select the protocol.)
Most files in our libraries have
ZIP extensions. A "ZIPed" file has
one or more files compressed into it.
This saves space and makes downloading related files faster, easier and
cheaper. Once you've downloaded
such a file, you need to "unZIP" (decompress) it with PKUNZIP (archived in PKZIP ii) or a similar utility.
Palmtop members have much
more than the HPHAND Forum to
attract them. Many users use CIS
Mail as a gateway to their corporate
E-mail systems. This is because they

The desktop ThinCardDRIVE'" transfers data effortlessly between
Palmptops and MS-DOS®or MS-Windows®PCs. Plugs right into the
pnnter port. Pass-thru feature retains printer operation. Model TMD-500
reads and writes SRAM cards, TMD-550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully
I
PCMCIAlJ.EIDA compatible, with the industry's broadest range of
:
•
card supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy.
'~$~/ Isn't it time you put one on your expense report?
. For further information: Databook Inc.
__
Sales Office: 10 Alder Bush, Rochester, NY 14624
==
ThinCardDRIVE is a trademari<
Tel: 716-889-4204 Fax: 716-889-2593
§
01 Databook, Inc.
OEM/Dealer inquiries welcome.
~

=
DATA
= B()OK
R ,

can usually call up a local CompuServe number (node) and sending
and receiving messages wherever
they are. Using CompuServe to get
your business E-mail would make it
possible to handle it on your morning commute, improving your productivity.

Services offered
by CompuServe
CompuServe's Basic Service costs
$8.95 per month and gives you unlimited access to News, Sports, Weather, E-mail, Reference Libraries,
Shopping, some Financial Information, Travel & Leisure information,
Entertainment & Games, and Membership Support Srevices.
The Extended Services option is
used to connect to the HPHAND
forum. The costs vary, depending on
the speed of your modem and the
amount of time you remain connected to the service ($4.80/hour for
baud rates up to 2400, $9.60/hour for
9600 or 14400 baud). The Extended
Services provides greater Communi-
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cations abilities, access to Lifestyles &
Graphics forums; Computer Support;
and additional Reference, Financial,
Travel & Leisure, News, and Entertainment & Games information.
The CompuServe Executive Membership Option provides the user with
a personal storage area on CompuServe (GO PER) where you can store
backups of vital files from your
Palmtop that you can retrieve anytime or anywhere. The minimum cost
for this service is $10 per month, and
the $8.95 basic monthly membership
fee applies to this minimum.
CompuServe is much more than
can be explained in a single article.
Whole books have been written on
the service. I hope you will come
visit us as we are a truly global community with members from all over
the world brought together by our
Palmtops.
Product Index: pg 59

a ShareJFreeware index: pg 60

Access CompuServe
with acCIS
The world of GompuServe is an enormous branch of
the Global Information Highway. The HP Palmtop and
the aeGIS GompuServe access software can help put you
in the driver's seat.
By Alex Arancia

acCIS "scripts" automate
on-line communications

acCIS/SM by Shier Systems & Software provides a feature rich handheld communications solution for the
business traveler, but don't let its
power fool you. This is one of the
most user friendly, easy-to-use programs I've ever come across, with
wonderfully usable documentation.
Adapted for the HP LX Palmtop
series, acCIS was designed to be used
for off-line navigation of the CompuServe Information Service. A simple
series of menus allow you to schedule all activities free of connection or
phone charges.
The program works by building a
list of commands, called "scripts" that
are automatically executed when
connected to CompuServe. acCIS/SM
supports 40/80 column zoom on the
100LX and 200LX and runs on the
95LX screen. More importantly, acCIS/SM does not require additional
software to run, like the earlier shareware versions did.

As mentioned, acCIS comes with a
powerful scripting language to automate its functions. Once installed, a
built-in script configures your
CompuServe account to work with
acCIS. These settings will not alter
your connection profile for other
CompuServe navigation utilities such
as NavCIS or TapCIS. Another builtin script will automatically join a new
forum for you or configure one of
your favorites.
Other built in scripts allow quick
and easy access to weather, stock
quotes, AP Online News and much
more. Just before leaving for a business trip, I use MEMO to edit the
state abbreviation in the weather
script, and then download the local
and destination city's weather reports. Then I run the scripts for news
highlights, stock quotes, my e-mail
and forum messages. When I'm on
the plane I have a personalized electronic newspaper in my pocket,
ready to read. acCIS comes with a
number of useful scripts, which can
be modified by the user. New scripts
can be added by the experienced

Easy to Install
Out of the box, acCIS is almost ready
to run. Your first task is to install it
on your HP 95/100/200LX Palmtop.
Installation is completely automated
and requires the HP Connectivity
Cable. If you use a PCMCIA modem
for communications, you'll want to
install acCIS to your C drive. External modem users have the option of
installing acCIS to a memory card in
the A drive. Following the on-screen
installation instructions is a series of
questions with yes/no answers. The
process is nearly idiot proof!

user. In addition, acCIS has a built-in
script interpreter that lets you run
scripts for TAPCIS ii, another popular program that automates CompuServe access.
acCIS scripts simplify the process
of connecting to CompuServe, saving
you time and money. The commands
to retrieve CIS information can be
performed by acCIS scripts, letting
you do the reading off-line. Activities
that must be done on-line, can be
automated and performed more efficiently, cutting your on-line charges
significantly.

Send faxes from
the Palmtop with
acCIS and MEMO
acCIS, the built-in MEMO program,
and a modem can turn your HP
Palmtop into a portable fax machine.
Type the document to be faxed in
MEMO, and send it via e-mail with
the fax number of the recipient in
place of the CompuServe ID. CompuServe reformats the message and
faxes it directly to the number. Although you can't receive facsimiles
through CompuServe (yet!), you have
a quick handheld way of sending

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Alex Arancio is the Director of Leasing and Acquisitions for Lamar
Companies, a commercial real estate developer based in Morristown, NJ.
He also has his own computer consulting practice (Applied Logistics
Experts) to assist executives in adapting to and utilizing the information
age. His CompuServe ID is: [73023,1546].
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Access CompuServe with acCIS

letters, memos, spreadsheets or any
other document (converted to ASCII
format) to anyone with a fax machine. The receiver does not have to
have a CompuServe account. Although I have a PCMCIA fax machine, I use this method to send
multiple page documents to our
regional offices. The process is quicker and the output is neat and professional.
The real power of acCIS lies in the
fact that it is completely System Manager Compliant (SMC). There's no
need to exit the Application Manager
to run the program. This also means
that you can use the clipboard feature to cut information from other
applications into your acCIS messages. I often SmartClip information
from a custom Database and Notetaker file to MEMO when replying to
company E-mail. The program uses
very little System RAM. {The pro-

PLUG fNTO YOUR 7)f5t<TOP!

PCII/lCIA
CARD• •
Share PCMCIA de\'ices between
notebook and desktop computers!

DUAL SLOT DESIGN
* Accepts Type I-IV devices
* Accepts a Type III & Type II together
FITS IN 3.5" OR 5.25" DRIVE BAY
* Mounting hardware included
* Compatible with most 386, 486 &
Pentium systems
WINDOWS BASED SOFTWARE
* CardWare 2.0 from Award

OEMs
Welcome!

CALL (800)456-1818
ACMA Computers, Inc.
47988 Fremont Blvd. Fremont, CA 94538
(510)623-1212 Fax (510)623-0818
A082394

Specifications subject to change without notice.

Show
your association
in this unique club!
• Made in USA
• White 100%
Preshrunk cotton
• Unique 4 color design
• Machine washable
• S15.95 plus shipping &handling

plus Tax (where applicable)

Call Now or write to: Portable Solutions

800-700-1189
28241 (rown Volley Parkway Suite 255
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677·1400
Dis(over

gram itself uses 51K of System RAM,
but Shier Systems suggests configuring a minimum of 200K of available
RAM to handle data, etc.) This small
foot print allows you to have additional applications open.

Read CompuServe
E-mail Off Line
Perhaps the handiest use of acCIS is
off-line reading of e-mail and forum
messages. Go to the main screen of
acCIS and mark the forums you wish
to visit. acCIS does the rest.
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palMtop [1,11,12,13,15]

Mark forums on main acGIS screen

You have the option to quick scan
message headers, download full
threads, or retrieve personal messages only. The quick scan feature allows you to read through subject

Now

you can have personal
messages and information
delivered wirelessly, making
even better use of your
HP 100LX and OmniBook
computers. With HP StarLink
service, the wireless receiver
card, and your portable
computer, staying in touch
has never been easier!
Anyone who needs to contact
you simply calls a toll-free
operator or dials an 800 number
via a PC and modem, following
the on-screen prompts to send
the message. Within minutes,
the messages find you, wherever
you are, anytime of day. You'll
receive your messages whether
or not your computer is on or
your StarLink card is installed.
Read the messages as soon as
they arrive - or at your convenience. Coverage can be local,
regional or nationwide all at reasonable prices. And when you
travel, your messages can follow
you to your destination city.
Unmatched communicationsright in the palm of your hand!
Call today to find out more.

1 800 917-LINK

ACEHFAX
HP 100/200LX Send/Receive Fax Software

NEW!

+
NEW! Complete HP 200LX- Systems with DoubleFlash(9 Plus!
~
~
~
~

Send, Receive, View and Print Faxes on your HP Palmtop
Full installation less than 200k
Requires as little as 30KB on C: drive for modem card users
Auto installation program included

Available only from ACE. this complete package contains everything
thing you will need to start enjoying the full benefits of the HP 200LX!
II' New! ACE-LINK file transfer software with HP 200LX PC serial cable
II' New! DoubleFlashEll Plus Hi-Performance solid state storage for 200LX
II' New! BATTman 2.0 for Alkaline, NiCad, NiMH, Lithium batteries
II' New! AppMAN! gives you complete control of DOS applications
II'Two 1100mAH high capacity, non-toxic, no-memory NiMH batteries
II' HP world-wide universal AC Adapter

ACE++FAXfor HP 100/200LX................................ ,.. ,......... ,.... ,...... $29,00

ACEHFAX
Megahertz XJACK Bundle

200LX
200LX
200LX
200LX
200LX
200LX

V' HP 200LX compatible
t/ Pop·out telephone connection
t/ No external phone adapters or converters
V' No easier way to send faxes

XJACK 14.4K/14,4KFax/modem/ACE-FAX..................................... $229

External 14.4K Pocket/ Fax Modem ................................................ $269
External9.6K Pocket/ Fax Modem ........ ......................................... $139

~
~

6M ......................... $799
10M .................. ..... $869
20M .......... .... .... ..... $999
40M .................. .. $1.299
60M ............ ........ $1.549
80M ............ ...... .. $1.899

COLOR! OMNIBoOK 600C

Modem-Phone Interface
Connects any modem to Digital phones

~

DoubleFlosh$
DoubleFlosh$
DoubleFlash$
DoubleFlosh$
DoubleFlash$
DoubleFlash$

For 200LX 2MB Complete Systems ...... ........ .. .............................. .. add $180

Other Great Modem Bundles with ACEHFAX

~

1MB Complete System with
1MB Complete System with
1MB Complete System with
1MB Complete System with
1MB Complete System with
1MB Complete System with

HP introduces the OMNIBoOK Color 600C
486DX4/75. The smallest, lightest color notebook with desktop performance, now with up
to 260MB hard disk. 4MB of RAM , expandable to 12MB. New Super VGA color
video output for external monitors. Built-in
BIOS upgradeable Flash. Pre-installed with
DOS 6.2, Windows 3.11 (Enhanced mode)
and HP's Windows PIM applications.

Supports full speed modem data rates
Battery or AC adapter Operation
4 level selector for optimum matching
Simple plug-in installation

Modem-Phone Interface (P4112) ..................................... $129
w/Modem Bundle .. ........................ , ................................... $110

Acoustic Coupler
Connect to any phone in the World
~
~
~
~

High performance Acoustic Coupler
PCMCIA or external
2400bps with standard pay phones
Up to 14.4kbps with electronic phones

A4204 Acoustic Coupler .. ,............... ,.... ,.. ,.. ,...... ,.. .............. $129
w/Modem Bundle ......... ............... ,.. .. ........ ,......... ,....... ,........ $110

•

. .-

ACT! for HP Palmtops version 1.1
Best Selling Contact Management now available for the 95jl00/200LX
~
~
~
~
~
~

Store up to 4,000 Contacts and 400 activities
Daily and weekly calendars for quick reference to activities
Multi-scheduling capabilities: calls, meetings, and to-do's
Customized contact record fields to suit any business contact
Stores standard information in popup menus
Import and Export capabilities including the HP Phonebook

ACT! for HP Palmtops version 1. 1 (C 1255) .... ............................. $89.00

Carrying Cases
for
Your HP Palmtop
Custom Black Nylon case ...... .............................................................. $17
Custom Black simulated Leather case .............................................. $26
Custom Black Leather case .................................. ,........ ..................... $32
Deluxe Black Leather case ...... ............................................................ $42
Executive Black Leather Portfolio ........................ .......... ........ ............. $49
SPECIAL! SAVE 10% with any purchase of $50 or more ........ .. less 10%

BA77man version 2.0
Battery Management Software for HP 100/200LX
~
~

Use NiMH, NiCd, Alkaline or Lithium batteries for your HP Palmtop
Predictive algorithm gives you early low battery warnings and prevents loss of your valuable data.

BATTman 2.0 Battery Management Software .............. ..................... $39
BATTman 2.0 with 2 NiMH l100mAH batteries .............................. ..... $49
BATTman 2.0 with 2 NiMH l100mAH batteries & charger ...... .......... $59

I
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NEW!
ACEHLINK

+

Serial PC Cable
ACADAPTER
NiMH BATTERIES
BATTman2.0
AppMAN!

-

Complete
HPPalmtop
Solution

-

.

_

. Connectivity Solutions
~I_~'"

n.- .....

~_ ...

~

ACEHLINK

NEW!

The simplest file transfer program for your l00/200LX
~ No PC installation required
./ No Palmtop Software to download
~ Use FILER to view and exchange files with your PC
~ Connects at speeds up to 11SKbps on your PC
./ Fully operational from a diskette. great when you travel to other PC locations
./ HP 1OOLX/200LX serial cable is INCLUDEDI

ACEHl.INK File Transfer with l00/200LX serial coble (C 1260) .............. $39.00

HP 2OOLX-l MB Basic System
HP 200LX-l MB with AppMAN! ,... ,.. """"", ..... "" " .... """ ".,,,, ... .,," "",, ..... $499
HP 200LX-l MB with File Transfer Kit Newl
ACE-LINK file transfer software. PC Serial cable. AppMan! ". """ "",, $529
HP 2OOLX-2MB Basic System
HP 200LX-2MB with AppMAN! """""""."" " """ """"""""."".""""."".$669
HP 200LX-2MB with File Transfer Kit New!
ACE-LINK file transfer software. PC Serial cable. AppMan!". """"." ,$689
Palmtop AccessorIes
C1260 - New! ACE-LINK file transfer software with PC cable """".""".$39
C1240 - New! Magnity! for 100/200LX ."""".""."""""."".""""."" """ .,,$19
A 1015A- New! ACE PC serial cable for HP l00/200LX " """ """"""""",,$19
F1021 B - HP 200LX Connectivity Pack with PC serial cable " "" .""" "" .$I09
F1011A - HP 200LX AC/DC Adapter/Charger (95/l00/200LX) ".""""",,$39
F1015A - HP 200LX to PC Serial Cable (95/100/200LX) "".""""""" " "". ,,$25
F1016A - HP 200LX to Macintosh Serial Cable (95/l00/200LX) " "" """. ,,$25
F1023A - Extra Adapters (null modem. printer. 9 to 25) " """ """ "" """ ,,$25
H5465A -200LX 3-year Express Exchange (extended warranty) """". ",$85

•

Desktop PCMCIA-ATA Drive

NEW!

Low cost solution to transporting data between PCMCIA
storage devices such as our DoubieFlash~ and your desktop PC.

./ Compatible with ACE. HP and SunDisk Flash cards
./ Less than 8KB on your PC
./ No PCMCIA Socket Services required
ATA/X PCMCIA Internal Card Drive .. .. "" ..... "" ......." ." ...... "" ..... "" .... $99
ATA/X PCMCIA External Card Drive (pictured here) ." .. " ..... ." ...... $149
Purchase with any Flash card ." .. ............ "" ...... "" ....... "" ....... " ..Iess $10

HP Omni80ok Super Portable Systems
OB600C 486DX2/50 4MB RAM. 170MB Hard Disk """""" " """Call for price
OB600C 486DX2/50 4MB RAM. 260MB Hard Disk "".""""""."Call for price
OB600C 486DX4/75 8MB RAM. 170MB Hard Disk " """"" " """Call for price
OB600C 486DX4/75 8MB RAM. 260MB Hard Disk """." "" """ .Call for price
Fl054A - OmniBook 600C 4MB system RAM expansion card"" """ .",, $399
Fl055A - OmniBook 600C 8MB system RAM expansion card."" "." .",,$649
Fl044B - OmniBook AC/DC world-wide Adapter " """" """ """.""."" ". $99
F1058A - OmniBook 600C Rechargeable NiMH battery pack """ "". ". $99
Ethernet PCMCIA Card for OmniBook (Coax and Twisted Pair) "" "" .$249

Print from your HP Palmtop
./
./
./
./

Connect to any parallel printer
Connects with standard serial cable
Self powered electronics
No batteries required

ACE Serial to Parallel Converter................... " ........... $79

. .
-

Portable Printer for HP Palmtop
F2621 A - HP DeskJet 310 portable printer 300dpl resolution. 3ppm ........... " ..... $335
F2622A - Printer and cut-sheet feeder special bundle ................................. " .... $398
F3003A - Rechargeable battery ............. ,...... .. .. ." ........... ,"', .......... ... ,.............. ...... $39
F3004A - Worldwide rapid charger ..................... " ........... """ ........ ".,, .................... $95

•

Magnify! version 1.1

NEW!

SPECIAU SAVE $20 on Serial 10 Parallel Converter with printer purchase
Serial to Parallel Converter (SP100) ........." .......... ... " ........ " .. " ............ "",, ............... $59

HP l00/200LX Software Magnifying Lens

'1 : 'H'U_"II,
Abrah4l'l Lincoln
Andnw J ack s on
An drQw Johns on
OcmJMin Harri s on

·ft;1Q'!t'!!''ll'a!''A'ru.....

,,·9It'iJ:t~:"M'
488- 555- 1861
282 - 555 - 1829
2 15-555 - 1865
707- 555 - 1899

W!!t!!'!U'!

IHOPl~Nt#'·'·'·9
415 - 555- 1865
282 - 555 - 1837
2 15 - 555- 1869
707 - 555- 1893

Adjustable sizes
1X, 2X. 3X and 4X

'lte11~1':Move lens with
cursor keys

Newl Magnlfyl for 1001)( and 2001)(

./
./
./
./
./

Pop-Up magnification from 1X to 4X
Hotkey activation in any Built-in Application
Auto allignment with lines and columns in PhoneBook
Remembers and returns to last position in each application
Move Lens with Quick Keys and Arrow Keys

Magnifyl (C1240) for HP l00/200LX "."." "" """" "" "" "" """""". $19.00

Call Our New and Expanded Headquarters

1-800-825-9977
ACE Technologies. Inc.
592 Weddell Drive. #6. Sunnyvale CA 94089 U.S.A
(408) 734-01 00 Fax (408) 734-3344

Ooub/efIo$h+.BAITmcnDlRECT-c:obIe,AppMANI.ACE-UNK. ACE·FAX, MognIfyI Cd trodernarb of I\CE TeclVlOlOgleS. XlA.CK Is a trademark of Megctwtz Corporation. HP 951J(.,11llJ(. 2CXlX 0rnrVB0ak ore trademorb of ~ PockO'd. ACT Is Q trodemarkof S>,mantec Corporotton

Access CompuServe with acCIS

headers off-line and mark those you
want to read for later retrieval.
I Replying to, or posting a message
is just as quick and automated. You
can configure acCIS to let you compose your E-mail messages in the
Palmtops' built-in MEMO, or another
text editor, such as Qedit ii, VDE ii,
etc. After composing the message,
you can access a customizable user
list to select a recipient and his or her
10. acCIS also downloads the library
list for each forum you join, making
it easy to pick a destination for your
message. You also have the option to
key in a name and CIS ID manually.

Other acCIS Features
Would you like to surf the Internet
this easily? You can with acCIS! You
must first have a "slip" or "shell"
account with an Internet provider

(see Internet article, page 16 this
issue). Set up your Internet account
so your e-mail is automatically forwarded to your CIS 10 using the
format ID@compuserve.com where "10"
is your CompuServe identification
number with a period rather than a
comma used as a separator (e.g.,
73023.1546@compuserve.com). Since any
Listserv subscriptions are sent via
e-mail, you can receive and respond
to Internet e-mail or Usenet groups in
the same convenient way.
acCIS also handles CompuServe
binary file transfer easily. Let's say
you read about a file you want in a
forum message or CompuServe magazine. Press the Download function
key, type in the file name, choose the
library number from the library list,
and the next time you log on, acCIS
will retrieve the file automatically.

•
• Transfers/Translates important data between your lIP Palmtop and Windows PC
• Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
• Controls what data is transferred, how it's formatted and where it's transferred
• Keeps your HP Palmtop and PC data in synch!

Supported Software
Commence
dBASE
ECCO

Excel
Lotus Organizer

PackRat

Paradox
Schedulet
Sidekick 2.0

Windows
Cardflle/Calendar
Word for Windows

All products listed are trademarks or trade names of tbeir respective entities.

IntelliLinkfor Windows Only $99.95
"IntelliLink sU1passes other desktop-to-palmtop links in its ease of use, its smm1way of handling of data jiles, and its error correction features during uploads and downloads. "
Windows Sources June, 1993
''lntelliLink is a major step forward in the effort to make your palmtop and desktop machines
a smootho,functioning team. " PC MagaZIne APl'il28, 1992
''lntelliLink removes the user from the complexities of accurately translating data. "
The HP Palmtop Paper M'archIApriI2g; 1992
To order orfor more
in/ormation please colllacl:

IntelliUnk
Corporation

All in all, carrying the HP Palmtop, a
modem, and acCIS around is like
having a personal post office in your
pocket! But for those times when
you're sitting at a desk, acCIS also
has a new big brother. acCIS /DOS
runs on any DOS-based computer
giving you the same quick access to
the world of CompuServe. acCIS/
DOS is included free with the purchase of acCIS/SM.
Support for both programs is
readily available, since the authors
and beta-testers frequent CompuServe's HPHAND forum. At $69.00
US, acCIS is the smartest most inexpensive business communication
solution you can buy for the HP
Palmtops.

a

Product Index: pg 59
Share/Freeware index: pg 60

~!Plllmtop
Project PIII"ner!

The Intelligent Link supports the HP 95LX,lOOLX and Omnibook!

ACT! for Windows
ASCII (CSV) Files
CaLANdar

acCIS has a big brother

Plan a project in 30 minutes or
less, anywhere, anytime, with your
HP 100/200LX Palmtop PC.
Cut through the guessing and the frustration
when beginning any new project.
Project KickStart'· developes task
lists, resource lists, and assignments
in just minutes. Project KickStart
prompts you to define tasks by considering project phases, clarifying
your goals, anticipating obstacles
and delegating aSSignments.

A Plan in 30 Minutes
Thanks to Project KickStart, you'll have a thought-out
strategy that you can print out. And, you can transfer
your plan to Microsoft Project or eight other project
management programs for scheduling and tracking.

o Yes! I am ready to tlJ' Project KickStart
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Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888-9817

my

Experience In Software
20()() I karst ,he. Ikrkl'lcy, CA

One Tara Blvd., Suite 210
Nashua, NH 03062

011

next project. I'll order at tbe SPe&"d Price of $79.95.
I understand tbat results are guaranteed, tbat it will
work fl"wlessly witb m)' HP IOO/200LX alld I ma),
retum it witbill 60 days for a ,omplete refund.

()~~()()

1-800-678-7008
l;ax: S 10-644-382:;

America Online

Art}et lea Onhne

Edit

Go To

Mail

lEI

For those who like to explore new
and uncharted lands on your HP
Palmtop, desktop PC or Mac,
America Online is an experience
you will not want to miss.
By Jeff Zorn
America Online has taken a different
approach to the online world than
some of the other information services. There are no premium charges for
access to its forums, libraries and extended services. Instead you pay a
monthly fee, $9.95, that includes five
hours of online time. Additional time
is billed at the rate of $2.95/hour for
speeds up to and including 9600
baud access.
AOL is very user friendly. You'll
find the information in the AOL
forum's well-organized and easy to
access. Icons, menu choices, and the
use of keywords make it easy to
access the forums and features of
AOL. These and other easy file finding capabilities are provided at no
extra charge.

AOL's PDAJPalmtop Forum
My favorite spot the PDAlPalmtop
forum, which contains information
about the HP Palmtops and other
popular PDA's. Once you're on AOL,
select the GoTo keyword and type the
keyword PALMTOP or PDA and you're
presented with the PDA/ Palmtop
opening screen:

I ...... --

Member s

Window

I

Welcome to Amet lea Online l

Sore" Name:

INew User

I~

Copyright © 1994, Am,ric. Online, Inc
Copynght © 1994 , G.·,Works

AOL opening screen

useful. Tab to the Quick Tips Center
(QTC) icon and press IENTER I to look
up information on a specific PDA/
Palmtop. These notes and tips, posted
by other forum members, provide
insights on the use of your favorite
palmtop.
There is also the Palmtop Paperbacks area, unparalleled on any other
online service. This area provides
Project Gutenberg ETEXTS for AOL
users. This collection of classic literature in text file format has grown
over the past year. As described in
the last issue (page 14), HP Palmtop
users can use Gilles Kohl's VRii
program, found on the 94/95 Subscriber PowerDisk, to read ETEXTs
on the Palmtop. Palmtop Paperbacks
not only includes Gutenberg ETEXTSii
(new texts uploaded monthly), but
now the first NT's (Newton Texts),
formatted for Apple's PDA.
An area we are equally proud of
is called the EZINES, consisting of different categories from humor, computing, poetry, short stories and
other fine online magazine-type articles. EZINES is a section of the main
Palmtop Paperbacks area. When you
enter Palmtop Paperbacks you will

see the Main EZINES lilbrary, click
on that and you will see the sub-catagorized EZINE libraries. Any member can upload an acceptable EZINE
to this area and have it read by thousands of AOL members. In fact, AOL
has found the Palmtop Paperbacks to
be so good that it has been made
available to several other relevant
forums on AOL.
News Release is another PDA/
Palmtop area of interest. This area
provides up-to-the-minute news on
all the nifty Palmtop/PDA products.
The PDA Pocket Press, filled with
tips and easy to use information
about the PDA forum, is mailed
weekly to new members on request.
This new feature has been receiving
rave reviews from both new and old
members alike. Weare hoping to
expand this very special PDA Forum
online newsletter in future issues.
There is also a Text search feature
to enable you to find tips and articles
very easily with a few short search
words. A PDA inclusive file search is
also available so you do not have to
look through all the AOL libraries to
find your Palmtop files. You can use
a few short search words and viola
the file will appear for download.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

AOL PDA Palmtop forum opening screen

There are some special PDA/Palmtop
areas on AOL that I find to be quite

Jeff Zorn, lives in Farmington Hills, MI with his wife Jan and two
1b year old sons David and Aaron. Jeff works for New York Carpet
World (headquartered in the Detroit area) In the new franchise
divsion as a liaison between the franchisees and the compan~. Jeff
uses his 200LX for appointments, letters, spreadsheets (with his
BJ10e) and of course CompuServe usint{ acCIS (ID #71165,1650).
Jeff is also co-forum leader on the PDAfjJalmtop forum on America
Online (screen name PDA Jeff or internet pdajeff®aol.com).
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The Palmtop message boards are
organized with an HP specific area
and within that there are different
sections devoted to our beloved HP's.
Of course if you want to find out
about other PDA's these too are also
available to you with the click of
your mouse (on a desktop or Mac) or
a couple of keystrokes if on your HP.
We also have a folder set up for
Communications and here you can
post questions and comments on a
variety of communications topics
ranging from the state of the art
Starlink to just plain old machine to
machine communications.

Version 1.6 does cut off some of
the screen at the very bottom, but I
was able to use and view everything
that I needed to, as well as access
AOL at 9600 baud from the HP
Palmtop. Also, version 1.6 was written to use a mouse. You cannot use a
mouse with the Palmtop because the
serial port is needed for a modem
(we have not been able to get AOL to
run with a PCMCIA card modem
yet). Therefore, you'll have to use
your arrow, tab and enter keys to
select menu item icons and "click"
them by pressing your space bar.

Accessing AOL
with the HP 1 00/200 LX
America Online provides its own
communications software free of
charge to its users. You must use this
software to interface with AOL. The
current, AOL DOS 1.6, works with
the HP lOO/200LX. Unfortunately,
HP 95LX users cannot access AOL.
[Editor's Note: AOL DOS 1.0, an
older version of the AOL interface software, works well on the HP 100/200LX
and does not cut off the screen at the
bottom. Unfortunately, AOL no longer
supports or supplies this older version,
but if you can get a hold of it from another AOL user, you might try it. But
remember, it only runs at 2400 baud Rich.]
I loaded 1.6 on my HP 200LX
using the inverse mono CGA video
driver 640x200. This driver enables
the AOL software to start in the
proper video mode so you do not
have to press I~-IZI to reverse the
image for readability.
The PDA Forum staff has uploaded to the PDA library a specially
configured version of AOLDOS 1.6
(A0L16HP.ZIP (PC format) and
A0L16HP.SIT (Mac format». This
version has most of the unnecessary
drivers removed to reduce the size
and comes with special install and
operation instructions for the HP
100/200LX and is ready to run on the
100/200LX or any other CGA DOS
compatible Pc.

Tour of AOL
Now on to a quick tour of AOL.
You'll find there is an AOL area for
almost everyone.
There are numerous forums for
children (there even is a parental
control option that lets you turn off
certain areas). There is a Homework
area (The Academic Learning Center). It provides help for the student,
offering a full schedule of online
classes with real teachers, open discussions with teachers, and a feature
that lets you "page" a teacher, and
"talk" online about a specific topic.
The Homework area also offers a

&BCompany

"if

I.rrMte you to open the door to L . .
b.eautitul hoUd~l.~~oson gifts! OO~~~ OUr HOlieJ
OUntS!

Protect Yoltr palmtop
alld carry it ill yoltr
sltitpocket

0)1

This practical alld
small case is
ideal for yoltr Palmtop

Dim.: 6.5" x 3.75 " x 1.25"

(16.5 x 9.5 x 3.2cl11)

Dim.: 6.88" x 4.25" x I.Y
(17.5 x 10.8 x 3.8cm)

Black leather*'
Regular-S45.00

$39.95

Protect yoltr palmtop
with this small alld
bealttifltl case
Dim.: 6.5" x 3.75" x 1.75"
(16.5" 9.5 x4Acm)
Notepad Included

BI3Ck leather"
Regular - $60.00

$54.95

Carry Yoltr Palmtop
with a pager
or COllllectivity Pack
Dim.: 9.7Y x 4Y x 1.75"
(24.7:\ IJ.4 :t4.4cm)
Black leather '
Regular . $55.00

$49.95 '-_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiliiiill

Carry YOllr HP Omllibook
or YOllr Palmtop alld a
cel/Illar plrolle or
bidirectiollalmodem
Includl.'S pockets for PCMCIA II
cards 0111(\ documents
Dim.: 11.75- :\ 7.25- x 2.5 ~
(29.8'1( 18.4 x 6.4clll)
Regular in polycster · $49.95
Leather· $130.00

=
1=1

~E & B Company

E3

L!!j

735 Sunrise Avenue, Suite 200
Roseville, CA 95661
USA: 1-S00-SS6-CASE [2273]
Int'l: 916-344-5047
Fax: 916-782-9306

ALL PRICES PLUS SHIPPING AI'ID HA!~m,INQ=E'ULC;;~EQIj~&2lm!!UI!WlI
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proof reading service for term papers
and Barons book notes online for
help with the classics.
AOL provides it's users with
news and entertainment online, including areas for Disney, NBC and
ABC, Time (a day before it hits the
News Stand), The New York Times,
Chicago Tribune and the San Jose
Mercury News. There is even MTV
and a Pink Floyd forum for the
young at heart. It seems every day
there is something new being added
that will tickle your interest.
AOL provides technical support
for many computer products. Just
recently IBM has opened a forum for
support of their products and services. There are forums for Diamond,
PPI, Stac Electronics, Psion, Acer,
Qualitas, just to name a few.
One of my favorite areas is the
AOL Classifieds. A wide variety of
merchandise is offered, and placing
an ad doesn't cost the user anything,
The AOL classifieds is a great way to
put sellers and potential buyers in
touch.
You'll also find a complete Business News Center containing news and
press releases categorized by type of
industry (e.g. Biotechnology, Consumer Products, Defense Contracts,
Financial, Health, Auto and much
more). You'll also find a Microsoft
Small Business, created as a place
where small business owners (or
people considering starting a small
business) can find information and
help setting up and running a wide
variety of business/computer applications. The Stock Center provides investors with automated portfolios
and online stock brokerages. There
are sections for the news, weather,
and more.

ginning on page 16.)
AOL has also recently announced
plans to provide its service internationally in the months to come.

Signing up for AOL
For a free trial membership and 10
free hours of online time, call America Online at 800-827-6364. After the
trial period the cost is $9.95 per
month and this includes the first five
hours of usage. After that the cost is
$2.95 per hour which includes Internet access and all the other AOL
services with no premium charges.
You can also send me an e-mail
(CompuServe 10: [71165,1650]; Internet
10: pdajeff@aol.com) and I'll send you
a copy of the current AOL interface
software (Mac, DOS or Windows per
your request). Each AOL account can
have up to five screen names (users).
You only get one billing, but it is
broken down by user, making accounting easy. There are also several
free areas on AOL, including custom-

By Simple Simon Software
The quickest and easiest way to send. receive.
view and even print faxes with any HP Pahntop.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete package is only $19.95
Command Line Faxer
Send faxes with or without cover page
Customize your cover page(s)
Receive faxes on calls already picked up
(manual receive)
Print to any dot matrix or laser printer
Full featured fax viewer
Nobody takes up less space or memory
Full customer and technical support by phone.
fax and BBS
Compatible with Class 1 & 2 faX/modems
Recommended by Megahertz and HP

Simple Simon Software
p.o. Box 926, Bedford, TX 76095

Tel: 817·283-6691 • Fax: 817·283·5871
er support, access numbers, billing
and more. You pay no usage charges
for connecting to these areas, but
must be an AOL member.

~3
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Pocket Liberator-Palm Top Holster
The PL·PTH is a palm top carrying system designed to allow
100% mobility to keep your information safely, securely, and at
your fingertips.
• The Main Compartment is designed to
hold most palmtop brands. It can also
hold most cellular phones, walk mans, and
items of similar scale. It's angled design
allows easy access -Illore available ,hall ill
your briefcase alld safe,. thall your jacket
pocket.
• Flaps with Ve lcro fasteners secure the items
from accidental droppage.
• The standard PLH harness pivot-type
assembly prov ides 100% flexiblity and

mobility and is secured to a bell loop which
piVOLSand unsnaps for easy hamess removal.

• Flexible Velcro adju s tl11 e l1t ~ allow the
PL-PTH to conform to fit your body.

• The Secondary Compartment is piggybacked to the Main Compartment to house
beepers, flashcards, batteries,
business cards, etc.
• The fronts of the PL-PTH is
made of 100% fine leather.

AOL Internet Center
AOL also has an interface with Internet, providing AOL users with most
of Internet features, including: Newsgroups, Gopher, FTP, Searches, Free
mail gateway (no surcharges for any
internet service) and more. Internet's
Mosaic, W W Wand Telenet features
will be coming soon to AOL. (For
more on Internet, see the article beNOVEMBER / DECEMBER 1994 THE HP PALMTOP PAPER 35
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The HP Palmtop: The
Ideal Portable Terminal
with Versatile PIMs
He only wanted a portable terminal for data
communications, but he got more than he bargained
for with the HP Palmtop.
By Victor Roberts
My HP 100LX, like the 95LX
I had before it, has become
my indispensable "information companion," but it did
not start out in that role. I
first acquired the 95LX because I was looking for a
lightweight portable computer terminal to use to access our company
electronic mail system.

Ideal portable terminals for
E-Mail & communications
The company I work for makes extensive use of E-mail for intra-company communications. E-mail is not
only used within the site where I
work but also used to communicate
between our multiple world-wide
locations. I manage a small R&D
group in our central R&D Center,
and use E-mail to run my "business."
My job requires that I take many
short one- to two-night trips via air
to work at other company or customer sites. While away, I still have
to connect up to the company E-mail
system to send and receive messages.
This sometimes necessitates bringing
along a portable terminal.
I don't like to wait to collect baggage at the airport, so I carryall my
luggage with me on these short trips.
Usually I have one small suitcase
with clothes and a second with my
papers and such. The standard two
bag carry-on limit (and my own
physical endurance) makes lugging
along a portable terminal in the form
of a standard laptop computer (with
its extra batteries and charger) highly
undesirable.
The small size, light weight and
long battery life of 95/100/200LX

computers make them ideal portable
terminals. More on that later.

HP Palmtop provides a
decent VT100 emulator
for file transfer
I started traveling with a portable
computer when Tandy introduced its
Model 100, which weighed about two
pounds and ran for 20 hours on 4
AA batteries. It changed my life
dramatically. I later moved on to the
slightly smaller Tandy Model 102,
and then switched to a Cambridge
Z88 computer.
My company used a VAX for
office E-mail. The VAX is a minicomputer that supports many computers
networked to it. I used an MS-DOS
desktop computer to interface with
the VAX. To do so, the desktop ran
Columbia University's Kermit as a
VT100 terminal emulator and file
transfer program.
The Tandy and Cambridge could
be used as portable terminals for the
office VAX system, but I needed a
special setup on the VAX full-screen
editor for these machines. Since I
used a VT100 emulator on my desktop PC, I needed to change the editor
profile when I left and returned from
a trip. In addition, I had to remember
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a different set of commands for each
situation - a complicated solution.
Since the Tandy and Cambridge
lacked VT100 emulation capabilities,
neither supported the Kermit file
transfer protocol. I needed to use
XMODEM, which is much more
primitive.
When I read about the HP 95LX I
thought I had died and gone to heaven. Here was a real MS-DOS machine
with built-in VT100 emulation that
could fit in my pocket and run for
weeks on a pair of AA batteries. That
meant that I could carry around in
my pocket the means to access my
office VAX E-mail system.
I obtained a demo unit through
the local HP sales office and immediately tested the built-in VT100 emulator, Datacomm. It worked, but the
function keys that I needed to run
the VAX editor did not seem to be
there. (I later learned that Datacomm
emulates only 4 of the 18 keys on the
"Application Keypad" of a real VT100
terminal.) (See VoL3, No.4, Pg. 61 for
more on accessing all 18 keys.)
My next test was to load an MSDOS version of Kermit Ii and Turbo
Lightning (no longer sold by Borland) and see if that combination
worked. Much to my delight it did.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Victor Roberts is an Electrical Engineer who manages an
R&D group working in the areas of plasma physics and high
performance light sources. Vic's Compuserve ID# is
{70413,1423] and his Internet address is roberts@crd.ge.com.

Borland's Turbo Lightning is a spelling checker used to reduce on-line
typos and misspellings. Unfortunately, Turbo Lightning does not work
with MEMO or any other SystemManager application. I can only use it
with DOS applications like Kermit,
Tapcis and PC Outline II . Turbo
Lightning is a TSR spelling checker.
It sits in the background and checks
words as you type them. If you use a
word it does not recognize, it beeps
at you and you press a hotkey to
bring up a list of alternate words.
Select a word from the list and Turbo
Lightning will automatically replace
the incorrect word with the correct
one. This works not only when you
are composing a file, but more importantly when you are on-line doing
E-mail. It is quite amazing!
Turbo Lightning can also be used
to check a screen of text. In this case
it highlights the suspect words, but

does not suggest replacements. Turbo
Lightning does not spell check files
like Webster's Spelling Checker does.
I was hooked on the HP 95LX,
and decided to keep the demo unit
instead of ordering, and waiting for,
a new machine. The main role I envisioned for the machine was as a
portable terminal. I did not learn
until much later that some DOS terminal emulators will not work correctly on the 95LX because of a bug
in the serial port. If Kermit had not
worked when I tested it, I probably
would not have kept the 95LX.
I have since upgraded to the HP
100LX and use it as a portable terminal. I also used Ted Dickens TIMEOUT II program to automatically increase the automatic shutoff time to
10 minutes when I am using my
terminal emulator. (With the my
normal value set to one minute, my
Palmtop would often shut off and

Using Time Value of Money

• Software puts MEDICAL
REFERENCE in the
PALM of your hand!
• By touching a few keys,
PALMTOX"" gives quick
access to drugs and
management in the
overdose setting
• PALMPEDS'" provides
emergency evaluation
and treatment guidelines to manage acute
pediatric illness

Available immediately for
the HP 100LX Palmtop

Price: $ 175.00

I got a good introduction to HP CALC's Time Value of Money (TVM) Application when I recently
purchased a new car.
One dealer offered to lease me a car with a Capitalized Cost of $17,700, for nothing down and
$224.26 per month for three years. At the end of three years, the car would have a 'residual value"
of $10,675, and I would be responsible for a processing fee of $325 if I decided to purchase the car
at the residual value.
I started up HP CALC on my 1OOLX and pressed ENU I APplication TVM to get the TVM mode.
(On the 95LX, start HP CALC and press IMENUI I'IM. pressed IjElk1 ~Iear Qata lirERI to clear
the previous TVM problem (on the 95LX press r7E;O~ Erase Data. eyed in 36 an pressed [ill
(N) for the Number of periods. I then keyed in ,
and pressed [ill (PV) for the Present valUe
(Capitalized COST) of the car. I keyed in -224.26 and pressed ~ (~T) for the Payment. I keyed
int 12 and pressed ~ (PIYR) for the number of Payments I wood make per year. I then entered
·10,675 and then pressed ~ (FV) for the Final (Residual) value. (It took me quite a while to figure
out that the residual valueorthe car needed to be a negative number. This aspect of the TVM
application still confuses me, but it is the way it works.)
'.
After all the data was entered, I pressed ~ (I%IYR) to calculate the effective Interest per year
I was being charged on the lease (2.44% per year). To see my total interest costs, I pressed ~
(Amort), then pressed ~ (Go) three times. I could now see that the accumulated interest was
$1,048.35 over the three years. My total interest ($1,048.35) and processing fee ($325) costs for the .
lease would be $1,400.35.
Now 2.44% is a very good rate, but because the residual value of the loan is so high after three
years, I am paying that interest on a rather large amount of money. I was interested to see what the
rate and total interest would be for a "normal" loan in which the $17,700 was completely paid off
during the three year period.
I still had 36 as N, 17,700 as PV and 12 as PIYR.I entered 0 and pressed ~ (FV) to indicate
that the final value of the car would be zero (Le. it would be paid off). If I weiifilie purchase~oan
route, I was going to borrow against funds I had in our company savings plan. The effective interest
rate of our savings plan can not be calculated accurately in advance, but I estimated it at 5%. I keyed
in 5 and pressed ~ (I%IYR), then pressed ~ (PMT) to calculate the monthly payment. The result
was $530.48. I then pressed ~ (Amort) anopressed ~ (Go) three times to calculate the total interest. The total interest was "$1,397.63.
At this level the lease option ($1,400.35) and the purchase/loan options ($1,397.63) were about
equal, but there was one other consideration. The manufacturer was offering a $1,000 discount to
people who had previously owned this brand of automobile. This clearly made the purchase/loan route
the preferable one for me.
Another manufacturer offered me the following terms. The Capitalized Cost was $24,000, and
the dealer offered a three year lease with payments of $468/month and a residual value of $11,040
at the end of the lease. This works out to an effective rate of 7.23% and a total interest of $3,888.01
over the three year period. This manufacturer obviously was not as interested in selling me a car as
the first manufacturer was, and he did not get my business.
[For more on the use of HP Calc, see the article on page 46 of this issue.]

In

EMERGENCY
MEDICAL
PROVIDERS:

Call: 800·258·2550 I_
Fax: (414) 241·8514 £

I

drop the phone line while I was
reading a long or complicated E-mail
message.) I have a .BAT file that sets
the new time out value, starts up
Turbo Lightning and Kermit, and
returns the time out value to 1 minute after I quit Kermit.
I have not yet found any FAX
software for my 100LX that I like, so
for those infrequent times when I
must FAX a business document, I
upload the ASCII file to the VAX at
the company where I work, and use
the FAX machine connected to that
computer to send it out. For example,
I was once using PC Outline to develop a program plan with a new
customer in another city. When we
were done, they wanted a hard copy
of the plan. I had my printer cables,
but all the printers at this company
had cables that were screwed on tight
by the computer "high priests" and
no one was willing to disconnect a
cable so I could gain access to the
printer. I printed an ASCII version of
the outline to a file on my 100LX,
used my modem and their phone to
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E-mail the document to the VAX. at
my office, and had the VAX fax the
document back to my customer's
location. It was an overly complicated solution, but it worked.
Finally, I am a member of the
CompuServe Information Services
and use TAPCIS on my desktop for
automated access to CIS. When I am
traveling, I also use TAPCIS for CIS
messaging on my HP 100LX.

todos includes things that are not
tied to a specific time, such as reminders to look up a certain bit of
personal or technical information,
order something, send something to
someone, or do something. I placed
these todos in a customized database
file.
"firma"""'!!'

De~criplion [fA.; pit . . .'

Priorily
Po~lud
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APPT and other
PIM's grow on you
The built-in applications were "nice",
but at first I was not interested in a
computer to keep meeting notes or
my appointment book. After all, I
had my pencil and paper. However,
once I had my 95LX, I found that its
array of built-in applications provided many more uses than I ever imagined.
I first began using the Appointment application to organize my
schedule. (I added WEEKABK Ii to
the 95LX to get a weekly view that
was not provided by Palmtop.)
Whenever I travel I set up all my
flights in APPT as appointments with
30 minute lead times. Since most of
my flights require a connection, I set
an appointment to remind me when
it is time to head to the gate. APPT
provides a record of all flights.
I also use the 100LX as a wake-up
alarm when traveling. Usually this is
only a backup, but last year the hotel
I was staying at in Cleveland had lost
power due to a big thunderstorm,
and the 100LX was the only wake-up
alarm I had. This summer, while
camping in Yosemite, I used the
100LX as a wake-up alarm after I
missed hearing the alarm on my
watch the day before.
On the 100LX I found that having
many "carry forward" TODOs really
slowed down the APPT application.
I have over 100 and the performance
was terrible! I solved this problem by
separating my TODOs into two
groups. The first and smallest group
are items that are time-sensitive.
They remained in my appointment
?ook. These include things like paymg my monthly mortgage and credit
card bills, semi-monthly utility bills,
and annual events such as tax bills,
car inspections and magazine renewals.
The second and larger group of
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Individual Data Item screen
of custom T ado database

[Editor's note: See the article on page 42
of this issue for a more detailed example
of using the Database application to track
todos.1
In addition to TODO items, I use
the Database application to track my
frequent flyer credits, to keep track of
the project charge numbers we use at
work, to track restaurants and, of
course to read Stanley Dobrowski's
database of HP Palmtop freeware
and shareware files in the HPHAND
libraries (HPHLIB.ZIP Ii) .

Many uses for Memo
I also use Memo to keep lists of all
sorts of stuff from books I want to
try to read, to computer hardware
and software I read about and want
to try, to the serial numbers on travelers checks I purchase and the date
and place where I cashed them, and
data on new car prices and insurance
rates (when I was shopping for a
car). Last Spring I used Memo to
write performance appraisals for half
of my staff while flying home from a
business meeting in France.
I also use Memo to take notes in
business meetings and program reviews. I have found that the small
size of the 100LX makes it much less
intrusive than a normal notebook
computer. The screen is small enough
to not get "in between" me and the
other people in the meeting. The long
battery life is also a great advantage.
While the folks with notebook computers are hunting for power outlets,
my 100LX keeps going and going
and going.
I have an old copy of Wordstar
4.0 on my Flash card. Most of the
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notes I write are delivered via ASCII
E-mail. I still use Wordstar on my
desktop PC for all these notes, since
the files are easily converted into
pure ASCII with a simple program I
wrote that strips out the Wordstar
formatting code. When I first got my
95LX I continued to use WS4 for
most notes that would be E-mailed
from my Palmtop. I gradually shifted
to writing everything in Memo and
then using WS4 to spell check the file
and format it into 65-column wide
lines. I have recently purchased a
copy of Webster's Spelling Checker
from Thaddeus Computing. It is
great! I am considering removing
WS4 from the 100LX since the combination of Memo and Webster's provides all the text editing, formatting
and spell checking I need on a Palmtop.

100Buddy and Infoseleet
and features to 100LX
Moving to add-in applications, my
favorite is 100BUDDY. I don't have
room to list all of it's many features,
but my favorite Buddy-added features include the following:
• Battery voltmeter and timer which help know when its time to
change batteries;
• Highlight and start - which lets
you highlight a file in FILER and
press IENTER I twice to open it in its
associated application;
• Quick exit and save - which lets
you exit any application and save the
open data file by pressing IMENU 1-0;
• Assign files/ directories to Fn keys
- which lets you assign frequently
used directories and / or filenames to
the Fn keys;
• Quick exit of System Manager - by
pressing IMENU H < Shift > I-I DEL I;
Display macro names - lets you
display macro names above the Fn
keys;
• Double-clicking - lets you press a
key twice to get its shifted value.
Also lets you double click a Blue key
to get its alternate (Ctrl-Blue key)
application;
• Reassigning Blue Keys;
• Pressing IFILER I twice - takes you to
Set Up.
• Exiting SetUp by pressing Q;
• Using Fn keys in SetUp to access
SetUp options.
100Buddy has many, many more

useful features. [Editor's Note: We
understand that 200Buddy is under
development .]
I also use a DOS program called
Infoselect to track all sorts of random
bits of information. Stuff like vacation
days taken each year, the type of
batteries used in all my electronic
gadgets and the date they were last
changed, serial numbers of stuff like
my 100LX and the identification
numbers of my cars and keypad
maps for the VT100 emulator I run
on my 100LX and desktop Pc. (See
InfoSelect article, Jan/Feb 93, pg.35.)

Project planning with
Lotus 1·2·3 and PC Outline
The organization I manage does
contract-funded research. I use 1-2-3
on my 100LX to track the budget for
my group. The spreadsheet (PROJ
.WKI in PROFILE.ZIPii) includes the
salaries of all my staff, the overhead
rate, the number of vacation days
each person has, the projects they are
assigned to and the non-labor costs
for each project. My goal is to balance this spread sheet in two dimensions: the columns assigned for each
person must add up to 52 weeks,
while the rows assigned to projects
must add up to no more than the
authorized funding level for that
project.
I also have a smaller spreadsheet
(QPROJ.WKI in PROFILE.ZIPIi) that
I can use to quickly estimate the cost
of new projects.
....
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Quick project cost estimates worksheet

The worksheet consists of the name
of the person, salary (if applicable),
the cost per man week, an estimate of
the number of weeks the individual
will be needed, and the total cost.
While I could use my desktop PC or
a notebook for these tasks, the 100LX
allows me to have my budget information with me all the time: at staff
meetings and when visiting customers to discuss new projects. I also use
1-2-3 to maintain expense accounts
when I travel, to record and graph
NiMH battery voltage vs. use time

and various other tasks.
I use PC Outline (PCO.ZIP Ii) for
quick project planning and to maintain action item lists for my staff.
For more detailed project planning, including task scheduling, resource leveling and cost estimation I
use Timeline. While I have loaded
Timeline 4.0 on my flash card, I must
admit I have not yet done any serious work with it on my 100LX. It
runs so slowly on the 100LX that I
always fall back to PC Outline when
visiting customers and used Timeline
back in my office. I take my DELL
notebook on trips where I knew I
had to run Timeline.

Solver used
for technical work
Even though it sometimes seems that
I spend all my time managing the
budget, I do have time for occasional
technical work. We design high-performance fluorescent lamps, among
other things, and I use SOLVER equations on occasions for calculating
the magnetic field in transformer
cores based on the core area, determining the frequency and volts-perturn of the design, finding the vapor
pressure of mercury as a function of
temperature (see VDR.EQN in PROFILE.ZIPii).

What about hardware?
I use an HP 10MB Flash card with
Stacker 3.0. I also have 2MB and
512KB SRAM cards from my 95LX
days on which I store infrequently
used programs. I use an external
modem, so the PCMCIA slot is available for data storage. I started with a
World port 2400 baud modem, and
now have a Worldport 9696 FAX/
data modem. For access for weird
foreign telephones, I have an acoustic
coupler that plugs into the modem.
(CP+ Telecoupler 11). This provides
universal access.
I have been using NiMH batteries
from Real Goods for over a year. I
charge them once a week on Saturday night, using the standard charge
cycle. In a typical week, the Buddy
battery meter logs 12 hours of battery
use, and I have gotten up to 16 hours
per charge from these batteries under
high use conditions.
I have stopped taking my notebook on vacation trips, as the 100LX
serves all my needs. On business
trips I never take my notebook com-

puter anymore unless the trip is long
enough to require that I check my
suitcase or I just must run Timeline
or some Windows application to be
compatible with my customers.

Instant information
access,andfun
I primarily use my Palmtop to maintain my TODO list or write memos.
But in the few spare minutes I do
have, the HP Palmtop provides me
with "intellectually stimulating entertainment" in the form of a Tetris
clone called HPTRIS Ii, a chess program called GNUCHESS ii, and my
current favorite, a maze game called
SOKOBAN ii.
The HP 95LX and 100LX have
truly changed my life. My Palmtop
travels with me wherever I go and
gives me instant access to the information I need. Now all I need is a
little more free time for the intellectually stimulating entertainment.
Product Index: pg 59

a Share/Freeware index: pg 60

Palmtop Accessories
for the

HP95LX · 100 LX . Omnibook
Memory Cards
•
•
•
•
•
•

1MB SRAM .................................. $140
2MB SRAM .................................. $249
5MB Flash w/Stacker Card ....•••. $349
10MB Flash w/Stacker Card .•.••. $549
20MB Flash w/Stacker Card •••.• $965
130MB Hardrive Type ill Card. $435

I/O Cards
• 2400/9600 Fax/Modem Card •••. $175
• Lan Combo T/2 Card ••••••.•••.•.•.•. $199
• Fax/Mod Send/Rec for 100LX .•. $229

IC Card Drives
•
•
•
•

Internal Flash/lID Drive .•..••.•... $ 99
External Printer Port Drive .•.•.. $249
External Serial Port Drive ...•.•.• $249
Internal Dual ISA Drive .•.•.••..... $195

Callfor Complete Catalog

a

Me · AMX· VISA Accepted

ENVOY

DATA

CORPORATION

953 E.Juanita Ave., Suite A
Mesa, Arizona 85204
Tel: (602) 892-0954 • Fax: (602) 892-0029

1-800-368-6971
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Touch typing on
the HP Palmtop
liThe quick brown fox ... learned to touch type
on his HP Palmtop using the tips in this article.
II

By Michael F. Walsh
I know they claim that it can't be
done, but most of you touch-typists
can type on the HP Palmtop's tiny
keyboard. All it requires is patience,
practice, and the strong desire to stop
lugging your eight pound laptop
computer around. The HP Palmtop's
keyboard is a challenge, but so was
that full size keyboard when you first
started to learn.
I've had my HP 100LX since May
1993 and I was one of those that
complained vociferously to Hewlett
Packard about the tiny calculator
keys. After twelve months of juggling
both the HP lOOLX and a separate
note pad during meetings, I finally
decided to go cold turkey and take
notes on the HP lOOLX. About a
week later I discovered that touchtyping on this minuscule keyboard
was possible after all.

address the HP Palmtop keyboard. In
order to type comfortably you need a
nontraditional approach. The angle of
each arm should be at least 45 degrees to the front edge of the HP
Palmtop keyboard (see graphic). If
you could type at this angle on a
regular keyboard there would be less
fatigue on your wrists. Unfortunately,
the keys are too far apart on a standard keyboard! [We've seen some newer experimental desktop keyboards with
this angle built into the design of the
keyboard - Rich.]
The keys on the HP Palmtops are
close enough together that you can
get both hands on the horne row
using a 45 degree or greater angle.
To make this technique work you

have to find the right amount of
"curl" for each of your fingers so that
they all rest on the horne row as
described below. For my size hands,
my index fingers have only a slight
curl while resting on the "F" and "I"
keys. My middle and ring fingers,
however, are quite curved. I also
keep my right thumb almost fully
extended, using it to strike the spacebar. I rest the tip of my left thumb
against the front edge of the keyboard to help steady my fingers on
the horne row.

Finding the Home Row
You can't touch type on the Palmtop
if your hands can't find the horne

Left Index on "F", Right on "J"

.The Problems
There are three problems with typing
on such a small keyboard. First,
many keys are in unfamiliar places.
Solving problems related to the unfamiliarity of the keyboard simply
takes practice. For a while you have
to be conscious of the fact that the
period key is below the "M" key
rather than two keys to the right.
The second problem is that it
takes more pressure to activate the
keys. The solution is simple - learn
to press the keys harder. (Didn't any
of you learn to type on a manual
typewriter?)
The final problem is that most
peoples' fingers are too large and
crowd the keyboard. Below are a few
tips to help you re-Iearn touch typing
on the HP Palmtop.

Left little finger
resting left of "A "

7
Right thumb re sts
on space bar

Left thumb
rests on case

Don't break your wrists
Do not start out by trying to put
your wrists together in parallel to
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Hand positioning for touch typing
on the HP Palmtops

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael F. Walsh is a partner at the New York law firm of
Weil, Gotshal & Manges . He specializes in restructuring
financially troubled companies. He also teaches bankruptcy
law part-time at the New York University School of Law. His
CompuServe ID is [72356,3424J.

row. Here's the trick. The home row
has two small gaps among the keys for the right hand, between the "L"
and the "4" keys and for the left
hand, between the "A" key and the
edge of the keyboard. Learn to rest
the ring finger of your right hand in
the space between the "1" and "4"
keys. This should allow the index
finger on your right hand to rest on
the "J" key and the middle finger to
rest on the right edge of the "K" key.
It is helpful to remember that there
are only three keys ("j" "k" "1") on the
right side of the home row.
Learn to rest the little finger of
your left hand in the space between
the "A" key and the edge of the keyboard. This should allow the index
finger to rest on the "F" key and the
middle finger to rest on the left edge
of the "D" key. The ring finger will
probably rest between the "S" and
"A" keys, or even on the "A" key
itself.
By using the ring finger of your
right hand and the little finger of
your left to find the gaps in the key-

board you can learn to "bracket" the
home row with both hands.

Move hand and
finger to reach keys
When you first learned to touchtype, the keys were too far apart! It
was a real stretch to reach the "Y,"
"B," "Q," and "P" keys. You solved
that problem by moving your hand a
small distance as your finger
stretched for the desired key. The
dual motion of moving your hand
and your fingers is the key to typing
on a small keyboard as well.
The idea is to move your hand
slightly in order to center the appropriate finger over the key you want
to press. For example, in my "home
row" tip, the ring finger of the right
hand rests slightly to the right of the
"L" key. When you want to press that
key you have to move your right
hand slightly toward the center of the
keyboard to bring your ring finger
over the "L" key. Similarly, to press
the "Z" key, you have to move your
left hand toward the center of the

keyboard and down a little so that
your little finger is over the "Z" key.
Unless your fingers are very large,
you'll find that the distance you have
to move your hands is very small.

Practice makes perfect
Make a short list of the words you
feel most comfortable typing - words
that almost pop out of your fingers
before you think about them. For me
those words are "the," "that,"
"would," "first," and other short,
commonly used words. Type those
words over and over again on the
HP Palmtop until you start to get the
feel for the small hand and finger
movements necessary.
Once these words start to feel
comfortable, the keyboard will come
together for you. Good luck!

[Note: Ed Keefe wrote an excellent
article titled, "Living with Big Fingers
and an Itty Bitty Keyboard " in Vo1.3,
No.1, Pg.44. The article gives some good
tips on how to get by on the Palmtops'
lilliputian keyboard.]

Altima Trading
System©
most
pricing
position management software for hand
held computers available today.
Powerful Derivative Pricing and Position
Management Software.

ATA/X provides a seamless
PCl\ICIA-ATA data transfer path
between your Palmtop and virtually
any 16-bit ISA DOS PC ... makinl(
your PCMCIA-ATA storal(e devices
as easy to use as a floppy.
ATA/X supports ATA Flash Cards
and \.8" Hard Disks, accommodates
"Hot" insertions/removals, uses
standard MS-DOS utilities such as
F-Disk and Format, and operates
independently of the PC BIOS.
Available in internal (mounts in a
3.5"drive bay) or external confil(urations,
the ATA/X can be added to your system
even if it's technically full .. . and the
need for complicated Card and Socket
services is eliminated.

If you are a floor trader or a trader who needs
portable valuation power, look no farther.
Designed for the HP 100 & 200 LX. Altima
allows for multiple equity, commodity and
index positions. Utilizing advanced modeling
techniques, Altima will give you an edge over
the crowd. Available pre installed on a
PCMCIA Type II card or on disk.
Currently in use on trading floors and
desks in the US, UK and Europe.
Designed for and by traders, now
available to the public.

Call Todav For More Information

Call for demo and literature.
1-800·642·7116

(800) 232-1347
l~

Protege Corporation Trademark

ProTege
ProTege Cor poration 4165 East La Palma Ave .• ' Anaheim. Calif. 92807 • (714) 961-7000 FAX (7 14) 961-0102
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Custom Database
Tracks Todos
00 you have more todos than you know
what to do with? Check out this user's
customized Todo Database.
By Al Harrington [73323,1600J

I have a very hectic life that includes
work, school, a scouting group, singing, and a very active 9-month-old
baby. I also like to spend some time
with my wife once in a while. I have
personal and business appointments
to track, phone calls to make, meetings to attend, projects to manage,
and lots of little miscellaneous things
I have to follow up on.
The Appointment Book on the HP
100/200LX is a great tool for organizing day-to-day events. However, I
find its todo capabilities a little lacking, especially in light of all the
projects and events I have to manage.
After much discussion in the HP
HAND forum on CompuServe I
decided to create a database to manage todo's.
The Database application on the
HP 100/200LX is flexible and easy to
use, so I chose it instead of a third
party database program, to create my
Todo Database. I have been using
this database for several months and
have found it to be very useful. My
Todo Database (TODO.GDB ii ) comes with several pre-defined subsets,
a custom Datacard (200LX only). A
set of macros (TODO.MAC ii ) helps
manage the database. The following
sections describe each of these components.

or your HP 100LX or 200LX User's
Guide.)
The structure of my database is
quite simple.

Category - This field is used to organize the different types of todos I
have. The basic set includes:

• Appointment - is used to view
or schedule specific appointments

Item - The name of the todo.

Database: TODO
All Database Ite~s
( Ite~
1 ci CategorY
1 Pril
~call Ted Santos
Business
1
~call criag
Business
1
~call Jeff
Business
1
~get info aol,cis and delp
1
Business
~on line accounts
1
Business
~Assign project areas
Project
1
~select personel
Project
1
~project budget
Project
1
~Concrete for drive
Personal
2
~fix garage dor
2
Personal
~fall garden prep
Personal
2

11/13/94 5:47 p~
Start
1 End
11/11/94 11/11/94
11/11/94 11/11/94
11/11/94 11/11/94
11/11/94 11/21/94

11/11/94
11/09/94
11/09/94
11/09/94
11/11/94
11/11/94
11/11/94
I

11/25/94
11/11/94
11/11/94
11/11/94
11/29/94
11/15/94
11/21/94
.

Todo Database, All Items list view, no Datacard displayed

Data
Todo
on

Ite~

Ite~

1ne accoun s
.eriority

Dates:

.start :nz.:fE!~~4

o

, End : Uz.:~??(~~4

1
.,

!;.o~pleted

Noles rsefUP·····on ······ i · fn ·e···· · ·~ic ·coiinl ·s······to ·r··"' p'roj"e'cl
, either cis aol or internet

"pe'r 'son'e'! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .,

lElimiiiiiiiiililmll·iiGlDiIliIiImiii····iiiI!lmiiiiliUBiiiiiiiilfiDliliiiiiiiiiiiiiii····~ ~

Database Structure
The All Items and individual Data
Items views of my Todo Database are
shown to the right. Defining a new
database on the 100/ 200LX is easy.
Go into the Database application and
press IMENU I file Define New Database... and fill out the Add Field
screen. (For more on defining or
modifying a database structure, see
"database, defining new," in the index
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Todo Database, Individual Item view

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Al Harrington works as a Test Engineer for Hewlett Packard's Roseville Networks Division. Al works with JetDirect
products, which provide newtork printing solutions, He has
been using HP Palmtops since the 95LX first came out. Al
sings in an A Cappella Group call "Wild Pitch." AI's
CompuServe ID is [73323,1600J.

within the database.
• Business - indicates work related items
• Call - is used to organize
phone calls.
• Meetings - is used to track,
view and schedule meetings.
• Personal - is used for nonwork related items.
• Project - is used for simple
project tracking.
• Reminder - is the "string
around the finger" for reminders
that don't fit elsewhere.
Multiple categories can be selected.
For example, if I need to set up a
to do for a business meeting, I can
select Business and Meeting under
the category field. To do this from
the Data Item view, press IALTI-[!) to
go to the Category field. Select the
first category (Business), press
I < Spacebar > I (not IENTER I), select the
second category (Meeting) and press
I ENTERI .
You can use the subsets described
later to display all todos of the same
category. In the example above, the
Meeting subset would display the
todo because it had Meeting in the
category field, and the Business subset would display the todo because it
also had Business in the category
field.
Priority - contains a number to designate the importance of the todo. I
stayed with the "standard" numbering scheme (1 = most important, 10
or higher = least important). If you
plan on using another scheme, i.e.
maybe AI-ZIO, you will need to
change the "priority" subsets (described later).

a smaller portion of the Todo Database. Define a Subset from the list
view by pressing ~ ~ to display
the Define Subset screen.
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Define Subset screen

Define the subset, press ~ and
give the subset a name, and press
~ again. Select a subset in the
View Subset screen by highlighting it
and pressing~.
My subsets were created using the
Palmtops' Subset Selection Language
(SSL), which lets you create more
complex selection criteria for your
Subsets. From the Define Subset
screen, press ~ and enter the SSL
Statement in the General Subset Entry screen. Press ~ when finished.

For example, I created a Business
subset to display uncompleted business-related items. In the General
Subset Entry screen I entered the
following statement:
Category# "Business "&!Cornpleted

This statement tells Subset to list all
todos with "Business" in the Category
field (Category# "Business ,,) and (&)
with the Completed box unchecked
(! Completed). (See "subset definitions"
or "SSL" in the index of your HP
100LX or 200LX User's Guide for more
on this subject.)
The HP 100/200LX lets you define
the Sort order of items displayed in a
particular subset. After selecting a

Easy Printing
From Your
Palmtop!
Only $79

Start - The date to start the todo.
End - The expected completion date
for the todo.
Completed - A check box to mark the
todo as completed.
Notes - Used for storing various bits
of information relating to the todo.
Also used to schedule appointments
and meetings (see Macros section).

Subsets Organize Todos

PALMTOP LlNK-A-PRINTER (GA935) SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER
ALLOWS DIRECT PRINTING FROM PALMTOP TO ANY PARALLEL PRINTER.
AUTO ON/OFF- FIXED 9600 BAUD RATE SUPPORTED BY XON XOFF
PROTOCOL - PRINTER OR BATTERY POWERED - FCC & DOC REGISTERED

GRIINWICH
INSTRUMENTS USA
TEL: 704-376-1021 FAX: 704-335-8707 TOLL FREE: 800-476-4070

WORLDS BEST SELLING CONVERTER

Subsets let you organize and look at
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HOW TO USE: TodD database

particular Subset, from the All Items
view press ~ (Sort) and define the
1st, 2nd, and 3rd sort fields. Press
~ when finished. Whenever you
display that Subset, it will be displayed in the order you selected.
Listed below are the Subsets I use
with my Todo Database:
All Database Items - This is the standard subset that lists all todo's. Items
are sorted by Priority, Category then
Start.
Meetings - This lists all items containing Meeting in the category field.
Items are sorted by Priority, Start
date then Item.
Business - This lists all items containing Business in the category field.
Items are sorted by Priority, Start
date then Item.
Reminders - This lists all items containing Reminder in the category
field. Items are sorted by Priority,
Start date then Item.
Urgent - Items with 1 in the Priority
field. Items are sorted by Start, Category then Item.

Custom Datacard
The Datacard is a great 200LX feature. The Datacard is displayed in the
All Database Items list and is enabled
by default on the HP 200LX. Press
ICTRLlIE) to toggle the datacard display on or off. The Datacard adds a
more "graphical" view of the data
displayed in each subset.
Al ~ "
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of your HP 200LX User's Guide for
information on modifying the datacard.
I have included a custom icon for
the Todo Datacard (TODO.lCN ii ).
This icon file must be in the same
directory as the Todo Database
(TODO.GDBII ).

Macros
Function key macros are used on the
HP Palmtops to automate repetitive
key strokes. I use them in conjunction
wHh my Todo Database to automate
certain tasks. I have the following
macros in TODO.MAC II :
F1 - Archive Completed Todo's - This
macro selects all completed todo's,
archives them into a file using today's date as the name (i.e. 081094.GOB).
{F6} {Home}c{Enter} {Menu}ea{Menu}fe
{Date} {Left} {Left} {BackSp} {Left}
{Left} {BackSp} {Enter} {Del} {Enter}
{F6} {Home} {Enter}

To view the old todo's, you can load
the extracted database (081094.GDB
in the example above) into the Todo
Database. If for some reason you
need to put the archived todo's back
into the database, use the Merge
function (press IMENU I file Merge).
This will incorporate the todo's back
into the database, which can then be
viewed via the "Completed Todo's"
subset.
NOTE: after archiving it would be
best to either move or copy the archive file to another directory. This
will prevent accidental overwriting
(in case you press i!!!)-I!!] by accident).
F2 - Marking A Todo As Complete - This
macro marks the current item as
completed.
{Enter} {Alt+C} {FlO}

Datacard graphically displays
contents of To Do item, HP 200LX

At the top of each Datacard is the
name of the Todo. Below this is displayed the Category, Priority, Start,
and Notes. The Datacard can be
changed to display the data fields
you wish, however there is a 10-line
limit to the data that can be displayed. See "data card" in the index

We're so confident
you'll like OUr 'new line
of nutritional software,
we'll send you our new
Nutritional Calculator '

F3 - Setup A Call Todo - To use this
macro, enter the name of the person
you wish to call in the Item field then
press i!!!)-~.
{Shift+Home} {Ctrl+C} {Phone} {F4}
{Ctrl+V} {Enter}{Enter}{Tab}{Ctrl+C}
{F10}{More} b{Tab}Call{Enter}{F3}
{Ctrl+V} {FlO}

The macro will switch to the Phone
Book, copy the the person's business
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phone number to the clipboard, go
back to the Todo Database and insert
it into the Notes field of the todo
item. It will also put Call in the Category field.
F4 - Schedule Meeting I ApPOintment This macro is designed so you can
enter meetings or appointments into
the Todo Database and then automatically schedule them in your Appointment Book.
{Alt+I} {Ctrl+C} {More}a{F2} {Ctrl+V}
{More}b{Alt+N} {Home} {Ctrl+Right}
{Ctrl+Right} {Left} {Shift+Home}
{Ctrl+C} {More} a{Alt+T} {Ctrl+V} {More}
b{Ctrl+Right} {Ctrl+Right} {Shift+End}
{Ctrl+C} {More}a{ Alt+I} {Ctrl+V} {More}
b{Alt+S} {Ctrl+C} {More}a{Alt+D}
{Ctrl+V} {FlO} {More}b{F10}

In order for this macro to work properly, enter the following in the Todo
Database fields:
• Item - Name of the event.
• Category - Appointment or Meeting.
• Priority - The priority (used only
in the database).

• Start - The date of the event.
• Notes - The starting time and ending time using the following format:
start-end (i.e. 10:00am-12:00pm).
It is important that the times be entered as shown, with no spaces. The
macro does a lot of switching between Appt and the Todo Database.
When the macro finishes, the current
to do is closed and you are returned
to the subset view. The macro does
not close Appt when finished.

F5 - Add Selected Item To Todo DB This is used from Memo, NoteTaker,
or another application when you
wish to create a todo based on something you just keyed in.
{Ctrl+C} {More}b{F2} {Ctrl+V} {Tab}

For example, you are typing the
following note in Memo: "I will call
Joe tomorrow." You realize after
typing this in that you need to add
"call Joe" to your Todo Database. To
do this with this macro, first highlight "call Joe" (move cursor to the "c"
in "call" and press I < Shift > II < RightArrow > I
several times until the phrase is highlighted). Then press ~-~ and the
macro copies the phrase to the clipboard, switches to the Todo Database, inserts "call Joe" in the Item
field, and moves the cursor to the
Category field, waiting for you to
enter the category.

Using the Todo Database
A tool is only effective if it is used.
There were a couple of occasions
where I stopped using the Todo
Database on a daily basis. I found
that I would neglect and forget about
things that I needed to do. I finally
got in the habit of loading the database every morning when I get to
work to review the tasks for the day.
Several times during the day I review
the urgent tasks and if I happen to
have a "slow" period I review non-urgent tasks.
Before I start a particular activity
(for example, before a class begins) I
select the subset for the activity and
review the items. I have found out
that it is sometimes useful to do this
well in advance of the activity. For
example, before I head off to a meeting I load the "Meetings" subset to
see if there is anything I need to

bring to the meeting .
This database is a basic tool that
can be used with a variety of time
management systems. By modifying
the subsets and categories you can
customize the Todo Database to tailor
your particular method of time management.

Backup to
Prevent Data Loss
The database application on the HP
100/200LX is not perfect. Occasionally I've received a "Record not found"
message. This may occur with any
database that is used heavily. I've
had this happen to me on a couple of
occasions with the Todo Database.
Here are a few things you can do to
prevent data loss.
First, keep backups of your data!
This is a good general practice for
any computer user. To backup your
Todo Database you could use FILER
to make a copy of the TODO.GDB
file in another directory. Give the
copy a different name (e.g. BACKUP

.GDB) so you don't confuse the two.
You could also use the Database File
Extract option. In the All Items list,
press I < Shift > 1-1 < Spacebar > I to tag all the
database items. Then press IMENU I file
~xtract, give the backup file a name
(e.g. BACKUP.GDB) and save by
pressing IENTER I.
If you do happen to get a "Record
not found" message, you can restore
your backup copy. From the Database application, press IMENU I file
Qpen, select BACKUP.GDB and press
~. Make sure everything looks
fine, then delete the old TODO.GDB
and rename BACKUP.GDB to TODO
.GDB. I have used this method successfully with the Todo Database.
[Editor's Note: The "Record not
found" message can often be fixed by
running the database repair program
GARLIC ii, found on the 94/95 Subscriber PowerDisk.}
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Through the Looking Glass

Go with the Flow: Cash Flow
Solutions on the HP Palmtops
Ed shows you how to use HP CALC and Lotus
1-2-3 to solve cash flow problems and evaluate
complex investments.
By Ed Keefe
We all experience cash flow problems. We get paid a salary, earn a
commission, and receive a return on
an investment: examples of positive
cash flows. We buy a new HP Palmtop, purchase the week's groceries,
and pay for the kid's Christmas presents: examples of negative cash
flows.
The HP Palmtops come with tools
for analyzing cash flows. The HP
100/200LX have a Cash Flow program built into HP Calc. The 95LX
lacks this feature, but comes with a
built-in Lotus 1-2-3 cash flow worksheet CCFLOW.WK1). These tools
offer a quite sophisticated level of
cash flow analysis, suitable for financial analysts, realtors, and individual
investors.

A Quick Review
Before we tackle more complicated
problems, let's look at a simple example for those who have never used
the Cash Flow programs on the HP
Palmtops.
Suppose a bank offers a savings
account that yields 3.25% annual
interest, and you deposit $10,000 now
and $30,000 at the start of each of the
next five years. How much will these
deposits be worth at the end of the
sixth year?
One way to picture this transaction is to use a cash flow diagram.
The following diagram, created in
1-2-3, shows that you deposited $10,
000 initially and $30,000 at the start
of each of the next 5 years.

Cash flow diagram, savings account

The bars descend below the axis to
show that you had to dip into your
pocket to payout the money to the
bank. The last bar on the right shows
the total amount that you can take
out of this bank account, your deposits plus the accumulated interest paid
by the bank. To find the exact value
of this last cash flow you can use the
_CFLOW.WKl 0 worksheet on the
HP 95LX or the Cash Flow Application on the HP 100/200LX.
CASH FLOW ON THE HP 95LX
WITH LOTUS 1·2·3
On the 95LX, start 1-2-3 and press
IMENU I File Retrieve, type in or tab to
C:\_CFLOW.WK1 and press IENTERI
CCFLOW.WK1D ). This worksheet
has a number of built in Lotus macros to speed up the clearing of data,
data entry, and other functions. (You
access a Lotus macro by pressing
IALTI first.)
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Press IALTI-Erase Yes IENTER I to
clear the worksheet. Then press IALTI[g 5 IENTER I to set the size of the list.
Now you're ready to enter the cash
flow data.
Press IALTI-~ ·10000 IENTERI 1 and
IENTER I to enter the first negative cash
flow 10,000. Then press IALTI-~ ·30000
IENTER I 5 IENTER I to enter the next five
negative cash flows of 30,000 each.
Press IALTI-I!!) and after a couple of
seconds the display will show the
values for NPV, NUS, NFV, TOTAL,
etc. Put 3.25 in cell Bl0 (the cell to
the right of "1%= " ) and the cell to
the right of "NFV= " will show the
Net Future Value, -171,806.17. (The
NFV is displayed as a negative value
because this equation does not assume that it will be paid out.)
CASH FLOW ON THE HP 100/200LX
USING HP CALC'S CASH FLOW
If you have an HP 100/200LX, start
HP CALC and press ICTRLI-I!) to use
the Cash Flow application. If necessary, press IMENUI Clear Data IENTERI
to clear any existing data.
Enter ·10000 as the Init Flow and
·30000 for Flow# 1. Tab to the column
to the right of the -30,000 and key in
the number 5. Next, key in 1 and
press ~ to set P /YR (periods per

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S. W. Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021. Ed's CompuServe ID# is [75300,3667J.

year). Key in 3.25 and press ~ to set
the I%YR (Interest Per Year). Finally,
press ~ to calculate the NFV (Net
Future Value) of -171,806.17 (ignore
the negative sign).
COULD HAVE USED TVM
The example above illustrates the
simplest kind of cash flow: one that
has regular, uniform flows. As a
matter of fact, the cash flow example
given is so uniform that you could
have used HP CALC's Time Value of
Money (TVM) program to find the
answer. (TVM is based on a formula
that assumes regular, uniform cash
flows.) Just start HP Calc and go to
the Time Value of Money application.
Clear any previous data on the HP
95LX by pressing IMENU I Erase Data.
Clear HP 100 /200LX data by pressing
IMENU I Clear Data.
In TVM set N=5, 1%YR=3.25, and
PV= -10000. (You can key in -10000
quickly using exponential notation by
pressing Q]1!I1!1f!)~.) Next set
PMT= -30000 and P /YR=1. Press ~
until the Begin/End Mode is set to
End. Finally, press ~ to solve FV =
171,806.17.
The TVM application gives the
same number for Future Value as did
the cash flow analysis, but it reverses
the sign of the number. The TVM
program assumes that this money
will be paid to you, whereas the cash
flow application makes no such assumption. However, in the case of
financial transaction without uniform
cash flows, you'll have to set aside
the TVM program and "go with the
flow."
A typical problem for a financial
analyst might be: "If I invest in a real
estate project, will I make more money in five years than I would if I put
my money in a mutual fund during
the same period?" These folks often
deal with problems in which the cash
flows occur at regular intervals: monthly, quarterly, or annually, as in
mortgages, insurance, annuities, etc.
However, the problem stated at the
beginning of this paragraph requires
the comparison of two different investments with uneven cash flows.
The resolution to this problem is
based on the idea that you can com-

pare the value of future payments by
"discounting" them to their present
value using the compound interest
formula.
For example, in the savings account problem discussed earlier,
Cash Flow or TVM were used to "appreciate" an investment to its Future
Value ($171,806.17) by adding the
earned interest ($11,806.17) to the
amount invested ($160,000). We can
also use Cash Flow and TVM to
depreciate or "discount" cash flows to
their comparable Present Value by
subtracting the accumulated compound interest from a cash flow.
Present Value of a cash flow is
not all that hard to understand. In
the savings account example above,
we know that we have to initially
deposit $10,000. Since it is a cash
flow that occurs at the present moment, the Present Value of that cash
flow is $10,000.
In the same example we know
that next year (and every subsequent

~
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simplicity's sake we assume that we
have that money right now in some
other investment. Let's say that other
investment earns 2.25% interest per
year. We would need $29,339.85 in
that other investment, right now, so
the other investment would be worth
$30,000 in one year. The $29,339.85 is
the Present Value of year-from-now
$30,000.
You can compare the Present Values of cash flows and calculate the
actual interest rates earned by these
investments.

Transactions without
uniform cash flows
Try this example. A real estate broker
tries to interest you in the following
investment. He says that if you buy a
small rental property for $80,000, upfront, you'll earn $5,000 by the start
of the next year, additional increments of $10,000 by the start of three
succeeding years, another $15,000 by
the start of the sixth year, and you
can sell the property for $80,000 at
the end of the sixth year. He claims
that you'll earn the equivalent of 10%
interest with this investment. The
graph of his proposed investment's
cash flow would look something like
this.
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-80000 IENTER I 1 IENTERI
5000 IENTERI1 IENTERI
10000 IENTER I 3 (ENTER)
15000 IENTER I 1 (ENTER)
80000 IENTER I 1 (ENTER)

Finally, press IALTI-I!!] and wait a
couple of seconds. The display will
show the values for NPV, NUS, NFV,
TOTAL, etc. If necessary, put 10 in
cell Bl0 (the cell to the right of "1%=")
and observe that the cell to the right
of "NPV=" will show the Net Present
Value, 1,624.93. The cell to the right of
IRR%= will show 10.47. The significance of these numbers is explained
below. (If these numbers are displayed to greater than two decimal
places, you can press IMENU I Worksheet Global Format Fixed 2 IENTER I to
set the display to two places.)

16 2 4 . 93 4168 2
3 7 3. 096877& 3
2 8"7B . 67

SHBOO

,-

18 . 4663399336

lAM
_CFLOW worksheet displaying Net Present
Value with non-uniform cash flow problem

Non-uniform cash flow, real estate example

The above graph, created in 1-2-3,
shows the first cash flow as negative,
since it is money flowing out of your
account. The other flows are positive,
showing money coming into your
account.
The investment sounds good, but
how can you verify that you'd actually make 10% on this deal? The answer - go with the flow. That is, use
the cash flow applications built into
the HP palmtops.
LOTUS 1-2-3 ON THE HP 95LX
Call up the _CFLOW.WKl worksheet
as described earlier and press IALTI-I!)
Yes IENTER I to clear the worksheet.
Then press IALTI-I!) 61ENTERI to set the
number of cash flow periods (there
will be 6 periods, not counting the
initial investment). Then enter the
cash flows into each cash flow period. Key in by pressing the following
keys:
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HP CALC CASH FLOW
ON THE HP 100/200LX
If you have an HP 100/200LX, start
HP CALC and press ICTRLI-[I (Cash
Flow). Press IMENUI Clear Data IENTER I
to clear any existing data. Then, key
in -80000 as the Init Flow and 5000 for
Flow# 1). Key in 10000 for Flow# 2),
use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the right of 10,000.00 and key
in 3 (the number of 10,000 cash
flows). Move the cursor down to
Flow# 3) and key in 15000 and for
Flow# 4) key in 80000.
Then set P /YR = 1 by keying in 1
and pressing~. Set I%YR = 10% by
keying in 10 and pressing I!!I. Finally, press ~ to see that IRR%/YR =
10.47 and press ~ to see that NPV =
1,624.93.

What is the NPV and IRR%?
In the above example, the cash flow
applications took each of the positive
cash flows and "discounted" them by
10% per year back to the present

time. This gives the Present Value,
which is the Future Value minus the
accumulated compound interest 00%
in this case).
Next it subtracted the initial investment from the total of these positive, discounted cash flows (Present
Values). This would be zero if 10%
was the actual interest rate earned.
The net result of this is the Net
Present Value 0,624.03 in this case).
The fact that the NPV is greater than
zero indicates that you would earn
more than the proposed 10%. If NPV
was negative that shows the cash
flows would earn less than 10%, and
if zero they earn exactly 10%. The
Net Present Value serves as a check
to see if the proposed investment will
earn more than another, imaginary
investment that would earn 10%. The
number 1,624.03 tells you that your
initial investment would need to be
$81,624.03 instead of $80,000 in order
to earn these cash flow with a 10%
interest rate.
The IRR% tells you the actual rate
of interest that you would earn on
this investment, 10.47%. To see if this
is true, use the HP 100/200LX to
solve for IRR%/YR, again, and then
press the I!!I to put the 10.47 rate in
1%YR. Then solve for NPV and you'll
see a number that is very close to
zero. Because of rounding error the
number is not exactly zero. A NPV
number of zero or close to zero tells
you that the stated interest rate,
1%YR, is the same as the IRR %YR,
the exact interest you would earn.
(On the HP 95LX press IMENU I Range
Value 88 IENTERI 810 IENTERI and the
NPV will show 0.00.)
The HP Palmtop User's Guides
show more examples of cash flows
(see "cash flow calculations" in the
User's Guide index for page reference). But each of the examples involve cash flows that are either all
positive or all negative, except for the
initial flow.

Flip-flopping cash flows
What happens if the cash flows flipflop so that some of them are negative and some are positive? Can you
use the cash flow program or
_CFLOW worksheet to compute any
meaningful results? Let's check this
out with the following example.

Suppose you have $100,000 in an
interest-bearing account, earning
3.25% per year.
You hear about a rental property
that is selling for $170,000. The income from the property is $30,000 a
year. The owner wants a down payment of -$30,000 and -$70,000 at the
start of the first and second year (any
money out of your pocket has a negative sign in front of it). You plan to
remodel in the fourth year. The cost
for that will be -$50,000. Early in the
sixth year you'll sell the property for
$170,000. The owner has used the
_CFLOW worksheet, on his HP 95LX,
and predicts that you'll earn more
than a 15% on this investment. That
sounds pretty good, so you ask him
how he came to that conclusion.
He shows you a diagram and a
list of the proposed cash flows.
Init Flow: -30,000
Flow#l: -40,000
2: -40,000
3: +30,000
4: -20,000
5: +30,000
6: +170,000

LOTUS 1-2-3 ON THE HP 95LX
In your _CFLOW worksheet again,
press IALT I-I!) Yes I ENTER I to clear the
worksheet. Then key in the cash
flows as you did before. (Cash
Flows# 1 & 2 are both -40000. Press
IALT I-~ and key in -40000 once and
enter 2 when the macro asks you the
number of times it occurs.)
When you've entered the data,
press IALTI-I!!). When the answer
screen appears, key in 15 in the 1%=
field (i.e. cell BlO). You should see
that the NPV is 1,673.06 and the
IRR% is 15.45). So it appears that he
is correct. The actual rate is 15.45,
which is even better than the 15% she
promised.
Have your cash flows graphically
displayed by pressing IALTI-I!) . A bar
chart similar to the following will
appear.

(
- 30,000)
(30,000 - 70,000)
(30,000 - 70,000)
(30,000)
(30,000 - 50,000)
(30,000)
(170,000)

Cub Flo.. Di a' .....

The numbers in parentheses reflect
the income from the property minus
the amount you'll payout. You only
need to key in the cash flows at the
left and the number of times the cash
flow appears. Here's how to duplicate his solution for this investment.

'0.

'0,

You can press B or [] to zoom in
and out. (This problem is found in
RENTAL.WK1 Ii.)

You Got It.

'~~'
Jou gel it, and
can respond
immcllialeiy.

Bar chart display of Rental Property
problem, _CFLOW worksheet
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HP CALC CASH FLOW
ON THE HP 100/200LX
You can get the same results on the
100/200LX by using the Cash Flow
application. Clear any existing data
and key in the cash flow amounts
shown above. Then press 1 I!!) to set
P /YR and press 15 ~ to set 1%YR.
Finally, press I!!I to get IRR%/YR =
15.45 and press ~ to see that NPV =
1,673.06. (RENTAL.CFL ii contains
this cash flow).

Results Misleading?
Before plunking down your hard
earned cash you decide to get a second opinion. Your investment counselor tells you that the above results
are misleading. She shakes her head
and mumbles something about "amateur financial analysts" and points
out that some of the cash flows are
negative and some are positive. She
tries to explain that this particular
type of transaction requires a more
involved analysis called the "Financial Management Rate of Return"
(FMRR).

Financial Management
Rate of Return
You won't find any guidance on this
subject in the HP User's Guides. The
best explanation of FMRR can be
found in a small book called An Easy
Course In Using the HP 19B-II, from
GrapeVine Press. The book is written
for the HP 19B-II financial calculator,
but since HP Calc is a close match to
the HP 19B-II, the book is well suited
for users of the HP Palmtops. The
chapters on the TVM, CFLO and
LIST applications are particularly
useful. The chapter on using HP
Solve is a mother lode of re-usable
code. It contains over 25 different,
Solver equations that deal with residential and commercial real estate,
personal finance, and business management, among other things.
The only problem with the book
is that there is no accompanying disk.
You have to key in the equations by
hand. In addition, you sometimes
have to make adjustments for the
different keystrokes on the two machines. (See the side bar on page 52
for some helpful tips on transforming
HP 19BII code to HP Calc/Solver
code.)
The Financial Management Rate

of Return procedure reduces the
problem of many positive and negative cash flows down to two cash
flows; one negative "initial investment" at the begining of the investment and one positive "final payment" at the end of the investment
period. Then an accurate rate of return can be easily calculated from
these two cash flows. The negative
cash flows are "discounted" (subtract
accumulated interest) back to the
initial investment and the positive
cash flows are "appreciated" (add
accumulated interest) forward into
the final payout.
In order to discount or appreciate
these cash flows you have to make
some assumptions about the interest
earned on money paid into or taken
out of the investment.
The first assumption is that the
money used to pay the negative cash
flows is kept in an insured account
that earns a lower rate of interest,
3.25% in our case. We'll call this
account a "safe" account. (It is also
called a "liquid" account, because it's
easy to withdraw money from it.)
The second assumption is that
whenever there's a positive cash
flow, that income is used to pay any
future negative cash flows, and earns
the "safe" account rate of 3.25% until
paid out. Any money left over is put
into another risky investment that
earns the same rate of interest as the
proposed investment, 15% in our
case. This is called the "risk rate"
account.
In the FMRR scenario, you're
dealing with two different rates. You
earn a lower, "safe account" rate on
the money that is to be paid into the
investment, until it is actually paid.
And you earn a higher "risk account"
rate on money that the investment
pays out, until the end of the investment period.

FMRR Example
To solve this cash flow problem by
hand you'd start with the last cash
flow in the series and work backwards to the first, using the TVM
application to perform the computations.
In the rental property example,
the last cash flow is positive. So
you'd leave it as is and move to the
second to last flow. Since the 30,000
cash flow is also positive, "appreci-
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ate" it by 15% for one period and add
the result to the final 170,000 flow.
(You can add 15% to 30,000 or in the
more general case use TVM to do
this. Set N = 1, I%YR = 15, PV =
30,000, P /YR = 1, B/E = END, and
solve for FV = -34,500.) Change the
sign and add this to 170,000 to get
204,500.
Now go to the previous cash
flow, -20,000. The flow is negative,
according to our assumption this
money is coming from the "safe"
account earning 3.25% interest. So,
we "discount" it back one period and
combine it with the previous cash
flow. Use the TVM application, this
time put 3.25, the "safe" interest rate,
in the 1%YR (Annual interest) field of
TVM and put -20,000 in the FV (Future value) field. Then set N (Number of periods) to 1, B/E = BEGIN,
and solve for PV (Present value) =
19,370.46.
This negative cash flow, we then
combine with the previous positive
cash flow, (30,000-19,370.46 = 10,629.-

54). Now, since this result is a positive number, we "appreciate" it forward by three periods and add that
result to the final cash flow. (Again,
you can use TVM to do this. Set N =
3, I%YR = 15, PV = 10,629.54, P/YR =
1, B/E = END, and solve for FV =
-16,166.83.) Change the sign and add
this to 204,500 to get 220,666.83. The
first few cash flows are all negative,
so you'd have to "discount" them by
3.25% and combine the discounted
value with the previous cash flow,
repeating the process until you have
your initial investment value. (Again,
use the TVM: Set N = 1, I%YR = 3.25,
FV = -40,000, P /YR = 1, B/E = BEGIN,
and solve for PV = 38,740.92. Change
the sign and add this to the previous
-40,000 to get -78,740.92. Set FV = 78,740.92 and solve for PV = 76,262.39.
Change the sign and add to -30,000
to get the initial investment of 106,262.39.)
Eventually, what you wind up
with are just two cash flows that are
equivalent to the combined effects of
all the separate cash flows. You'd
have one negative initial investment
(sometimes called the Minimum
Initial Investment), -106,262.39, and
one final, positive cash flow (sometimes called Future Wealth),
220,666.20.
The question then becomes, what
is the compound interest rate that
would give you the Future Wealth in
return for your Minimum Initial
Investment? When you find the answer to that, you've found the Financial Management Rate of Return
(FMRR). To finish the calculation: on
the 100LX go back to Cash Flow and
press I MENU I, Clear, Data. Set Init
Flow = -106,262.39, Flow# 1) = 0, for 5
periods, Flow# 2) = 220,666.20, 1% YR
= 15, P /YR = 1, and solve for
IRR% YR = 12.95. That is the Financial
Management Rate of Return. It's a
more accurate figure than the IRR
because it takes into account earnings
and losses rather than just earnings.
Notice that the FMRR% (12.95%)
is less than the 15% promised. So this
deal will not perform as well as the
property owner predicted. However,
if the best alternative investment you
can find yields only 10%, then the
proposed investment might still be
worth a second look, even though it
only returns 12.95%

The FMRR equation
If all this leaves you scratching your
head, scratch no more: the FMRR
Solver equation in the sidebar on
page 52 does all these computations
for you automatically. Here's how to
use the equation. (The following
instructions assumes you have loaded FMRR-123.EQN Ii or have keyed
into HP Calc Solver the equation
shown in the second column of the
sidebar on page 52.)
First, on the HP 100/200LX, key
the financial data into a blank 1-2-3
worksheet. Start 1-2-3 and if necessary press IMENUI W §.rase yes to
clear the worksheet. Then enter the
cash flows in column A with the
number of times the flow appears in
the adjacent cell in column B. The
worksheet looks like this.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A

B

-30000
-40000
30000
-20000
30000
170000

1
2
1
1
1
1

Use the command: IMENUI Range
Name Create CFLOW IENTERI use the
arrow keys to set the range as Al..B6
and press I ENTER I.
Next, switch HP CALC. Go to the
Solve, I MENU I APplications .§.olver;
I MENU I file Qpen and select FMRR123.EQN. In the Solver Catalog screen
and press I!!I (Calc) to start the
FMRR equation. Set the Pmts \ Year
equal to 1. Set the SafeRate equal to
3.25 and the RiskRate equal to 15.00.
Then solve for IRR%, FMRR%,
Min.lnit.Inv, and FutureWealth. The
results should be IRR% = 15.45,
FMRR% = 12.95, Min.lnt.lnv =
-106,262.39 and FutureWealth =
220,666,20. (If you use the
Min.lnit.Inv. value for PV and the
Future Wealth value for FV in the
TVM application, and set N = 6 and
P/YR = 1, you'll get I%YR = 12.95.)
ON THE HP 95LX
To use this equation on the HP 95LX,
you can use the _CFLOW worksheet
to hold the cash flows. In this case,
since you've already entered the cash
flows above, just put the number 1 in
cell C44 and copy it down the column to cell C50. This puts in the
number of times the flow appears in
column C so the same FMRR equation will run on both Palmtops.

Then use the command I MENU I
Range Name Create CFLOW and use
the arrow keys to set the range to
B44.. C50. Leave the worksheet and
start Solver. After you've loaded the
FMRR equation, press I ENTER I to start
it running. Set the SafeRate equal to
3.25 and the Risk Rate equal to 15 and
solve for the other variables. The
answers should be the same as those
given above.

Conclusion
To sum up, you've seen how to use
the cash flow programs in the HP
Palmtops to deal with a couple of
financial scenarios. You've also seen
an example of how you might
"re-use" code written for the HP
19B-II financial calculator to increase
the power of all the HP Palmtop
computers. We hope that you've
found this worth the investment of
your time and effort.
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Financial Management Rate of Return
Chris Coffin, the author of the book An Easy Course in Using the HP 19B-/1
(Grapevine Press), developed the following calculator program to compute
I=inancial Management Rate of Return (FMRR). Here's what the calculator
program looks like, as listed on page 388 of his book:
~ PFMRR%-IRR% : 0*(IF(G(P \ YR) = 0 : L(P \ YR : 1) : 0)+
L(Z :L (G : 1 : SIZEC($) : l : #T($ :G)))+L(N : L(F : L(
M: L(W : O))))+L(G : SIZEC($) : O: -l : L(T : #T($ :G)
: l : -l : L(M :G(M)+FLOW($ :G))+ IF(G(M)<O : L(M :
G(M)*SPPV(SAFE%IG(P\YRl : MIN(G(Z) - G(N) : 1))
) : L(W : G(W)+G(N))+L(M : O ))+L(F :G(F)+IF(G=O
: O: FLOW($ :G))*SPFV(G(IRR%) / G(P\YR) :G(N)))
+L(N :G(N)+l))))+IF(S(FMR%) OR S(SAFE%) OR
S(RSK%) : 0* (SAFE%+RSK%)+G(M)*SPFV(FMR%IG(
P\YR) : G(Z))+G(W) : IF(S($MIN) : SMIN-G(M) : IF(
S(~FW) OR S(P\YR) : $FW-G(W)+O*P\YR : FLOW($ :
0) SPFV(IRR%/P\YR :G(Z))+G(F))))

To convert this equation to something that is both humanly readable and
usable in HP CALC/Solve, I recommend that you use an ASCII text editor
such as VDE a or Qedit a to key in the text from the book. MEMO might
work as well, but on some 100/200LX machines MEMO may introduce
stray characters into the text, especially if you use the TAB key. When you
try to cut and paste the equation from MEMO into the Solver Editor screen,
you risk the chance of causing the machine to lock up.
You'll need to make some modifications to this equation for use the
Palmtops. For example, the HP 19B-1I uses 'PNR" as a variable name.
However, HP CALC will interpret "PNR" as "P" divided by "YR". So, use
"P\YR" instead. Likewise, use "/" in place of the 19B-II's division symbol.
Change the character you used for sigma to the actual word "SIGMA".
Then reformat the text file so the lines extend across the screen and don't
wrap around to the next line. For readabilitv try to end each line with the
symbol for a math operator, such as "+" or·~·" or ":". You may remove the
leading "IIPFMRR%-IRR-:". Then, lookforthe words 'FLOW", "SIZEC' and
"#T". On the HP 19B-1I these words represent functions that refer to a
CFLO file. The FLOW(1) operator returns cash flow number 1 from a CFLO
file. SIZECO returns the size of the cash flow list and #T(1) gives the
number of cash flows in the first group.
It would be great if the comparable functions worked consistently on
all versions of the HP Palmtops. Unfortunately they don't. The HP 95LX
version of CALC/Solve doesn't support these functions at all. According to
HP's technical support the HP 200LX does not have the following problem.
(HP 200LX users can try an alternative 200LX only version of the FMRR
equation, FMRR-CFL.EQN a ) However, I discovered that the HP 100LX
Solver does not support the SIZECO, FLOWO and #T() functions when they
are used repeatedly in the same calculation, i.e. within the sigma function.
(The Stat List functions on the 100LX also have the same problem.) Each
time one of these functions is used it opens and does not close the
CFLOW list file. So, when used repeatedly in a calculation the number of
open files set by DOS may be exceeded. Then a message appears telling
you that too many files are open. From that point on the 100LX can neither
save nor open any files. The only recourse is to reset the machine, thereby
losing whatever data may still be in memory.
The work around is relatively easy and even has some advantages.
For consistency and reliability, it's preferable to use a Lotus 123 worksheet
to hold your cash flow list rather than a CFLOW.CFL file (i.e. data file for
the 100/200LX Cash Flow application). That will insure that the solution will
work on the HP 95LXl200LX and will avoid any bugs in the 100LX. It also
has the advantage that a single worksheet can hold several different cash
flows and you won't have to modify the solver equation or rename .CFL
files. Using Lotus will require some changes to the equation. Wherever the
HP 19B-1I code calls for a SIZECO function, substitute LENGTH(CFLOW).
Likewise, substitute RCLCELL (Ci=LOW,G,1) for FLOWO and
RCLCELL(CFLOW,G,2) for #TO. We also have to adjust some of the
values in the SIGMAO functions to account for the differences in how
RCLCELL() and FLOWO handle "offsets".
So, without further ado, here's the final version of the FMRR Solver
equation in a format that's suitable for the HP 95LX or the HP 100/200LX.
The file is available on the Palmtop Paper On Disk in a file called FMRR123.EQN a. This file does not contain any of the comments.
If you want to key it in yourself, use any text editor other than MEMO
to enter the text. The text enclosed in exclamation marks is commentary
and should not be keyed in. Save the file and import it into a note field in
NoteTaker. (Memo has a habit of inserting strange characters which can be
disastrous to Solver.) Then use COpy and PASTE to put the eguation in
an HP Solver editing screen. If you key it directly into Solver don t use the
french brackets, { }, at the begining and end of the equation.
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The FMRR solver program

As mentioned, comments within exclamation marks (!) need not be entered.
Carriage returns and indents of Solver code is for readability only and does
not affect the functioning of the equation in Solver.
(O*(IF(G(Pmts\Year)=O
!This insures that Pmts \ Year will!
:L(Pmts\Year : 1)
!not be zero !
: 0)+
L(NumGrps :
!NumGrps is the number of groups !
SIGMA
(
!excluding the first group!
Group :
!Group is the counter In the loop !
2:
!It goes from 2 (the 123 offset) !
1ength(CFLOW) :
!to the number of cash flows !
1:
!taken one at a time !
rclcell(CFLOW, Group , 2) land finds the total number !
! cash flows !
)
!End this loop !
)+
L(NumFlows :
!NumFlows is sum of the cflows !
!INCLUDING the 1st !
L(FutVal :
!SetNumFlowsiFutVal , !
!MinInv , FutW th=O !
!Minimum . Initial . Investment
1,(Minlnv:
!FutureWealth !
L (FutWlth : 0)
)
!This is very much like !
!A=B=C=D=O, In the CIC++ !
!programming languages !
)+
SIGMA
(
!Here comes another loop !
Group :
!for Group=length(cflow) !
length (cflow) :
1:
!down to this (for Lotus) !
!step - 1 !
(
!A nested loop !
T:
! for T = group number
rclcell(CFLOW, Group , 2) :
1:
!down to I !
-1:
!step - 1 !
L(MinInv :G(Minlnv)+
rclcell (CFLOW , Group , 1)
Ib(G(MinInv)<0
!if the cflow is negative !
:L(
! then MinInv = SPPV(etc) !
MinInv :G(Minlnv)*
SPPV(SafeRate/G(Pmts\Year) ,
MIN(G(NumGrps)-G(NumFlows) , 1)

S£6MA

)

: L\FutWlth :
!else , let FutWlth=this . .. !
G(FutWlth)+
G(MinInv) *
SPFV(RiskRate/G(Pmts\Year ) :
G(NumFlows)
)+
L(Minlnv : 0)
)
)+
!End the nested loop
L(FutVal :G(FutVal)+
IF (Group=l
!if this is cflow #1 !
:1
!leave it as is , else ... !
:rclcell(CFLOW, Group,l)
)*
SPFV(G(IRR%)/G(Pmts\Year) :
G(NumF1ows)
)

)+

L (NumFlows :G(NumFlows) +1)
)
)+

.

.

f

IF(S(FMRR%)
!If you ' re solvlng or !
OR S(SafeRate)
! r~R,or one of tne !
OR S(RiskRate)
!other two income rates .. . !
: O*(SafeRate+RiskRate)+ !then use this formula !
G(MinInv)*
SPFV(FMRR%IG(Pmts\Year) :G(NumGrps)+
G(FutWlth)
: IF(S(Min . lnit . lnv) !else , if you ' re solving for M. l . I .!
:Min . Init . Inv-G(Minlnv) ! then use this .. . !
:IF(S(FutureWealth)
OR S(Pmts\Year) !else , ifibou ' re !
l ~~l~\~ or FutW l
: FutureWealth- !then FutureWealth = this !
G(FutWlth)+
O*Pmts\Year
: rclcell(CFLOW, l , l)* !else use this
SPFV(IRR%/Pmts\Year :
G(NumGrps)
)+
G(FutVal)

[Note: My first attempt at developing a solution for FMRR was based on a
program from a 15 year old programming book. In case you're interested
in a vel}' fast solution, I've included the compiled program and the Pascal
source code on this issue's Palmtop Paper On Disk. The file is called
FMRRPROGZIP a The file contains a documentation file as well as a
worksheet and several data and report files.]
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---BASIC TIPS--~Appt
mDl 100/200LX I
Reminder that a note
is attached to an Appointment
All HP Palmtops let you attach a note to an appointment. (Enter the appointment and press ~
on the 95LX or I!!J on the 100/200LX). The HP
95LX places a bullet next to an appointment in the
Daily view to indicate that a note is attached.
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Bullet next to appointment with
attached note, HP 95LX

The HP 100LX places a small plus sign next to
appointments (or items in any database application)
with notes attached. The 200LX uses a little "note'
icon.

example, enter an appointment, set the Start time
only and press ~ (Done) and you'll notice that
APPT sets the End time for one hour later on the
95/100LX and 33 minutes for the 200LX. (The
bracket to the left of the appointment list indicates
how long the appointment is.)
On the HP 95LX
The only thing you can do on the 95LX is to manually tab down to the End time field and enter a new
ending time.
On the HP 100/200LX
You can also manually enter a new End time on
the 100/200LX. But better than that, you can
change the default setting for the appointment
duration. Go into APPT on the 100/200LX and
press IMENU 1Qptions Appointment Qefaults. The
first box in the Appointment Defaults screen is the
Appointment Duration box. Move your cursor to that
box and enter the new appointment duration. You
can enter it in minutes (15, 30, 90, etc.) or in
standard time format (0:30, 0:45, 1:30, etc.). Press
~ when you're done. So if you set your appointment duration to 30 minutes and enter an appointment's Start time as 4:00 pm, the End time will
default to 4:30 pm.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

~ Battery
IilDJI 100/200LX I
Extend battery life
Note icon next to appointment with note
attached, HP 200LX

Unfortunately, I don't regularly use the feature and
am not in the habit of checking an appointment for
a note. In addition, the small plus/note symbol on
the 100/200LX is easy to miss. To avoid missing
important information in APPT (or any database
application) on my 100/200LX, I type "press F3"
next to the appointment description for any appointment with an attached note. For example, a dental
appointment with an attached note might look like
this: Dental , Dr . Yudean , Press F3 .
When I look at the appointment, I see the
"Press F3", press it and check out the note.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

Iim!3II 100/200LX I
Setting appointment duration
The HP 95LX and 100LX assume that the appointments you enter in APPT are one hour long. The
HP 200LX assumes a half hour appointment. For

The HP Palmtops are set to power down after three
minutes if a key is not pressed. If you're like me,
most of the time you turn your Palmtop on and key
in a quick note or an appointment. If you leave your
Palmtop on, you waste three minutes of battery life.
This waste can add up. For example, say the
average amount of time you are actually using the
Palmtop after you press ~ is 1.5 minutes. Then
you leave the Palmtop on for an additional 3 minutes by not pressing IOFF I. You may be wasting as
much as 213 of your battery life!
The above is a bit of an oversimplification.
There are other factors that drain the batteries
while the Palmtop is on. Every time you save or
load a file battery consumption is greater. Using
graphics-intensive games on the Palmtops uses
batteries up more quickly. Whenever you are using
the serial port for communications or file transfer,
battery consumption is greater. Pressing IOFF I
when you are finished is one the cheapest way I
know of to greatly improve the life of your batteries.
The other simple way to increase battery life is
to keep your Palmtop connected to its AC Adapter
when sitting at a desk. This is especially effective
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for those who spend a lot of time at a desk.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

mDl 100/200LX I
Don't yank out your batteries
You should never just yank the batteries from the
95/100/200LX to get it back from oblivion. If the
warm boot (press ICTRLI-~-~) does not
reboot the machine, then use the hard reset (press
~-~-~ and answer!!o when asked if
you want to "Initialize RAM disk?" The hard reset
will always work and does not risk data lose or put
a strain on the backup battery like pulling the AA's
does.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe 10: [71031,2162J

~Datacomm
Iim!3II 100/200LX I
Using Infrared communications
between HP Palmtops
Any HP Palmtop can transfer files to another via
FILER and the built-in infrared communications
port. The first thing you must do is set the Palmtop
so it is communicating through the IR port. Next
you must make sure both Palmtops are communicating at the same baud rate.
SETIING UP THE HP 95LX
Press IFILER 1IMENU 1 Remote-Set Con fig Interface
3(lnfrared) Quit Quit. This will set the communications port to infrared and automatically reset the
baud rate to 2400 bps. The 95LX only operates the
infrared port at the speed of 2400 bps.
SETIING UP THE HP 100/200LX
Press IFILERI IMENUI ~ommunications Remote
Settings ..., then select Baud rate. If you are going
to communicate with an HP 95LX, select 2400. If
you are going to communicated with another
100/200LX, select up to 115,200 baud. (If you have
problems at this speed, select a lower baud rate.)
Next press Interface, use the arrow keys to
select Infrared, and press 1!!2) to confirm your
selections.
ESTABLISH INFRARED
LINK BETWEEN PALMTOPS
Select one Palmtop to be the "client" computer (the
active member of the link, used to enter commands
and view directories). The other Palmtop becomes
the "server" (the inactive member of the link). Place
the Palmtops on a flat surface so that the ends with
the serial port connector are facing each other, no
more than 6 inches apart. The client Palmtop
should be facing you, the server should be facing
away from you.
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PalmtQRs positioned for IR communication

Start FILER on both the Palmtops and press 1m
on the client Palmtop to Split its screen. Then, on
the client Palmtop, press ~ (Remote) to establish an IR connection between the two Palmtops.
[Note: HP 95LX's with built-in software version
1.03A did not automatically tum on the serial and
IR ports. If you use a 95LX as a server, you will not
be able to make contact with it unless the serial
port is turned on. There are two ways to manually
tum on the IR port on the 95LX that will act as
server:
1. Press ICOMM I to tum on the ports and then,
without quitting COMM, go to FILER. After finishing
the file transfer, go back to COMM and Quit to tum
off the ports.
2. On the 95LX to be used as server, go to FILER
and press ~ (Remote). The Palmtop will tum on
the IR and serial ports to try to make connect with
another computer. When it fails (after about 11
seconds) press IESC I to clear the error message.
The IR port will still be on and you can go ahead
with the IR port transfer as described above.J
TRANSFERRING FILES
The client Palmtop will display its C drive on one
side of the split screen and the server's C drive on
the other. You can use the client's arrow keys to
move into any directory or subdirectory on either C
drive and Copy, Delete, Move, Rename, etc the
selected files.

By using this help feature you'll find many useful
options for the DOS commands.
Stanley Dobrowski
CompuServe 10: [71031,2162J

100/200LX

I

Dealing with the "Not
Enough Memory" Message?
The built-in applications execute from ROM. However, some System RAM memory known as the
"data segments' temporarily gets used. This portion
temporarily stores data such as appointments,
todos, memos, before they get stored on the C or
A drive.
The greater the allocation of System RAM, the
more applications you can have open, the bigger
the Memo or Lotus file you can work with, etc.
If you get the "Not Enough Memory" message
when you try to open a built-in application, you've
run out of System RAM. Simply quit one of the
other open applications to make more room. No
need to quit Filer, it always occupies space whether
it's open or not
Later, if you desire, you can go to SET UP and
increase the amount of System RAM available.
HP 100/200LX
Press 1!3 to go to AppManager and press
until a list of the applications is displayed.
.
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AppManager List view

Robert Roney
Editor HP Palmtop Paper

mlDOS
I 100/200 LX I
Find DOS help
The HP 100LX and 200LX come with the MS-DOS
5.0 operating system built-in. Almost all of the DOS
5.0 commands will display a brief "help" description
when you follow the command with /? For example, exit to the DOS prompt, type dir /? and press
IENTER I to see the following summary of the DIR
options.
Display s ... Io s l or fil n

I
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DIR help display, 100/200LX

/-II .

IlDJI 100/200LX I
View and edit other word
processor documents in MEMO

~ Memory
IImIEII

lEII Memo

In the center of the top black bar you'll see a
phrase similar to 420K Free / 523 Total. The
first number indicates the amount of System RAM
currently available. The second number indicates
the amount of memory you have set aside for
System RAM.
The list shows which applications are open and
how much System Ram Memory they are using.
You can close applications from this list by highlighting the application and pressing ~ (Close).
INDIRECTLY INCREASE SYSTEM
RAM WITH A MEMORY CARD
Adding a memory card to your HP Palmtop, or
buying the 1MB version of the 95LX or 2MB version
of the 100/200LX, does not add System RAM
memory to your Palmtop. However, a memory card
or more intemal memory does let you set the
System RAM to its maximum (636K on the 1001
200LX, 626K on the 1MB version of the 95LX,
394K on the 512K version of the 95LX).
Mark Scardina [TeamHPJ
CompuServe /0: [76711,732J
and ACE Technologies
Gilles Kohl
CompuServe /0: [100114,3146J

You can import on other word processing documents into MEMO as follows. Most word processing
software allows you to save a document as a "Text"
or "ASCII" file. (In many modern Window's-based
word processors, you press the f.ile Save As option
and select the ",TXT or DOS Text option.) This
creates a document file with text only. After you
save a file as a text file, you can copy it over to
your HP 95LX or 100/200LX and open it up in
MEMO and work on it
Likewise, most word processing software can
open and work on text or ASCII files. So you can
copy an unformatted MEMO file you've been
working on over to your desktop PC and open it up
in your favorite word processor.
IMPORTANT 100/200LX NOTE
The newer version of Memo on the 100/200LX
allows you to format text (underline or bold). I could
not successfully import a formatted Memo document in WordPerfect 5.1 for DOS, WordPerfect 6.0
for Windows or MS-Word for Windows 2.0. If you
have underlined or bolded text in your Memo file,
save it without formatting as follows. With the document opened, press IMENU I f.ile Save As. You are
presented with a "Save the current file as" dialog
box. Tab to the box labeled "ASCII" and press
I < Spacebar> I to check it off. Tab back to the file
name box, give the document a name, and press
1!12) (OK). You should be able to open this file in
another word processor.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

D Misc
I 100/200LX I
Change the location
of the Shift and Fn key
indicators on the screen
The HP 100/200LX reminds you if you've pressed
the Shift and Fn keys, or whether the Caps lock is
on, by displaying in the lower left of the screen a i
icon for a pressed Shift key, a l) icon for a pressed
Fn key, and a • for when the capslock is on.
You can change the location where these icons
are displayed from lower left, to lower right, to
disabled (not displayed) by pressing ~-S.
These indicators appear in DOS as well as System
Manager.
100Buddy Iii adds the display of a C for a
pressed CTRL key and an A for a pressed ALT
key. But these characters do not move with the
above tip - they are always displayed in the lower
left of the screen.
Robert S. Williams
CompuServe /0: [76167,2773J

II
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II

......... QUICKTIPS .........
~Appt

interpretation. You can use
them to develop your own
version.}

!100/200LX!

Have alarm
play Ode to Joy
When an appointment comes
due in APPT, an alarm
sounds. In fact, the 100/200LX lets you select the
alarm you want to hear.
From APPT, press !MENU I
Qptions Alarm Beep, tab to
the Sound section and use
the arrow keys to select
Beep, !rumpet, Chime, or
Custom.
The Custom feature lets
you play your own alarm to
remind you of a due appointment.
Here's how to create a
special alarm. Open MEMO
and type the following. (Let
the lines wrap, with no hard
returns. Spaces are optional):
v3 t220 kl eefggfedccde
L6eL10cl.L8d plO L8 eefgg
fedccdeL6cl.L lOcL8c plO
eefggfedccdeL6eL10cl.L8d
plO L8 eefggfedccdeL
6cl.L10cL8c plO

Save the file as
C:\_DAnALARM.SND. When
you select Custom, Beethoven's "Ode to Joy" will play.
Guenter Hoppe
Meerbusch, GERMANY
Here is my ALARM.SND file
of Beethoven's "Ode to Joy":
t200 kl 03 v3 Ll16
e . fggfedc . deedd .p16e . fgg
fedccdedccp16decdL32efLl
6ecdL32efL16edcd02g .
03p16e . fggfedccdedcc

Jim Westley
CompuServe 10: [74124, 1451J
[Editor's Note: These two
are found in ALARM.zIP'H
The first is ODE1.SND, the
second is ODE2.SND. You
have to rename them
ALARM.SND to use them.
Each is a slightly different

screen, I just lost the use
very dear Buddy!
Jorge M. Trevino
CompuServe 10: [70142, 1041J

!100/200LX !

Cannot use spacebar
to enter colon in a
200LX time field
When you enter an appointment, you're given the opportunity to enter start and end
times. On the 100LX, if you
typed 1 I < Spacebar > I 45P in a
time field, 1:45 PM is entered. The HP 100LX interprets the spacebar, comma
or a period as a colon when
entering time.
Try the same thing on the
200LX and 2:50 PM is entered. The 200LX doesn't
recognize the spacebar as a
substitute for the colon in a
time field. You'll have to use
another delimiter such as
comma or period on the
200LX to separate hours
from minutes when entering
a start or end time.
The change from the
100LX to the 200LX is a
side-effect that happened
when another problem was
fixed.
Everett Kaser
CompuServe 10: [74431, 1441J

iii Buddy
1ilD3I! 100/200LX !

100Buddy doesn't
work with nonEnglish Palmtops
I replaced my USA English
100LX with a brand new
Spanish language 100LX! I
would have been ecstatic if
the 100LX, as the 95LX used
to, had the ability to switch
the language to English. To
my chagrined discovery, this
is not the case.
Since 100Buddy 'H does
not recognize a non-English
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=Comm
mEl! 100/200LX !

Stop "call waiting"
from interrupting
your modem
If you have call waiting on
your telephone an incoming
call can interrupt an on line
session. This can be irritating, costing you time and
money. The phone company
provides a code that will turn
off call waiting. In most parts
of the U.S. the code is 70#,
but check with your local
phone company for the correct code for your area.
To turn off call waiting use
the following string to dial
your modem:
ATDI'70#Wxxxxxxx

The ATDT is the standard
"Hayes" command string to
get the modem's attention
and dial a number. The 70#
is the code to disable call
waiting. The W will make the
modem wait for the dial tone
after dialing the 70#. The x's
are the number you are calling.
If you do not have call
waiting you don't have to
worry about the 70# just use
the following string,
ATDTxxxxxxx, to dial the
modem.
Larry Tachna
CompuServe 10: [76520, 1630J

mEl! 100/200LX !

Charge modem calls
to your telephone
credit card
To use your personal telephone credit card when dial-

ing up another modem, use
the following string:
ATDTOxxxxxxx$86607066668888

You put a zero at the beginning of the phone number
you are calling. The x's are
the phone number. The $
makes my modem wait for
the AT&T bong sound before
sending the credit card number (8660... in the above
example). If you are not
using AT&T than use a comma instead of the $.
The comma will make the
modem wait for the time
specified in the modem's S8
register. You will have to test
this yourself. Dial and time
how long it takes from the
last dialed digit until the
phone is ready for the credit
card number. If it takes 12
seconds your dial string
might look like this:
A'l'S8 , l ? D'l'Oxxxxxxx,

8660"/O~!:>~~ 4444

Larry Tachna
CompuServe 10: [76520, 1630J
! 100/200LX !

Digital phone
systems can fry
PCMCIA modems
Check to see which type of
phone system you have
before you connect a PCMCIA modem to it. The newer
digital systems send out a
series of high-current signals
when a device is first connected to it. This current may
be high enough to overload
and burn out the solid-state
relay in a PCMCIA modem.
Unfortunately, both types of
systems use RJ-11 connectors, making it difficult to tell
them apart.
Some solutions were suggested by Bill Machrone in
recent PC Week articles.
First, ask about the system
you are connecting to. Rolm,
Northern Telecom, and others have digital systems.
Second, use a modem adapter which connects through

the handset cord. Finally,
IBM markets a device called
the "Modem Saver" (Part
Number 73G5395, $29). This
pen-sized device plugs into
an RJ-11 socket and its
LEOs tell you whether you
have a normal, high-current,
or reversed polarity line.
(Reversed polarity can effect
high-speed modems, resulting in greater error rates.)
Rich Hall
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper

=

Connectivity

mJDl

100/200LX

I

Use Connectivity
Pack's FILER to
save time searching
Palmtop files
The only limitation I've found
with using the 100/200LX for
my personal information
management is the rare
occasion where I have to do
a truly global, "needle in the
haystack" search. This occurs when I have no idea in
which file a given piece of
information may reside, no
date range to help limit
search. In such rare cases,
the processor power of the
100/200LX is insufficient, and
the searching just takes too
long. (Press
Find to
search a Phone, Database or
NoteTaker file.)
That's where the Connectivity Pack comes in! Because I routinely back up my
100/200LX data to my desktop system, I can always use
the faster speed of the desktop to search for needed information.
Tony Spielberg
CompuServe 10: [71234,3222J

1!!1

II Database
I 100/200 LX I
Database Tab Order
In the Database application
on the 100/200LX you can
move from one field to the

next by pressing the TAB
key. GDBIO ii uses TAB
order when importing and
exporting data. The TAB
order is determined by the
position of the Database
fields on the screen, left to
right, top to bottom. There is
no way to change it.
The screen image is made
up of a matrix small dots
called "pixels" (picture elements). The TAB order is
strictly in order of the x,y
coordinates of the upper left
corner of each Database
field. As this is at the pixel
level it is easy to think that
two fields are on the same
"line" when one is actually a
pixel higher or lower. The
best way to check is in the
Modify Database screen
(I MENU I f.ile Modi!y Database ... ). Drag the field horizontally until it is next to the
other field and look at their
alignment. I suppose Magnify
from ACE Technologies
would be useful here.
Craig Payne
CompuServe 10: [72672,3706J

• Filer
I 100/200LX I
Unload Filer to
save System RAM
This information is found in
the file 100FAQ.ZIP ii,
found in the Internet News
Group comp.sys.palmtops
As shipped by HP, the
Application Manager always
keeps FILER in memory,
using' approximately 58K of
System RAM. This is so that,
if you run out of disk space
while using an application,
you can enter Filer, delete
some files, and save your
work.
100FAQ.ZIP describes a
"disable filer" trick, which
allows you to completely
terminate the filer, and recover that 58K of System RAM.
This is undocumented, unsupported, and nobody at HP

has recommended it,
although several users have
reported success with it.
Nevertheless, please back up
your disk before trying this.
[See Editor's Note below.]
To disable the Filer, do the
following:
1. Activate the application
manager (press
More).

I!J

2. Move the Filer to the first
position, using~.
3. Close AppManager IMENU I
Quit.
4) Start DOS ICTRLI-~,
and type the following:
debug c : \_dat\appmgr .dat
e lOa 01
w

Undoing this procedure
has some unpleasant side
effects on programs that
were installed in Application
Manager. You will have to reinstall any DOS programs
(.EXE, .COM), and re-Ioad
the icons for any System
Manager (.EXM) programs.
To undo this procedure:
delete C:LDA TIAPPMGR
.DAT; open Application Manager and close it to again
create a new APPMGR.DA T
file. - Robert]

~ HP Calc
mJDl

100/200LX

I

q

Latitude & Longitude

5. Start the application manager and move the Filer back
to its original position, if desired.

You can use the Solver application of the HP CALC to
find the distance in miles
between two points on earth.
In fact, the 95LX, 100LX and
200LX manuals all give an
example of this equation:

Now you can terminate Filer
(remove it from system memory) by following these steps:
1. First open FILER;
2. Opening AppManager,
highlight FILER and press
~ (Close), or
2b. Open AppManager, highlight FILER, and press IMENUI
&plication Close All.
In order to open the FILER
again after it has been terminated, you'll have to press
WILERI twice.
When you reopen FILER
the FILER's Quit command
will behave as before, putting
FILER to sleep and not recovering the RAM. To unload
it from memory you must
follow the above instructions.
Rich Cochran (Editor 100FAQ.lIP)
<rochran@netcom.com>
CompuServe 10: [73040,263J

[Editor's Note: Those who
do not want to risk experimenting with DEBUG can
use Mark Scardina's CLSFLR.zIP ii to perform this
procedure correctly.

DISTANCE=69 . 0466*ACOS
(SIN(HR(LTl)) *SIN(HR(LT2))+
COS(HR(LTl))*COS(HR(LT2))*
cos (HR (I.Gl) -HR (LG2) ) )

Where LG1 and LT1 equal
the longitude and latitude of
the first place and LG2 and
LT2 equal the longitude and
latitude of the second place.
The example is in the
95LX User's Guide: 30-18;
100LX User's Guide: 30-42;
200LX User's Guide: 30-32
David Shier
CompuServe 10: [75030,3374J

[Editor's Note: You can
find the Latitude and Longitude for major cities in WorldTime cities list on the 100/200LX.]

II! Lotus
m!31

100/200LX

I

Lotus dinner manager
As a resident in training in
internal medicine one of my
jobs is to order dinner for the
medical teams on call in the
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hospital that night.
I made a spreadsheet,
DINNER.WK1 Ii , where I
enter the names and pager
numbers of those on call. I
page each person around
dinner time and take their
order - entering it into the
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet adds up the total for
each order with tax and tip. I
then know how much each
person owes me, and how
much cash (including tax and
tip) I need to pay for the
delivery. The spreadsheet
has columns for how much
each person has paid me
and the difference (do lowe
them or do they owe me?). It
totals these columns at the
bottom to show the total that
is still owed to me or how
much I still owe to others.
So far it has worked great,
although I do get some
strange looks when I take out
my 100LX for dinner orders!
Steve Zweibel
CompuServe 10: [71543,1345J

I~Memo
m!3Il 100/200LX I
Don't lose text when
faxing memo file
Some users have reported
losing part of message when
sending (via fax or modem)
files created with MEMO on
the Palmtop. This happens
because, like most word processors, MEMO uses "soft"
returns within a paragraph,
and a "hard" return at the
end. This arrangement allows
a word processing program
to adjust the length of a line
when you to change the
margins. A "hard" return is
created when you press the
Enter key in MEMO.
Unfortunately, many other
programs, including fax and
communications, "see" the
"hard " return as the end of
line, not the end of a paragraph. They are only set up
to send 60-80 character lines
and any characters beyond

that get lost.
You can alleviate this
problem by printing your
MEMO to a file rather, rather
than saving it. Then fax or
send that printer file.
ON THE 1001
200LX IN MEMO:
Press IMENU! file ~rint file
§.etup (set top and bottom to
o if necessary), press IENTER!
twice, give the file a name,
and press IENTER! again.
ON THE 95LX IN MEMO:
Press IMENU! Print Options
(check the left and right margins ), press Quit File, give
the file a name and press
I ENTER! .
The resulting file will have a
"hard" return at the end of
each 60-80 character line
and should be interpreted
correctly by most fax and
communications programs.
(The 100/200LX leaves a
printer control code at the
end of the file that you may
have to delete with a text
editor for some communications software.)
Robert Roney
Editor HP Palmtop Paper

mMisc.
1100/200LX

I

Use scanner and
LaserJet to capture
100/200LX screens
Many of the newer screen
capture utilities have dropped
support for CGA graphics. So
100/200LX users have come
up with a number of ways to
capture the screen image.
"I ended-up taking the
easy way out. I simply did a
print screen (~-@)) to a
LaserJet and then scanned
the hard-copy into the PC!
Sometimes I forget there are
simpler ways to do things, if
you have the equipment, a
LaserJet and a scanner."
Fred Roehm
CompuServe 10: [75430,3671J
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I have printed screens from
my 100LX by connecting it to
the serial port of a HP DeskJet 500C printer and pressing
PRT SC ~ -@). You could
use the parallel port with serial to parallel converter.
Jorge M. Trevino
CompuServe 10: [70142,1041J

Use GEMCAP Ii to
print APPT's full
screen monthly
calendar view
If you do not have a printer
that connects to your Palmtop you cannot print the full
screen monthly calendar
from the APPT book on the
100/200LX.
Here is a way around this.
You can use a graphics
screen capture program to
capture the graphics screen
of the calendar, and then use
a graphics viewing program
to print the screen image
from a PC with a printer.
For example, you might try
a very small program called
GEMCAP.ZIP Ii . Load this
TSR before entering System
Manager on the 100/200LX,
and then when you have
your monthly calendar on the
screen, press IALTI-O. This
will save the screen into a
.IMG file. You can then use a
graphics program such as
CSHOW Ii to view and print
the calendar on another PC.
Larry Lefkowitz
CompuServe 10: [76711,731J

III Programming
I 100/200LX I
Pygmy Forth Ii
enhanced for the
HP 1 00/200 LX
Pygmy Forth by Frank Sergeant is a small (about 16K)
version of the Forth programming language. It includes an
assembler, editor, metacompiler , and complete
source code all written in
Forth. This lets you custom-

ize the entire system and is
powerful enough to do almost
any task.
It also, includes references
to Steven Brodie's book,
Starting Forth, to make it
easy for you to learn about
Forth. It is fast. Searching
through a file in the Pygmy
editor is over five times faster
than in the 100LX MEMO.
I have added some features to Pygmy Forth to
make it easier to use with the
100LX: support for the 64 x
18 mode and F(n) key legend
in the editor, Diconix 150
printer support and more.
Robert S. Williams
CompuServe 10: [76167,2773J

III Quicken
1100/200LX

I

Track vacation time
with Palmtop Pocket
Quicken
You can use built-in Pocket
Quicken on the 200LX to
keep track of your vacation
time . (Pocket Quicken is
available for 100LX users
from Intuit.) Just set up a
New File or a New Account
and call it Vacation Time.
Start off your opening Balance at the beginning of the
year and instead of entering
a dollar amount enter the
total number of hours of
Vacation Time you get in a
year.
Every time you use some
hours, save the transaction
for that block of time as
spent hours. Your balance
will indicate the amount of
Vacation Time you have
remaining in the year, and
you will have a record of the
dates that you used Vacation
Time.
John H. Spadel
CompuServe 10: [71574,2404J
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Product Index
Contact information for products mentioned in articles.
See Advertisers Index, next page, for additional product references.

HP PRODUCTS
Contacts: Authorized HP computer
dealers wOrldwide (i.e. the same place you
can purchase an HP LaserJet). To locate
an authorized dealer in the USA, ca1/800443-1254. You can also purchase the
95LX & IOO1200LX and its accessories
from ACE Technologies at 800-825-9977
or 408-734-0100; Fax: 408-734-3344;
EduCALC at 800-677-7001; Fax: 714-5821445. Global Connections at 608-7521537; Fax: 608-752-9548.

HP 200LX 2MB - $699
(HP F1061A)

HP 200LX 1MB - $549
(HP F1060A)

HP OmniBook 600C PC
(F1065A) 486DX2I50 170MB HD - $2,800
(F1111 A) 486DX4f75 260MB HD - $3,700

HP StarLink Service - $varies
Wireless messaging service, for
'one-stop communications solution.' Contact: 800-917-LlNK.

5MB.12v Flash Card - $499
(HP F1012A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

10MB/12V Flash Card - $879
(HP F1013A) with Stacker 3.0 data
compression software (not for the 95LX).

DictionarylThesaurus Card-$149.95
(HP F1005A)

ACJDC Adapter (HP F1011A)-$39.95
USA/Canada (Opt. ABA)
Europe (Opt. ABB)
Australia (Opt. ABG)
United Kingdom (Opt. ABU)
South Africa (Opt. ABO)

PC Connectivity Cable - $24.95
(HP F1015A) Connect 95LX and
100/200LX to DOS compatible PC.

MAC Connectivity Cable - $24.95
(HP F1016A) Connect 95LX and
100/200LX to Apple peS/MACs.

95LX Connectivity Pack - $119.95
(HP F1001A)

100I200LX
Connectivity Pack - $119.95
(HP F1021B)
(HP F1021C) International

100/200LX Connectivity
Pack Software Only - $70
(HP F1021-60002)

Connect/Adapter Kit - $24.95
(HP F1023A) 4 adapters for connecting
the 100'200LX to moderns, printers, and PCs.

100I200LX Accessory Cradle - $79
(HP F1027A) Connects the 1OOLX or
200LX to U.S. Robotics WorldPort V.42bis
Modem, Skytel pager, and other products.

95LX Accessory Cradle - $60
(HP F1006A)

Service Agreements
For U.S. HP Palmtop users. Units must be
under warranty to extend.
95LX, 1-year extension - $50
95LX, 3-year extension - $135
1OO/200LX, 2-year extension - $85
Contact: HP, Corvallis Service
Center, USA; Phone: 503-757-2002.
NOTE: Suggested retail price listed.

OTHER PRODUCTS
acCIS 3.0 - $69
on 2MB SRAM card - $329
Automates CompuServe access, no
additional software required to run. (See
page 27)
CONTACT: Shier Systems &
Software, 920 Hampshire Road, Suite A29, Westlake Vii/age, CA, 91361, USA;
Phone: 805-371-9391; Fax: 805-3719454; CompuServe 10: [75030,3374].

America On Line - $varies
On line service. (See page 2,12,17,3335)
Contact: America Online, USA; Phone:
800-827-6364.

An Easy Course in
USing the HP 19BII - $19.95
How to book with many Solver equations
that can be adapted to the HP Calc's
Solver on the Palmtop. (See page 52)
Contact: Grapvine Publications,
626 N. 4th St., P.O.8ox 2449, Corvallis,
OR 97339 or Educalc, Phone: 800-6777001 (ex1.108); Fax: 415-494-1995.

Clock speed-up upgrade - $na
Clock speed-up upgrade kit. Documentation is in Japanese. Look for an
anouncement of an English language
version in future issues of the HP
Palmtop Paper. (See page 10,12)
Contact: Palm Trading Co., in care
of Takeshi Hashimoto, Daimachi 1-12-32F, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo, 193 Japan;
Phone: 81-426-21-2462; Fax: 81-42621-3297. or Thaddeus Computing Inc.;
Fax: 515-472-1879 (See page 10 for
details)

Delphi - $varies

PPI Modems - $varies

On line service which includes Internet
access. (See page 17)
Contact: Delphi; Phone: 800-6954005; Modem: 800-365-4636; Intemet email: INFO@delphi.com.

PMCIA and portable modems. (See
page 6)
Contact: Practical Peripherals Inc.,
375 Conejo Ridge Ave., Thousand
Oaks, CA 91361; Phone: 800-442-4774
or 805-497-4774; Fax: 805-374-7200.

HP Palmtop Paper, Back issues
Contact: Thaddeus Computing,
USA; Phone: 800-373-6114; Fax: 515472-1879.

Info Select for DOS 2.0 - $149.95
Freeform information manager. (See
page 38,39)
Contact: Micro Logic Corp., 89
Leuning St., PO Box 70, South
Hackensack, NJ 07602; Phone: 800342-5930; 201-342-6518; FAX: 201-3420370.

Logitech mouse - $79
Serial mouse. (See page 5)
Contact: Logitech Inc., 6505 Kaiser
Dr., Fremont, CA 94555; 800-231-7717,
510-795-8500; fax, 510-792-8901.

Magnify! - $19
Pops up a window that enlarges underlying text on HP 100/200LX. (See page
57)
Contact: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880ZankerRoad, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977
or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

Modem Saver - $29
Checks power on phone line connectors
to protect your modem from damage.
Part number 73G5395. (See page 57)
Contact: IBM Corp. (Par1s) Dept.
E54, PO Box 9022, Boulder CO 80301;
Phone: 800-388-7080, 303-924-4100;
Fax: 800-766-6545.

CompuServe Information Service
(CIS) - $varies
CompuServe Information Manager
software (CIM):
(DOS), (WIN) or (MAC) - $25
CompuServe Navigator software:
(Windows) - $79.95
(Mac) - $99.95

Off line navigator for CompuServe. DOS
version has not been tested on the HP
Palmtops. (gee page 27)
Contact: Dvorak Development &
Publishing Corp., 385 S. Pierce Ave.,
Louisville, CO 80027; Phone: 303-6610345; Fax: 303-661-0635.

On line service and access software for
DOS, Windows, and Macintosh. (See
page 2,7,11,12,18,23-32)
Contact: CompuServe USA;
Phone: 800-848-8199 ex1 231 or 614457-0802.

Japan's CompuServe equivalent. (See
page 7,9,10,11,12)
Contact: Fujitsu, Japan

CP+ Telecoupler 11 - $159.95
Computer Products Plus' acoustic
coupler. (See page 39)
Contact: AR Industries 16580
Habor Blvd. suite M, Fountain valley, CA
92708; Phone: 714-847-1799; 800-2744277; Fax: 714-839-6282.

Cybergate, Inc. - $varies
Internet service provider. (See page 21)
Contact: Phone: 305-428-GA TE;
Fax: 305-428-7977.

NavCIS Pro (Windows or DOS) - $69

NIFTY-Serve - $varies

NiMH batteries
Prod # 50-103 - $5 each
Nickel Metal Hydride rechargeable
batteries. (See page 39)
Contact: Real Goods, 966 Mazzoni
Street, Ukiah, CA 95482-3471, USA;
Phone: 800-762-7325 or 707-468-9214;
Fax: 707-468-0301 .

Pocket Quicken - $69.95
Stand-alone version of Pocket Quicken
for 100LX users. (See page 58)
Contact: Intuit, Phone: 800-3544023; Fax: 603-295-3015; Intemational:
415-858-6095.

Skytel - $varies
Wireless paging service. (See page 7)
Contact: SkyTel USA: Phone: 800456-3333 or 202-408-7444; Fax:
202-336-5333.

Thumbelina - $99
Track ball that fits in your hand and is
operated with your thumb.
(See page 6)
Contact: Appoint, 1332 Vendels
Circle, Paseo Robles, CA 93446; Phone:
800-448-1184 or 805-239-8976.

Timeline 4.0 - $na
Timeline version 4.0 planning software is
no longer available from the Symantec.
You may still be able to find it at some
software retailers. According to
Symantec Timeline 5.0, $699, will not
run on the HP Palmtops. (See page ~
Contact: Symantec Corp., 10201
Torre Ave., Cuper1ino, CA
95014; USA; Phone: 800-441-7234 or
408-253-9600; Fax: 408-255-3344.

Turbo Lightning - $na
Spell checking software is no longer
available from Borland. (See page 36)
Contact: Borland International,
1800 Green Hills Road, Scotts Valley,
CA 95067, USA; Phone: 800-331-0877
or 408-438-8400; Fax: 408-439-9119.

User's Groups for the HP Palmtop
See box on page 15, this issue.

Webster's New World
Spelling Checker - $39
Small, full-featured spelling checker for
the HP 100/200LX. (See page 37)
Contact: Thaddeus Computing Inc,
57 E. Broadway or P.O. Box 869,
Fairfield, IA 52556; Phone: (800) 3736114 or (515) 472-6330; Fax: (515) 4721879.

Wordstar 4.0 - $na
Early DOS word processor for DOS
systems. Wordstar for DOS 7.0 is
available but requires 14 megabytes,
has not been tested on the HP
Palmtops. (See page 38)
Contact: SoftKey International, 201
Broadway Cambridge, MA 02139;
Phone: 617-494-1200; 800-227-5609.

World Port
2400 Fax/modem - $199
9696 Fax/Modem - $299
1440 Fax/Modem - $329
Pocket modems. (See page 39)
Contact: U.S. Robotics, 8100 N.
McCormick Blvd., Skokie, IL 600762999, USA; Phone: 800-342-5877 or
708-982-5010; Fax: 708-982-5235.
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HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of ways to get in
touch with The HP Palmtop Paper staff.
You can write; mail us a dIsk with
your comments; send CompuServe
mail; fax; or call. Our mailing address
and contact information is:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield, IA 52556, U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330 or 800-373-6114;
Fax #:515-472-1879;
CIS 10: Hal Goldstein, [75300,2443]
Internet: 75300.2443@compuserve.com

To advertise in The HP Palmtop Paper,
contact Bnan Teitzman or Margaret
Martin.
To subscribe, change address, or clear
up any problem with your subscription, contact our subscription department (Director Sharon Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Technical Support - HP offers
these options:
• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- is
offered to all Palmtop users and is
available by calling 503-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORT- is
offered 24 hours a day by calling 800443-1254.
• REQUEST FAXED OR MAILED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.
On-Line Support - offered by these
bulletin board services.

• INTERNET: comp.sys.palmtops; or
eddie.mit.edu.

Product [PhonelFax numbers]

Accurite
ACE

(Floppy drives for 100/200LX)
(ACE) ...............

ACMA
AMP
ARDIS
Aware Electronics

BIDS
Brownstone

Challenger
CSS
Databook
DataViz
DesignSoft
E&B
EduCALC
EI Dorado
EM Alternatives
Envoy Data
EXP Computer
Experience in Software

Extended Systems
Greenwich

Greystone
Hewlett Packard
Inmax

InteJliLink
Mirical Corp
MobileMedia
Opus 63
Portable Solutions
Prolifix

Protege
Radio Mail
SCM Microsystems
Seagate
Shier Systems
Simple Simon Software
Smart Modular
Steele Creek Tech.
Thaddeus Computing
Widget

The richness of The HP Palmtop Paper
comes from the contributions of Palmtop PC users. We and your fellow
users welcome your submissions. (We
do not offer payment for articles; your
reward is kriowing that you've helped
others.)
If you have a good idea and want
to "go for it," sena it in via CompuServe E-Mail [75300,2443], Internet:
75300.2443@compuserve.com, or send
disk or hard copy to Hal Goldstein or
Rich Hall at the above address. Alternatively you can send an outline of
your idea. We will try to guide you
as to when and whether we would
use the article and contact you if we
need clarification or have any suggestions. We may want to use an article
but for a variety of reasons you may
not see it for many months. Please
understand that we cannot promise to
run any particular article.
If you can, especially if you write
a Palmtop Profile, send us a black
and white photo of yourself.

.
[408-433-1980; Fax 408-433-1716]. 50
[800-825-9977 or 408-734-0100. Fax.408-428-9721] .. 3O.31

(ACE DoubleFlash+Plus FlashRAM to 80MB) ............ . .... . . . . . .. back cover
[510-623-1212-; Fax: 510-623-0818] .. 28
(Impression PC Card Drive) .
(Flash memory card) . . .
...
. ..... [800-488-8459] .. 9
(2-way Wireless Comm)
.......... [800-494-1719 or 708-913-1215] .. 1
(Gieger Counter) .. . .. . ..
. [800-729-5397; Phone/Fax: 302-655-3800] .. 15
(Real Estate Data Acquisition) . .
. [813-839-3646; Fax: 813-839-3003] .. 25
(Option Trading System) . . . . . . . . . . . .
[800-642-7116; TeVFax: 908-654-7108] .. 41
(Medical ReferencelEducation Software)
[800-676-0822 or 901-385-1840] .. 51
(Barcode system/Environmental Case)
... [800-733-5017; Fax: 503-752-7037] .. 18
(Memory Card Drive) . . .................... [716-889-4204; Fax: 716-889-2593] .. 26
(MacLink Plus) . .. . . .. . ...... [800-733-0030 or 203-268-0030; Fax: 203-268-4345] .. 24
(Palmtop circuit analysis software) . . . . . . . . . . . .. [617-923-4275 Fax: 800-536-7595] .. 17
(Leather Cases) . . . .
[800-896-2273; .Int'l: 916-344-5047; Fax: 916-782-9306] .. 34
(Accessories Catalog) . . . .
[800-677-7001 or 714-582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445] .. 21
(951200LX and Accessories) . .. . [800-227-8292 or 415-494-6600; Fax: 415-494-1995]..47
.. . .. [800-258-2550; Fax: 414-241-8514] .. 37
(PalmtoptoxiPalmpeds Medical Software)
(PCMCIA Products) .............. .. ....... [602-892-0954; Fax: 602-892-0029] .. 39
... [800-EXP-NYCA; Fax: 714-453-1319] .. inside back
(ThinFax Modem)
(Project KickStart)
. . . . . . . . .. . [800-678-7008; Fax: 510-644-3823] .. 32
(Desktop Infrared Interface) . .. . . . .. ...
. .. [800-235-7576; Fax: 406-587-9170] .. 25
. . .... . . 47
(JetEye Infrared Printer Interface. ........................ .
(Palm Link A Printer)
[800-476-4070 or 704-376-1021; Fax: 704-335-8707] ..43
(Universal Card Drive)
[800·600-5710 or 408-866-4739; Fax: 408-866-8320] .. 5
(StarLink) .......... .. . .. . . .
..........
. . . .. . [800-917 L1NK] .. 29
. ......... [604-98Q-9991; Fax: 604-985-5597] .. 12
(CGA/VGA Graphics Pack 'Vision'.
(Windows Connectivity Pack) ................ [603-888-0666; Fax: 603-888-9817] .. 32
(Personal Food Analyst)
[800-732-7707 or 719-598-5276; Fax: 719-598-5790] .. 44
(MobileMate)
...... . . .. . [800-562-2830] .. 19
(Liberator Shoulder Holster) .... [80Q-588-0PUS or 718-706-6787; Fax:718-706-7034] .. 35
(Palmtop Lovers T-Shirts) .....
. ..... [800-700-1189; Fax: 714-831-1327] .. 28
(Physician's Medical Reference) .....
. ..... [800-774-7357; Fax: 913-492-7396] .. 11
(ATAIX Card Drive) . ..... . .. . .. . ....... . . . [800-995-4453; Fax: 714-961-1162] .. 41
(Internet) . . . . . .. [800-909-0260 (Dept.HP) or 415-286-7800; Fax: 415-286-7805] ..48.49
(Desk Card Reader) ... [408-370-4888; Fax: 408-370-4880; Germany: 4989 859 8702] .. 10
(PCMCIA Flash Cards) .......
.. [408-438-8111; Fax: 408-438-7852] .. 14
(aeClS - CompuServe access program)
.[805-371-9391; Fax: 805-371-9454] ..45
(SS Faxer) . .
. ........ [817-283-6691 ; Fax: 817-283-5871] .. 35
(FaxlModem & Memory)
... [800-536-1231; Fax: 510-623-1434] .. inside front
. ........... [Phone & Fax: 704-588-1780] .. 12
(Card-link Drives) . .. . ..
(HP Palmtop Paper) . . . . . . . .
. . . . . [800-373-6114; Fax: 515-472-1879] .. 8
(HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK)
.. .. .. ..
.. .. ... ......
. 53
(Paralink 3 SeriaVParaliel Adapter)
[011-44-438-815444; Fax:011-44-438-815222] .. 25

Shareware and Freeware Index (NovemberlDecember 1994)
Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe
Product

Function

ALARM.ZIP
PYGMY.ZIP

Alarms: 100/200LX .SND alarm files, Ode to Joy.
Application: Small Forth programming language
customized for 100/2ooLX.
Mise: Ffiles from the user profile this issue.
Contains: PROJ.wKI, OPROJ.WKI, VDR.EON.
Mise: Ales from Todo database artide.
Contains: TOOO.GDB, TODO.MAC, TOOO.lCN.
Mise: Some files mentioned in Through the
Looking Glass. Contains: RENTALWKI, RENTAL.CFL,
FMRR-123-EON, FMRR·CFL.EON and FMRRPROG.ZlP.
Demo: Demonstrates features 01 ACE Magnily! program
Game: Chess program, runs on HP 100/200LX
Spreadsheet: Manage who owes what at dinner.
Utility: Allows some programs to be loaded into expanded
memory on the HP 1ooLX.
Utility: Screen capture TSR, creates .IMG file.
Utii Jy: Grapl"ics program to display .IMG and other files.
Utility: Reset looLX CPU clock & SRAM access speed
UtiliJy: Latest version of utility to decompress .lIP files
Text: Frequently asl<ed looLX questions
Text: Press release on the HP 2ooLX.
TexVGDB: Descriptions of files in CIS HP forums
Text: Descriptions, products advertised this issue
Text: The HP Palmtop Paper, November/December 1994
Text: cover letter for HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK

PROFILE.ZlP
TOOO.ZIP

How to submit an article

Page number

(PalmtoplOmnibook Products Includes: ACT! for HP Palmtops; AC£ <->FAX Fax
Software and Modem Bundles; AC£ <->UNK File Transfer Software; BA TTman Battery
Monitoring and Data Protection Software; Carrying Cases; Desktop Card Readers; Acoustic
Modem Couplers; HP 200LX Palmtop Systems; HP ColorOmniBook Software, NiMH Batteries;
Printers and Accessories; X-JACK Megahertz Modem Bundles.)

• COMPUSERVE: GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership state
#231.
• AMERICA ON LINE: Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-.893-6288 for membership information.

~

Products advertised in this issue of The HP Palmtop Paper
Company

TLGI8.ZlP
MAGDEM.ZlP
GNUCHESS.lIP
DINNER.WK1
EMM1oo.llP
GEMCAP.ZlP
CSHOWA.EXE
TURBO.ZIP
UNZIP.EXE
looFAO.ZIP
2OOLX.ANN
HPLlBS.ZlP
AOVERT.ZIP
PTP18.l1P
README.ZlP

~

~

na
HPHANDI15 Palmlop Programmers

Free
Share

56
58

na

Free

36·39

na

Free

42-45

na

Free

46-52

HPHAND/14 HPHAND VENDORS
HPHAND195LX Gen,7
na
HPHANDI1 OOLX Gen, 11

Free
Free
Free
Free

23
39
58
11

IBMSYSIGen Util, 3
ZENITHIOOS DTP, 8
HPHAND/100LX Gen, 11
HPHANDlGeneral,1
HPHANDl100LX Gen, 11
HPHAND/Gen, 1
na
na
na
na

Share
Share
Free
Free
Free
Free
na
na
na
na

CIS forumlUbrary

58
58
22
na
57
23
26,36
na
na

Software mentioned and included In past issues of
The HP Palmtop Paper On Disk, Subscribers Disks, or CompuServe
• Program (issue included in. CompuServe Forum. sharewarelfreeware status. page references this issue.)
• l00BUDDY.lIP,(Best Tops, HPHAND/ll, Share, 11,42,55.58,59): .95BUDOY.llP, (Besl Tips, HPHANDI7, Share, 42,52,55); • ACCIS9.ZIP, (Besl T~s, M, Share,
56): • ADJUTIME.BAT, (NIO 93, M, Free, 54: • APLOAD100.EXE, (94-95 POW<!rD~k. HPHANDlll, Free, 20): • COMMO.lIP, (Best T~s, HPHANO/9, Share, 56): •
DlETI2.ZIP, (Best Tips, na, Free, 52,53): • DlET145F.ZIP, (Best Tips, HPHANDll, Free, 52.53): • OBUTlLZIP, (510 93, HPHANDI11, Share, 30): • FREYJA23.lIP,
(MIA 94, HPHAND17 (,912.2, Free, 15); • GDBIO.lIP, (Best Tips, HPHAND/ll, Free, 30): • KERMIT.ZlP, (,uA 93, MACCOMI4, Free, 29); • KLON.ZIP, (MIA 92,
HPHANDI7, Share, 43):. MESSGllP, (Best T~s, HPHANDI5, Share, 56):. NANSI.SYS,(JIF 94, IBMSYSII. Share, 49);. PK204G.EXE, (MIA 94, HPHANDll, Share,
34): • PKL103.ZIP, (JIF 92, HPHANDII. Share, 12): • REMKEY.ZIP, (Best Tips, HPHAND/ll, Free, 48): • SOKOBANZIP, (NIO 92, HPHANDI7, Free, 43): •
STACK.ZIP, (JIF 94, HPHANDI7, Share, 49); • STATUS.lIP, (Best Tips, HPHANDI7, Share, 59): • TAPCIS (Best Tips, TAPCISlI, Share, 56): • TERSE.ZIP, (510 93,
HPHANDIll. Free, 13): • TETRS_LX.EXE, (PWR93, HP HANDI7, Free,26): • TIMOUTZIP, (MIA 92, HPHANDI6. Free, 61): • UMA10.lIP, (MlJ 92. na, Share, 49);
• VDEI71.lIP, (Besl Tips, HPHANDI7, Share, 15,49,56); • VR100.ZIP, (Best Tips. HPHANDlll, Share, 14,25); • VR95,ZIP, (Best Tops, HPHANDI7, Share, 14,25):.
VRTEXTS.ZIP, (SiO 93, HPHANDI11, Free, 14); • VU.COM, (PWA93, HPHANDI7, Free, 15); • WORMZIP, (JIF 93, HPHAND/ll , Share, 43):. ZIPI71.ZIP,(Besl Tips,
HPHANDl5, Free, 36,43,48): • ZOOM100.EXE, (PWR93, HPHAND/ll, Free, 48).
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ow... lt1s easy

o
receive
faxes from

you

100&20

I TRODUCING
E P'S THINFAX
B SIC LX WITH
B ILT-IN MINIFAX
5 FTWARE.
It's loaded with these innovative features:

"Plug & Play" convenience. Start faxing as
soon as you open the box - there's nothing
else to buy.
Installs easily in minutes. Very user friendly.
As soon as you plug the card in, a
MiniFax icon is automatically loaded on
Main Menu.
HP System Manager Compliant (interfaces
with all other HP built-in applications - no
need to exit DOS).
FAX - 9600bps send/4800bps receive.
MODEM - 2400bps.

Preview faxes before sending.
View received faxes (up to 7 pages).
Send up to 10 pages.
Automatically converts ASCI files to fax
format before sending.
Interfaces with HP integrated phone book
for frequently used numbers.
MiniFax cover page template included.
PCMCIA fax/modem can also work with
most notebook computers.
(with additional DOSIWIN software)
LIFETIME WARRANTY.

Most useful add-on to your
100 &200LX.

Gives you atrue mobile onicel
Nothing compares I

•
EXP

~I'

~i

f

-

COMPUTER, INC.

CALL 1·800·EXP·6922
Call our East Coast office at (516) 496-3703
or our West Coast office at (714) 453-1020
for more information.

DoubleFlash™

-f'IUS

Time to
Up,orade
!
O· ,

DoubleFlash EfJ Plus

ACE Technologies, Technology
Leaders in portable Computing, does
it again with the next generation in
pCMCIA F]ashRAM storage, featuring faster data access,

SOUD STA TE
STORAGE

II

I

larger capacity, and lower prices per-megabyte.
New 32K buffer for 50% to 400% faster data access than
ordinary ATA FlashRAM cards.
No batteries required---everl No moving parts, Solid State,
laser-welded in a durable stainless steel case, DoubleFlash+
is available from 6MB to 80MB, with patented LZS built-in
Stacker data compression. Pre-loaded with ACE's exclusive
BATTman 2.0 software, your Palmtop's data integrity is
maintained even under low battery conditions.
DoubleFlash+ improves battery life on the new OmniBook

Your Total Palmtop
Storage Solution
DoubleFlash+ 6M (up to 6MB
.
DoubleFlash+ 10M(
) ........... $239
up to 10MB)
$309
DoubleFlash+ 20M (up to 20MB) .........$45
DoubleFlash+ 4OM(
.........
9
DoubleFlash+ 60M(up to 40MB) ......... $799
DoubleFlash+ 80M(up tto 60MB) ...... $1,099
up 0 80MB) ...... $1,499

530. Works on PC's, too.

Ask about special ACE pricing
on system bundles.

Running on 486DX2-66
__

~_

_ _ _"

Features

HPiA"'. h'DoUbICAilSh. SUnDisk

f=

DoubleFlashEllPlus

Rugged, No Moving Parts
No Batteries Required
Plug-&-Play Installation
Built-in Data Compress'
Built-in Battery
NiCd, NiMH, Alkaline &
lithium batteries
II' Palmtop or PC
II' HP Palmtop Optimized D .
II' 0 .
river
ptlonal ROM Installation Card
II' Three power modes
II' 5 Volts only
II' 300,000 hours MTBF
II' S~OCk resistant to 1,000 G
II' Five Year Warranty
II'
II'
II'
II'
II'

KByteslSecond

Running on HP 100LX
. . ._ _•

HPAash. DoubleAilsh,SwlDisk

~

OoubleFluhE&P1us

__ ~
, ~--t. 2

s~~ports

Manag~:ent

To Order

.
'

1 ~800-825-9977

A@ ~ ®
ACE Technologies. Inc.

Technology Leaders in Portable Computing

KBytesiSecond

ACE Tech nologles . Inc . 592 W e d dell Drive #6 , Sunn yvale . California. 94089 USA
DoubleFlosh Do
. . . Tel: 408-734-0100 or 1-800825
rks of ACE Technologies. Inc
-9977 Fax : 408-734-3344

LZs~nd~~;c~~~~:~:oc;:::~emaf

r so Stoc Electronics, Inc .

'

